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A DIALOGUE ON LANGUAGE 





A DIALOGUE ON LANGUAGE 
between a Japanese and an Inquirer 

japanese: You know Count Shuzo Kuki. He studied with you 
for a number of yean. 

Inquirer: Count Kuld has a luting place in my memory. 

]: He died too early. His teacher Nishida wrote his epitaph
for over a year he worked on this supreme tribute to his 
pupil. 

I: I am happy to have photographs of Kulc.i's grave and of the 
grow! in which it lies. 

/:Yes, I know the temple garden in Kyoto. Many of my friends 
often join me to visit the tomb there. The garden was estab
lished toward the end of the twelfth century by the priest 
Honen, on the eastern hill of what was then the Imperial 
c.ity of Kyoto, as a place for reRection and deep meditation. 

1: And so, that temple grove remains the fi.uing place for him 
who died early. 

]: All his reftection was devoted to what the Japanese call/hi. 



1: In my dialogues with Kuki, I ne\'er had more than a distant 
inkling of what that word says. 

]: Later, after his return from Europe, Count Kuki ga\'e lee· 
tures in Kyoto on the aesthetics of Japanese art and poetry. 
These lectures have come out a! a book. In the book, he 
auempts to consider the nature of Japanese art with the 
help of European aesthetics. 

1: But in such an attempt, may we tum to aesthetics? 

]: Why not? 

1: The name "aesthetics" and what it names grow out of 
European thinking, out of philosophy. Consequently, aes· 
thetic consideration must ultimately remain alien to East· 
asian thinking. 

]: You are right, no doubt. Yet we Japanese have to call on 
aesthetics to aid us. 

1: Withwhal? 

]: Aesthetics furnishes us with the concepts to grasp what is of 
concern tow as an and poetry. 

I: Do you need concepts? 

]: Presumably yes, because since the encounter with European 
thinking, rhere has come to light a certain incapacity in our 
language. 

1: In what way? 

]: It lacks the delimiting power to represent obj«ts related in 
an unequivocal order above and below each other. 

/: Do you ~riou:!>ly regard this incapacity as a deficiency of 
your language? 

}: Considering that the encounter of the Eastasian with the 
European world has become inescapable, your question cer· 
tainly calls for searching reHection. 
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I: Here you are touching on a controvenial question which I 
often discussed with Count Kuki-the quest..ion whether it is 
n~ssary and rightful for Eastasians to chase after the 
European oonceptuali)'Stems. 

]: In the face of modem technicalization and industrialization 
of enry c-ontine-nt, there would seem to be no escoape any 
longer. 

I: You speak. cautiously, you say" ... would seem ... " 

]: Indeed. For the poaibility still always remains that, seen 
from the point of view of our Eastasian existence, the tech
nical world which sweeps us along must con6ne itself to 
surface matters, and , , . that ..• 

I: . . . that for this reason a true encounter with European 
existence is still not taking place, in spite of all assimila
tions and intennixtures. 

j: Perhaps cannot take place. 

I: Can we assert this so unconditionally? 

]: I would be the last to venture it, else I should not have come 
to Gennany. But I have a constant sense of danger which 
Count Kuki, too, could obviously not overcome. 

I: What danger are you thinking of? 

]: That we will let outstlves be led astray by the wealth of 
concepts which the spirit of the European languages has in 
store, and will look down upon what claims our existence, 
as on something that is vague and amorphous. 

I: Yet a far greater danger threatens. It concerns both of us; it 
is all the more menacing just by being more inc-on~picucms. 

]: How? 

1: The danger is threatening from a region where we do not 
suspect it, and which is yet precisely the region where we 
would have to experience it. 
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]: You have, then, experienced it already; otherwise: you could 
not point it out. 

1: I am f.ar from having experienced the danger to its full 
extent, but I have sensed it-in my dialogues with Count 
Kuki. 

}: Did you speak with him about it? 

1: No. The danger arose from the dialogues themselves, in that 
they were dialogues. 

1: 1 do not undentand what you mean. 

1: Our dialogues were not formal, scholarly discuslions. When
ever that son ul thing seemed to be taking place, as in the 
seminan, Count Kuki remained silent. The dialogues of 
which I am thinking came about at my howe, like a spon· 
taneous game. Count Kulr.i occasionally brought his wife 
along who then wore festive Japanese gannents. They made 
the Eastasian world more luminously presntt., and the dan
ger of our dialogues became more clearly visible. 

1: I still do not understand what you rr.ean. 

I: The danger of our dialogues was hidden in language itself, 
not in what we discussed, nor in the way in which we tried 
to do so. 

): But Count Kuki had uncommonly good t.ummand o[ Ger
man, and of French and English, did he not? 

1: 0£ count!. Ht! could say in European languages whatever 
was under diu:ussion. But we were discuuing llli; and here 
it was I to whom the spirit of the Japanese language re
mained dosed-as it is to this day. 

]: The languages of the dialogue shifted everything into 
European. 

1: Yet the dialogue tried to say the essential nature of EaJt
a.sian art and poetry. 



I: Now 1 am beginning to understand better where you smell 
the danger. The language of the dialogue oorutantly de
stroyed the possibility of saying what the dialogue was 
about. 

1: Some time ago 1 caUed language, dumsily enough, the 
house of Being. If man by virtue of hit language dwells 
within the daim and call of Being, then we Europeans pre
sumably dwell in an entirely different howe than Eutasian 

I: Assuming that the languages of the two are not merely dif
ferent but are other in nature, and radically so. 

I: And so, a dialogue from house to house remairu nearly 
impossible. 

]: You are right to say "nearly." For still it was a dialogue
and, I should think, an exciting one, because Count Kuk.i, 
in the workshops he held with us at Kyoto University, came 
bact again and again to those dialogues with you. Most 
ohcn it happened when we pressed him in our ellort to 
understand more clearly the reason that had prompted him 
at that time to go to Germany to atudy with you. Your 
book. Being and Time had then not yet been published. 
But after the First World War several Japanese profes
sors, among them our revered Professor Tanabe, went to 
Husser!, in Fn:iburg, to study phenomenology with him. 
That is how my compatriots came to know you in person. 

1: It was just as you said. In those days I, as Husserl's assistant, 
regularly once a week. read Husserl's first major work., the 
Logical lnvtstigations, with the gentlemen from Japan. By 
that time the master himself no longer held his work. in very 
high eueem; it had been published .around the tum of the 
century. But I had my own reasons to prefer the Logical 
Investigations for the pur~s of an introduction to phe· 
nomenology. And the master generously tolerated my choice. 

]: At the time-I believe it was in 1921--our professors attended 



a class you gave. They brought a transcript of it back to 
Japan. The title, if I am not mistaken, was "Expression and 
Appearance." 

1: That, in any event, was the title of the course. \'et Professor 
Kuki must have had his special reasons for coming to me in 
Mar burg. 

/: Indeed, and I believe these rea90ns trace back. to that course 
whose transcript was also much discussed elsewhere in 
Japan. 

1: Transcripts are muddy sour(r.l, of course; what is more, the 
course was most imperfect. Yet there was quickening in it 
the attempt to walk. a path of which I did not know where it 
would lead. I knew only the most immediate short-range 
perspectives along that path, because they beckoned to me 
unceasingly, while the horizon shifted and darkened more 
than once. 

}: My compatriots must indeed have sensed some o( that. 
Again and again it was said that your questions circled 
around the problem of language and of Being. 

1: In fact, this was not too difficult to discern; for as early as 
1915, in the title of my dissertation "Duns Scotw' Doctrine 
of Categories and Theory of Meaning," the two perspectives 
came into view: "doctrine of categories" is the usual name 
of the dist:ussion of the Being of beings; "theory o( mean· 
ing" means the grammatica speculatitla, the metaphysical 
reflection on language in its relation to Being. But all these 
relationships were then still unclear to me. 

}: Which is wh)' you kept silent for twelve yean. 

1: And 1 dedicated Being and Time, which appe:artd in 1927, 
to Husser!, because phenomenology presented us with possi· 
bilitiesofaway. 

J: Still, it seems to me that the fundamental theme, "Language 
and Being," sta}·ed there in the background. 
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I: It did stay there even in the course you mentioned, of 192 1. 
The same held true also of the question of poetry, and of 
art. In those days of expressionism, these realms were con
stantly before me-but even more, and already since my 
student days before the First World War, was the poetic 
work. o[ HOiderlin and Trak.l. And still earlier, during my 
last yean in the Gymnasium-to give a date, in the summer 
of 1907-I came up against the question of Being, in the 
dissertation of Husserl'a teacher Franz Brentano. Its title is 
"On the manifold meaning of being according to Aristotle"; 
it dates from 1861. The book. came to me as a gift from my 
fatherly friend and fellow Swabian, Dr. Conrad GrOber, 
later to become archbiahop of Freiburg. Then he was vicar 
of Trinity Church in Constance. 

1: Do you still have the book.? 

1: Here it is for you to look at, and to read the inscription 
which runs: "My lint guide through Greek. philosophy in 
my Gymnasium days." I am telling you all this, but not in 
order to give the impression that I already knew then 
everything that I am still asking today. But perhaps there 
is confirmation here for you-who as professor of Gennan 
literature love and know HOlderlin's work. panicularly 
well-of a phrase of that poet which begins in the fourth 
stanza of the hymn "The Rhine": " .. , For as you began. 
so you will remain." 

]: The quest of language and of Being is perhaps a gift of that 
light ray which fell on you. 

1: Who would have the audacity to claim that such a gift has 
come to him? I only know one thing: because rdection on 
language, and on Being, has determined my path of think
ing from early on, therefore their discussion has stayed as 
far as possible in the background. The fundamental Haw of 
the book Being t.1nd Time is perhaps that I ventured forth 
too far too early. 
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]: That can hardly be said of your thoughts on language. 

1: True, less so, for it was all of twenty yean after my doctoral 
dissertation that J dared discuss in a class the question of 
language. It was at that same time that I, in class, made 
public my fint interpretations of Hi:ilderlin's h)mns. In the 
summer semester of 1934, I offered a lecture series under 
the title "Logic." In [act, however, it was a reflection on 
the logos, in which I was trying to find the nature of Jan· 
guage. Yet it took nearly another ten yean before 1 was 
able to say what I was thinking-the fitting word is still 
lacking even today. The prospect of the thinking that labors 
to anawer to the nature of language is still veiled, in all iu 
vastness. This is why I do not yet see whether what I am 
trying to think of as the nature of language is also adequate 
for the nature of the Eastasian language; whether in the 
end-which would also be the beginning-a nature of Jan· 
guage can reach the thinking experience, a nature which 
would offer the assurance that European-Western saying and 
Eastasian saying will enter into dialogue such that in it there 
singa something that wells up from a single source. 

]: But a source that would then uill remain concealed from 
both language worlds. 

1: That is what I mean. This is why your visit is especially 
welcome to me. Since you have already translated into 
Japanese a few of Kleist's plays, and some of my lec:tures on 
Hi:ilderlin, you have a keener rar for the questions that I 
addressed to your compatriots almost thirty-five years ago. 

]: You must not overestimate my abilities, especially since I, 
coming from Japanese poetry, still find it difficult to respond 
to European poetry in a way that does justice to its essen
tial nature. 

1: Even though the danger remains that is necessarily implied 
in our using the German language for our dialogue, I be
lieve that I have meanwhile learned a little more, w that 
now I can ask questions better than several decades ago. 



}: At that time, my compatriots' dialogues with you after class 
were taking a different direction. 

1: Therefore I now ask. you: what prompted the Japanese 
professon, and later in particular Count Kuk.i, to give spe
cial attention to that transcript? 

}: I can report only of Kuki's explanations. They never did 
become fully clear to me; for, in characterizing your man
ner of thinking, he often invoked the tenns "henneneutia" 
and "hermeneutic." 

1: As far as I remember, I first used those words in a later 
course, in the summer of 192!J. That was the time when I 
lxgan my lint drafts of Dr:ing und Timr:. 

}: In our judgment, Count Kuk.i did not succeed in explain· 
ing the terms satisfactorily, neither concerning the mean
ing of the word nor regarding the sense in which you were 
speaking of a hermeneutic phenomenology. Kuk.i merely 
stressed constantly that the term was to indicate a new 
direction of phenomenology. 

I: It may indeed have looked that way. In fact, however, I 
was concerned neither with a direction in phenomenology 
nor, indeed, with anything new. Quite the reverse, I was 
trying to think the nature of phenomenology in a more 
originary manner, so as to fit it in this way back. into the 
place that is properly its own within Western philosophy. 

f: But why did you use the term "henneneutic"? 

1: The answer is given in the Introduction to Being and Time 
(Section 7C, pp. 58 ff.). But I will gladly add a few remarks, 
to dispel the illusion that the use of the term is accidental. 

f: I recall that it was this illusion which caused objections. 

1: The term "hermeneutics" was familiar to me from my 
theological studies. At that time, I was particularly agitated 
over the question o( the relation between the word of Holy 



. .;,~ 
Scripture and theologiu.l·spec.:ulalive thinking. This rela· 
tion, between language and Being, was the same one, if you 
will, only it was veiled and inacces!lible to me, so that 
through many deviations and false narts I sot~ght in vain 
for a guiding thread. 

]: I know too little of Christian theology to comprehend what 
you refer to. But it is obvious that through your back· 
ground and your studies you are at home in theology in a 
manner totally dilferent from those who come from out
side and merely pick up through reading a few things that 
belong in that area. 

I: Without this theological background I should never have 
come upon the path of thinking. But origin always comes 
to meet us from the future. 

}: If the two call to each other, and reftect.ion makes its home 
within that calling ••. 

I: ... and thus becomes true presence.-Later on, I met the 
term "hcrmentutic" again in Wilhelm Dilthcy, in his theory 
of the History of ldeu. Dilthcy's familiarity with herme
neutics came from that same source, his theological studies 
and especially his work on Schlciermacher. 

}: As far as I am infonned by philology, hermeneutics is a 
S£iencc that deals with the goals, ways, and rules of the 
interpretation of literary works. 

1: It developed first and fonnatively in conjunction with the 
interpretation of the Book of books, the Bible. There is a 
lecture by Schleiennacher that was published posthumously 
from his manuscripts under the title "Hermeneutics and 
Criticism, with special reference to the New Testament" 
(1858). I have it here, and shall read you the tint two 
sentences from the "General Introduction": 

Hermeneutics and criticism, bolh philological dilciplincs, bolh 
melhodologia, belong together, bccauJC the practice of each 
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presupposes the other. The tint is in general the art of under
standing rightly another man's language, particularly his 
written language; the second, the an of judging rightly the 
genuinene~ of written worU and pauages, and to ettablish it on 
the strength of adequate evidence and data. 

]: Accordingly, the word "hermeneutics," broadened in the 
appropriate sense, can mean the theory and methodology 
for every kind of interpretation, including, for example, 
that of works of the visual aru. 

1: Quite. 

]: Do you u~ the tenn in this broad sense? 

I: If I may uay within the style of your question, I hne to 
answer: In Being Gnd Time, the term "hermeneutics" ia 
wed in a still broader sense, "broader" here meaning, how
ever, not the mere extension of the same meaning over a 
still larger area of appplication. "Broader" is to say: in 
keeping with that vaatneu which springs from originary 
being. In Being and Timi!, hermeneutia mearu neither the 
theory of the art of interpretation nor interpretation iuelf, 
but rather the attempt 6nt o( all to define the nature of 
interpretation on hermeneutic grounds. 

]: But what does "henneneutic" mean then? I do not have 
the audacity to yield to the suspicion which here suggests 
itself, that you are now wing the word "hermeneutic .. will
fully. Be that as it rnay, what maum to me is to hear from 
your own lips an-if I may aay so-authentic explanation 
of your use of the word; otherwise it will stiJI not become 
dear- what moved Count Kuk.i's reflections. 

1: I shall be glad to do as you ask. Only, do not expect too 
much, For the matter is enigmatic, and perhaps we are not 
dealing with a matter at all. 

] : Perhaps rather with a process. 

1: Or with what-is-the-case. But such terms will quickly land 
us in inadequacies. 
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]: But only if we al~ady somehow have in view what our 
saying would want to reach. 

1: It can hardly have escaped you that in my later writings 
1 no longer employ the term "hermeneutics." 

]: You are said to have changed your standpoint. 

1: I have left an earlier standpoint, not in order to exchange 
it for another one, but because even the former standpoint 
was merely a way-station along a way. The lasting element 
in thinking is the way. And ways of thinking hold within 
them that mysu~rious quality that we can walk them for
ward and backward, and that indeed only the way bad 
will lead us fornard. 

]: Obviously you do not mean "forward" in the sense of an 
advance, but ... I have difficulty in finding the right word. 

1: "Fore"-into that nearest nearness which we constantly 
rush ahead of, and which strikes us u strange each time 
anew when we c-at("h Jight of it. 

]: And which we therefore quid.ly dismiu again from view, 
to stay instead with what is familiar and profitable. 

1: While the nearness which we constantly overtake would 
rather bring us back. 

}: Bark-yes. but back where? 

I: Into what is beginning. 

}: I find this difficult to undentand, if I am to think in tenns 
of what you have said about it in your writings up to now . 

• , Even so, you have already pointed to it, when you apoke 
of the presence that sprinS3 from the mutual calling of 
origin and future. 

]: As you may have surmised, I see more clearly u soon as 
I think in terms of our Japanese experience. But I am not 
certain whether you have your eye on the same. 



1: That could prove itself in our dialogue. 

]: We Japanese do not think it strange if a dialogue lenes 
undefined what is really intended, or even restores it back 
to the keeping of the undefinable. 

1: That is part, I believe, of every dialogue that has turned 
out well between thinking beings. A! if of its own accord, 
it can take care that that undefinable something not only 
does not slip away, but displays iu pthering force ever 
more luminously in the coune of the dialogue. 

j: Our dialogues with Count Kuki probably failed to tum out 
so well. We younger men challenged him much too directly 
to satisfy our thirst for handy information. 

1: Thirst for knowled~ and greed for explanations never lead 
to a thinking inquiry. Curiosity is always the concealed 
arrogance of a ael£..consciousness that banks on a .elf
invented ralio and iu rationality. The will to know does 
not will to abide in hope before what is wonhy of thought. 

]: Thus we wanted to know in fact only how European 
aesthetics might be suitable to give a higher clarity to what 
endows our art and poetry with their nature. 

1: And that would be? 

]: We have for it the name I memioned earlier: /lr.i. 

1: How often did I hear that word on Kuki's lips, yet without 
experiencing what is said in it. 

]: Meanwhile, what you mean to say with hermeneutics must 
somehow have illuminated /hi more brightly for Count 
Kuki. 

1: I sensed as much, bm never could £allow him in his insights. 

]: You have already mentioned what prevented you: the Jan· + 
guage of the dialogue was European; but what was to be 
experienced and to be thought was the Eastasian nature 
or .Japanese art. 
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1: Whatever we spoke about was from the start fotttd over 
into the sphere of European ideas. 

}: What made you aware of that? 

1: The manner in which Kuk.i explained the basic word llt.i. 
He spoke of sensuous radiance through whose lively delight 
there breaks the radiance of something suprascnsuou.s. 

]: With that explanation, I believe, Kuki has hit on what we 
experience in Japanese art. 

1: Your experience, then, moves within the difference between 
a sensuous and a suprasensuous world. This is the distinc
tion on which rests what has long been called Western 
metaphysics. 

f: With this reference to the distinction that pervades meta
physics, you now touch the source of that danger of which 
we spoke. Our thinking, if I am allowed to call it that, docs 
know something similar to the metaphysical distinction; 
but even so, the distinction itself and what it distinguilhes 
cannot be comprehended with Western metaphysical con· 
cepu. We say ITo, that is, color, and say Ku, that is, empti· 
ness, the open, the sky. We say: without fro, no Ku. 

1: This seems to correspond exactly to what Wntern, that is 
to say, metaphysical doctrine says about art when it repre· 
sents art at"$thetic.ally. The tJistht!ton, what c.an be perceived 
by the senses, lets the noeton, the nonsensuous, shine 
through. 

J: Now you will understand how great the temptation was for 
Kuki to define /ki with the help of European aesthetics, 
that is, as you poimed out, define it metaphysically. 

1: Even greater was and still is my fear that in this way the real 
nature of Eastasian art is obKured and shunted into a 
realm that is inappropriate to it. 

f: I fully share your fear: for while /ro does indeed name 



color, it yet means essentially more than whatever is per
ceptible by the senses. Ku don indeed name emptiness and 
the open, and yet it means es.sC"ntially more than that which 
is merely suprasensuous. 

1: Your suggestions, which I un follow only from afar, in
aease my une:uiness. Even greater than the fear I men
tioned is the expectation within me that our convenation, 
which has grown out of our memory of Count Kuki, couJd 
tum out well. 

]: You mean it could bring us nearer to what is unsaid? 

I: That alone would give us an abundance to think on. 

1: Why do you say "would"? 

I: Because I now see still more dearly the danger that the 
language of our dialogue might constantly destroy the possi
bility of saying that of which we are speaking. 

1: Because this language iuelf rests on the metaphysical dis
tinction between the sensuous and the supra.ensuous, in 
that the structure of the language is supported by the basic 
elemenu of sound and saipt on the one hand, and sig
nification and sense on the other, 

I: At least within the pu"iew of European ideas. Or is the 
situation the same with you? 

J: Ha1dly. But, ;n I indicated, the temptation is great to rely 
on European ways of reprac:ntation and their concepts. 

1: That temptation is reinforced by a process which I would 
call the complete Europeanization of the earth and of man. 

]: Many people consider this process the triumphal march of 
reason. At the end of the eighteenth century, in the French 
Revolution, was not reason proclaimed a goddess? 

1: Indeed. The idolization of that divinity is in fact carried 
so far that any thinking which rejects the claim of reason 
as not originary, simply has to be maligned today as 
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I: The incontestable dominance of your European reason is 
thought to be confirmed by the successes of that rationality 
which technical advances set before us at every turn. 

1: This delusion is growing, so that we are no longer able to 
see how the Europeanization of man and of the earth attacks 
at the source everything that is of an esSt"ntial nature. It 
seems that these wurces are to dry up. 

J: A striking example for what you have in mind is the inter· 
nationally known film Ra.shomon. Perhaps you have seen it. 

1: Fortunately yes; unfortunately, only once. I believed that I 
was experiencing the enchantment of the Japanese world, 
the enchantment that carries us away into the mysterious. 
And so I do not understand why you offer just this film as 
an example of an all-consuming Europeanization. 

}: We Japanese consider the presentation frequently too real· 
istic, for example in the dueling scenes. 

1: But arc there not aho subdued gestures? 

]: lnconspicuities o£ this kind flow abundantly and hardly 
noticeable to a European observer. I recall a hand resting 
on another person, in which there is concentrated a contact 
that remains infinitely remote from any touch, something 
that may not e\·en be called geuure any longer in the sense 
in which I understand your usage. For this hand is suffused 
and borne by a call calling from afar and calling still 
farther onward, because stillness has brought it. 

1: But in view of such gestures, which differ from our gestures. 
I fail even more to understand how vou can mention this 
film as an example of Europeanizati~n. 

J: Indeed it cannot be understood, because I am still express· 
ing myself inadequately. And yet, for an adequate expres· 
~ion I need precisely your language. 

1: And at this point you do not heed the dangerr 
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] : Perhaps it can be banished for a few moments. 

/: As long as you speak of realism, you are talking the Ian· 
guage of metaphysics, and move within the distinction be· 
tween the real as sensuous, and the ideal as nonsensuous. 

]: You are right. However, with my reference to realism, I did 
not mean so much the massiveness of presentation which is 
scattered here and there throughout the film, and which 
remains unavoidable, in any event, in consideration of the 
non-Japanese audience. 

Ultimately, I did mean something else altogether with 
my reference to realism in the film-this, that the Japanese 
world is captured and imprisoned at all in the objeclncss 
of photography, and is in fact especially framed for 
photography. 

1: If I have listened rightly, you would say that the Eastasian 
world, and the technical-aesthetic prcxluct of the film in
dustry, are incompatible. 

f: This is what I have in mind. Regardless of what the aes
thetic quality of a Japanese film may turn out to be, the 
mere fact that our world is set forth in the frame of a film 
forces that world into the sphere of what you call object· 
ness. The photographic objectification is already a con· 
sequence of the ever wider outreach of Europeanilation. 

I: A European will find it difficult to understand what you 

} : Certainly, and especially because the foreground world of 
Japan is altogether European or, if you \\'ill, American. 
The background world of Japan, on the other hand, or 
better, that world itself, is what you experience in the 
No play. 

1: I know only a book about the .\'o-play. 

]: Which, may I ask? 

1: Benl's Academy treatise. 
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}: In Japan, it is considered ao extremely thorough piece of 
work, and by far the best thing you can read on the No-play. 

1: But reading alone is hardly enough. 

]: You would need to attend such plays. But even that re
mains hard as long as you are unable to live within Japanese 
existence. To allow you to see, even if only from afar, some
thing of what the No-play defines, I would assist you with 
one remark. You know that the Japanese stage is empty. 

I: That emptiness demands uncommon concentration, 

]: Thanks to that concentration, only a slight additional ges
ture on the actor's part is required to cause mighty things 
to appear out of a strange stillness. 

I: How am I to understand you? 

]: For instam:e, if a mountain landscape, is to appear, the 
actor slowly raises his open hand and holds it quietly above 
his eyes at eyebrow level. May I show you? 

I: Please do. 
(TM ]apa"ese raises and holds his hand as described.) 

I: That is indetd a gesture with which a European will hardly 
be content. 

]: With it all, the gesture subsists less in the visible movement 
of the hand, nor primarily in the stance of the body. The 
essence of what your language calls "gesture" is hard to say. 

1: And yet, the word "gesture" helps us ex~rience truly what 
is here to be said. 

J: Ultimately, it coincides with what I have in mind. 

1: Gesture is the gathering of a bearing. 

]: No doubt you intentionally avoid saying:. our bearing. 

/: Because what truly bean, only bean itself toward w. 

] : . , . though we bear only our share to iu encounter. 
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1: While that which bean itself toward us has already home 

our countcrbearing into the gi£t it bean for w. 

]: Thus you call bearing or gesture: the gathering which orig
inarily unites within iuelf what we bear to it and what it 
bean to us. 

1: However, with this fonoulation we sdll run the risk that 
we understand the gathering as a subsequent union ... 

]: ... instead of experiencing that aJI bearing, in giving and 
encounter, sprinp tint and only from the gathering. 

I: If we were to succeed in thinking of gesture in this sense, 
where would you then look for the essence of that gesture 
which you showed me? 

1: In a beholding that is itself invisible, and that, so gathered, 
bean itsel£ to encounter emptiness in such a way that in and 
through it the mountains appear. 

I: That emptiness then is the same as nothingness, that essen· 
tial being which we attempt to add in our thinking, as the 
other, to all that is present and absent. 

}: Surely. For this reason we in Japan understood at once 
your lecture "What is Metaphysia?" when it became avail
able to us in 19~0 through a translation which a Japanese 
student, then attending your lectures, had ventured. -We 
marvel to this day how the Europeans could lapse into 
interpreting as nihilistic the nothingness of which you 
speak in that lecture. To us, emptiness is the loftiest name 
for what you mean to say with the word "Being" ... 

1: ... in a thinking attempt whose fint steps are unavoidable 
even to this day. It did, however, become the occasion for 
very great confusion, a confusion grounded in the matter 
itself and linked with the use of the name "Being." For 
this name belongs, after all, to the patrimony of the Jan· 
guage of metaphysics, while 1 put that word into a title 
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of an essay which brings out the essence of metaphysics, and 
only thus brings metaphysics back within its own limits. 

]: When you speak of overcoming metaphysics, this is what 
you have in mind. 

1: This only; neither a destruction nor even a denial of meta
physics. To intend anything ebe would be childish pre
sumption and a demeaning of history. 

]: To us, at a distance, it had always seemed amazing that 
people never tired of imputing to you a negative attitude 
toward the history of previous thinking, while in fact you 
strive only for an original appropriation. 

1: Whose success can and should be disputed. 

1: The fact that this dispute has not yet got onto the right 
track is owing-among many other motives-in the main to 
the confusion that your ambiguous use of the word "Being'' 
has created. 

1: You are right: only, the insidious thing is that the confu
sion which has been occasioned is aherward ascribed to my 
own thinking attempt, an attempt which on its own way 
knows with full clarity the difference between "Being'' as 
"the Beings of beings," and "Being" as "Being" in respect 
of its proper sense, that is, in respect of ita truth (the 
clearing). 

]: Why did you not surrender the word "Being" immediately 
and resolutely to the exclusive use of the langua~ of meta· 
physics? Why d1d you not at once give its own name to 
what you were st:arching for, by way of the nature of Time, 
as the "sense of Being"? 

1: How is one to give a name to what he is still searching 
for? To assign the naming word is, after all, what consti· 
tutes finding. 

]: Then the confusion that has arisen must be endured. 
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we painstakingly labor to unravel it. 

]: Only this will lead us out into the open. 

1: But the way there cannot be staked out according to a plan, 
like a road. Thinking is fond of a manner of road-building 
that is, I would almost say, wondrous. 

] : A manner in which the builden must at times return to 
construction sites they left behind, or go back even further. 

1: I am amazed by your insight into the nature of the paths of 
thinktng. 

]: We have rich experit!nce in the matter; only it ha1 not 
been reduce'd to the form of a conceptual methodology, 
which destroys every moving force of the thinking steps. 
Besides, you yoursel£ have caused me to see the path o£ your 
thinking more clearly. 

1: How? 

]: L.uely, even though you employ the word "Being" spar
ingly, you yet have used the name once again in a context 
which does in fact come home to me more and more closely 
as what is most essential in your thinking. In your "Letter 
on Humanism" you characterize language as the "house of 
Being"; today, at the beginning of our dialogue, you re
ferred to this phrase yourself. And while I am recalling it, 
I must consider that our dialogue has strayed far from its 
path. 

1: So it appears. In truth, however, we are only about to get 
onto that path. 

]: At the momem, 1 do not see it. We were trying to speak 
about Kuki'~ anthctil: interpretation uf /ki. 

1: We were trying, and in the process could not avoid comid
ering the danger of such dialogues. 

]: We recognized that the danger lies in the concealed nature 
of language. 
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1: And just now you mentioned the phrase "howe of Being," 
which would su~st the essence of language. 

]: Thus we have indeed stayed on the path of the dialogue. 

1: Probably only because we, without quite knowing it, were 
obedient to what alone, according to your words, allows a 
dialogue to succeed. 

]: It is that undefined defining something .•. 

1: . , . which we leave in unimpaired possession of the voice of 
its promptings. 

]: At the risk that this voice, in our case, is silence itself. 

I: What are you thinking of nowi 

]: Of the Same as you have in mind, of the nature of language. 

1: That is what is defining our dialogue. But even so we 
must not touch it. 

]: Surely not, if by touching you mean grasping it in the sense 
of your European conceptualizations. 

I: No, those conceptualizations art not what I have in mind. 
Even the phrase "house of Being'' does not provide a con
cept of the nature of language, to the great sorrow of the 
philosophen who in their disgruntlement see in such 
phrases no more than a decay of thinking. 

): I, too, find much food for thought in your phrase "house of 
Being"-but on different grounds. I feel that it touches 
upon the nature of language without doing it injury. For if 
it is necessary to leave the defining something in full posses
sion of its voice, this does in no way mean that our thinking 
should not pursue the namre o[ langua~- Only the manner 
in which the attempt is made is decisive. 

I: And so I now take courage to ask a question which has 
long troubled me, and which your visit now almost compels 
me to ask. 
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1: Do not count too heavil)' on m)' powers to follow your 

questions. Our dialogue, meanwhile, has an)'how made me 
much more aware of how un-thought everything still is that 
concerns the nature of language. 

I: And cspcciall)' since the nature of language remains some
thing altogether different for the Eastuian and the Euro
pean peoples. 

}: And what you call "nature" also remains ditlcrent. How, 
then, could our reflection get out into the open? 

I: Most easily if from the very outset we do not demand too 
much. Thus 1 shall permit myseU for the moment to put 
to you an altogether preliminary question. 

}: I fear that even this question can hardly be answered unless 
we disregard the danger of our dialogue. 

I: That cannot be, since we are walking toward the danger. 

}: Then ask away. 

1: What docs the Japanese world undent.and by language? 
Asked still more cautiously: Do you have in your language 
a word for what we call language? If not, how do you expe
rience what with us it called language? 

}: No one haa ever asked me that question. And it seems to 
me also that we in our own Japanese world pay no heed to 
what you arc asking me now. I must beg you, then, to allow 
me a few moments of reflection. 
(The japanese close.s hi.s ~e.s, lowu.s hi.s head, and .sinA:.s 
into a long reflt:etion. The Inquirer wait.s until hi.s gu.st 
resume.s the convenaHon.) 

}: There is a Japanese word that says the essential being of 
language, rather than being of use as a name for speaking 
and for language. 

1: The matter itself requires that, becaust" the essential being 
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of language cannot be anything linguistic, The same holds 
true for the phrase "house of Being." 

}: From a great distance I sense a kinship betwetn our word 
that is now before my mind, and your phrase. 

1: The phrase gives a hint of the nature or languagt'. 

]: It setrru to me you have just said a freting word. 

I: Then that hint would be the word's basic character. 

1: Only now that you speak of hint, a word 1 could not find, 
something becomes clearer to me that 1 had merely surmised 
when I read your "Letter on Humanism," and translated 
into Japanese your lecture on HOlderlin's elegy "Home
coming." During the same period I was translating Kleist's 
Pentllesilea and the Amphitryon. 

I: The nature of the Gennan language muu at that time have 
come over you like a waterfall. 

]: It did indeed. And while I was translating, I often felt as 
though I were wandering back and forth between two differ
ent language realities, such that at moments a radiance 
shone on me which let me sense that the wellspring of 
reality from which those two fundamentally different lan· 
guages arise was the same. 

1: You did not, then, seek for a general concept under which 
both the European and the Eastasian languages could be 
subsumed. 

f: Absolutely not. When you now speak of hints, this freeing 
word emboldens me to name to you the word by which 
to us the nature of language is-how shall I say .. , 

I: .. , perhaps hinted. 

/:That is to the point. But even so I fear that to caJI your 
"house of Being" a hint might tempt you and me to elab-
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orate the notion ol hinting into a guiding concept in which 
we then bundle up everything. 

I: That must not happen. 

]: How will you prevent it? 

1: It can never be prevented in the sense of being totally 
exduded. 

]: Why not? 

I: Because the mode of conceptual representation insinuates 
itself all too easily into every kind o( human experience. 

] ; Even where think.iog is In a certain sense concept-less? 

1: Even there-you need only reall how instantly you accepted 
Kuki's aesthetic interpretation o£ Jrri as appropriate, even 
though it rests on European, that is to say, on metaphysical 
idea~. 

]: If I undcntand you rightly, you mran to say that the meta
physical manner o( forming ideas is in a certain respect un
avoidable. 

1: That is what Kant saw clearly, in his own way. 

]: Yet we realize only rarely the £ull implications of his in
sight. 

I: Because Kant was unable to develop it beyond metaphysics. 
The unbroken rule of metaphysics establishes itscU even 
where we do not expect it-in the elaboration of logic into 
logistics. 

j: Do you consider that a metaphysical process? 

I: Indeed I do. And the attack upon the nature of language 
which is concealed in that prOCC$5, perhaps the last attack 
from that quarter, remains unheeded. 

1: We must guard all the more carefully the ways toward the 
nature or reality of language. 
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I: It would even be enough if we were to succeed only in 
building a bypath toward those ways. 

}: Your speaking of hints seems to me to indicate a trail that 
might lead to such a path. 

I: But even to talk of a hint is to venture too much. 

1: We undentand only too well that a thinker would prefer to 
hold back the word that is to be said, not in order to keep it 
for himself, but to bear it toward his encounter with what is 
to be thought. 

1: That is in keeping with the hints. They are enigmatic. They 
beckon to us. They beckon away. They beckon us towaf'd 
that from which they unexpectedly bear themsehes toward 

]: You are thinking of hints as belonging together with what 
you have explained by the word "gesture" or "bearing." 

1: Thatisso. 

]: Hints and gestures, according to what you indicated, differ 
from signs and chiffres, all of which have their habitat in 
metaphysics. 

1: Hints and gestures belong to an entirely different realm of 
reality, if you will allow this tenn which seems treacherous 
even In my~elf. 

] : What you suggest conlinns a surmise I have long cherished. 
Your phrase "house of Being" must not be taken as a mere 
hasty image which helps us in imagining what we will. such 
as: house is a shelter erected earlier somewhere or other, in 
which Being, like a portable object, can be stored away. 

I: That notion proves invalid as soon as we think of the am· 
biguity of "Being" of which we have spoken. With that ex· 
pression, I do not mean the Being of beings represented 
metaphysically, but the presence o£ Being, more precisely 
the presence or the two-fold, Being and beings-but this 
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two-fold undentood in respect of its importance for thinking 
them. 

1: If we heed this, then your phrase can never become a mere 
catchword. 

1: It already has become one. 

1: Bt!cause you demand too much of today's manner of 
thinking. 

1: Too much, quite true, too much of what has not yet ripened. 

1: You mean ripened so that it drops like a fruit from a D'CC. 

It seems to me that there are no such word!. A saying that 
would wait for that would not be in keeping with the 
nature of language. And you younelf are the last penon 
who would lay claim to such ~aying. 

1: You do me too much honor. May I return the honor by 
sunnising that you are nearer to the reality of language 
than all our concepts. 

1: Not I, but the word for which you are asking, the word 
which I, now somewhat emboldened, may hardly withhold 
from you any longer. 

I: This remark tells me that your word, still withheld, for the 
realit)' of what we call language will bring us a surprise such 
as we dare not hope for even now. 

}: That could be. That surprise, however-which will strike 
you with the same force with which it is holding me captive 
ever since your question-needs to ha\'e the possibility of 
swinging widely. 

I: Which is why you hesitate. 

}: Emboldened by your indication that the word is a hint, and 
not a sign in the sense of mere signification. 

1: Hints need the widest sphere in which to swing .. 

J: .. where mortals go to and fro only slowly. 
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/: This is what our language calls "hesitate." It is dane truly 
when slowness rests on shy reverence. And so 1 do not wish 
to disturb your hesitation by urging you on too rashly. 

f: You are more helpful to me in my attempt to say the word 
than you can know. 

1: I shall not hide from you that you are throwing me into a 
state of great agitation, especially because all my efforts to 
get an answer to my question from language experts and 
linguistic scholars of language han so far been in vain. But 
in order that your reHection may swing freely, almost with· 
out your prompting, let us exchange roles, and let me be 
the one whu gins tlu: answers, specifically the answer to 
your question about hermeneutics. 

f: We are back, then, on the path which we took first in our 
dialogue. 

1: A path on which we did not get very far with an explica
tion o( hermeneutics. I told you slories, rather, showing how 
1 came to employ the word. 

]: While I, in turn, noted that now you do not use it any 
longer. 

1: Finally, I emphasiLed that hermeneutics. used as an adjunct 
word to "phenomenology,'" does not have its usual meaning, 
methodology of interpretation, but means the interpretation 
itself. 

]: Then our dialogue drifted away into the undefined. 

1: Fortunate!)·· 

]: Even so, ( thank you for coming back once more to 
hermeneuti<:s. 

1: As I do so, I would like to start from the etymology o£ the 
word; it will show you that my use o£ the word is not arbi
trary, and that it also is apt to clarify the intention of my 
experiment with phenomenology. 
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]: I am all the more puzzled that you have meanwhile dropped 
both words. 

1: That was done, not-as is often thought-in order to deny 
the significance of phenomenology, but in order to abandon 
my own path of thinking to namelessness. 

]: An effort with which you will hardly be succes.llful. 

1: ..• since one cannot get by in public without rubrics. 

]: But that cannot prevent you from giving also a more pre
cise explanation of the terms "hermeneutics" and "herme
neutic" which you have meanwhile abandoned. 

1: 1 shall be glad to try, because the explanation may is~ue in 
a discussion. 

]: In the sense in which your lecture on Trakl's poetry• un
dentands discussion. 

1: Exactly in that sense. The expression "hermeneutic" derives 
from the Greek verb hermeneuein. That verb is related to 
the noun hermeneus, which is referable to the name ol the 
god Hennes by a playful thinking that is more compelling 
than the rigor of science. Hermes is the divine messenger. 
He brings the message of destiny; hermeneuein is that expo
sition which brings tidings because it can listen to a mes
sage. Such exposition becomes an interpretation of what has 
been said earlier by the poets who, according to Socrates in 
Plato's /on (534e), herments eisin len lheon-"are interpre
ten of the gods." 

]: I am vuy fond ol this short Platonic dialogue. In the 
passage you have in mind, Socrates carries the affinities even 
further by surmising that the rhapsode' are those who bear 
the tidings of the poets' word. 

1: All this makes it clear that hermeneutics means not just the 
interpretation but, even before it, the bearing of message 
and tidings. 

•St-e below, p. 159. (Ed.) 
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] : Why do you strrs.s this original sense of hermeneuein1 

I: Because it was this original sense which prompted me to use 
it in defining the phenomenological thinking that opened 
the way to Bdng and Time for me. What mattered then, 
and still does, is to bring out the Being of beings-though 
no longer in the manner of metaphysics, but such that Being 
itself will shine out, Being itself-that is to say: the presence 
of present beings, the two-fold of the two in virtue of their 
simple oneness. This is what makes iu claim on man, calling 
him to its nsential being. 

f: Man, then, realizes his nature as man by corresponding to 
the call of the two-fold, and bean witness to it in iu 
message. 

1: Accordingly, what prevails in and bears up the relation of 
human naiUre to the two-fold is language. Language defines 
the hermeneutic relation. 

f: Thus when I ask you about hermeneutics, and when you 
ask me what our word is for what you call language, we ask 
each other the Same. 

1: Clearly, and that is why we may conlidently enrrust our
selves to the hidden drift of our dialogue ... 

}: .. as long as we remain inquirers. 

1: You do not mean that we are pumping each other, out of 
curiosity, but ... 

}: .•. but rather that we go right on releasing into the open 
whatever might be said. 

1: That could all too easily give the impression that everything 
we say drihs awa) noncommittally. 

}: We can counter that impression by paying heed to the doc
trines of past thinkers, and always let them, too, take part 
in our dialogue. What I have just said is something I 
learned from you, 
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1: What you learned there has been learned in tum by listen
ing to the thinkers' thinking. Each man is in each instance 
in dialogue with his forebears, and perbaps even more and 
in a more hidden manner with those who will come after 
him. 

}: In a deeper sense, this historical natuh'! or every thinking 
dialogue is not, however, in need of all those enterprises 
which, in the manner of historiography, report things from 
the past about the thinkers and what they have thought. 

1: Certainly not. But for us today it may become a pressing 
need to prepare such conversations, by imerpreting prop
erly what earlier thinkers have said. 

I: Something that could easily degenerate into mere busywork. 

I: That is a danger we stave olf as long as we ourselves make 
an effort to think in dialogue. 

J: And, as you 1ay in your language, weigh each word. 

I: But, above all, examine whether each word in each case is 
given its full-most often hidden-weight. 

]: It seems to me that we are following this unwritten pte· 
scription, though I must confess that I am a very clumsy 
questioner. 

1: All of us remain clumsy questioners. Despite much care, we 
still keep overlooking essentials-even here, in this dialogue, 
which led us to discuss hermeneutics and the reality of 
language. 

}: For the moment I fail to see in what way we were careless 
in our we of words. 

1: That is something we often notice only quite late, because 
the fault lies not so much in ourselves as in the fact that 
language is more powerful than we, and therefore weightier. 

}: In what sense? 
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1: To illustrate by what we were just talking of .. 

]: You said that language is the fundamental trait in human 
nature's hermeneutic relation to the two-fold of presence 
and present beings. To that remark I at once intended to 
make a few ob.\ervations; but I shall do so only after you 
have shown just what we have failed to think. of in that 
context. 

1~ I mean the word "relation." We think of it in the sense of a 
relationship. What we know in that way we can identify in 
an empty, fonnal sense, and employ like a mathematical 
notation. Think of the procedure of logistics. But in the 
phrase, "man stands in hermeneutical relation to the two
fold," we may hear the word "relation" also in a wholly 
different way. In fact, we must, if we give thought to what 
was said. Presumably, we must and can do so not right away 
but in good time, after long reflection. 

] : Then it will do no harm if for the time being we under
stand "relation" in the customary sense of relationship. 

1: True-but it is inadequate from the stan, assuming that 
this word "relation" is to become a mainstay of our 
statement. 

We say "correlation" also when talking about the supply 
and demand of commodities. 1l man is in a hermeneutical 
relation, however, that means that he is precisely not a 
commodity. Hut the word "relation" does want to say that 
man, in his very being, is in demand, is needed, that he, 
as the being he is, belongs within a needfulness which 
claims him. 

]: In what sense? 

I: Hermeneutically-that is to say, with respect to bringing 
tidings, with respect to preserving a message. 

]: Man stands "in relation" then says the same as: Man is 
really as man when needed and used by ... 

1: . what calls on man to preserve the two-fold .. 
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of presence, nor in ternu of present beings, nor in terms of 
the rdation of the two. 

I: Because it is only the two-fold itself which unfolds the 
clarity, that is, the dearing in which present beings as such, 
and prf'v.nct', can~ discerned hyman . 

1: , .. by man who by nature stands in relation to, that is, is 
being used by, the two-fold. 

I: This is also why we may no longer say: relation to the two
fold, for the two-fold is not an object of mental represtnta· 
tion, but is the sway of usal{e. 

1: Which we never experience direcdy, however, as long as we 
think of the two-fold only as the difference which becomes 
apparent in a comparison that tries to contrast proent 
beings and their presence. 

1: I am surprised that you see so clearly. 

1: When I can follow you in the dialogue, I succeed. Left 
tJlont, I am helpless; for even the manner in which you 
employ the words "relation" and "use" .•. 

1: ... or, better, the manner in which I Wt' them .. 

1: ... is strange enough. 

1: I don't deny it. But it seems to me that, in the field in which 
we are moving, we reach those things with which we are 
originarily familiar precisely if we do not shun passing 
through things strange to us. 

1: In what sense do you understand "originarily familiar"? 
You do not mean what we know first, do you? 

1: No-but what before all else has been entrusted to our 
nature, and becomes known only at the last. 

1: And that is what your thinking pursues. 
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1: Only that-but in this way, that in it there is "Veiled all that 
is worthy of thought as such and as a whole. 

}: And in that thinking, you pay no heed to the current ideas 
of your fellows. 

1: It seems that way, o£ coune; but in truth, every thinking 
nep only serves the effort to help man in his thinking to find 
the path of his essential being. 

J: Hence your reftection on language .. , 

I: ... on language in its relation to the nature of Being, that 
is to say, to the sway of the two-fold. 

J: But if language is the basic trait in henneneutically defined 
usage, then you experience the reality of language from the 
start differently from the way one docs in metaphysical 
thinking. This is what I had intended to point out earlier. 

1: But what for? 

}: Not for the sake of contrasting something new with the 
conventional, but to remind us that our dialogue speaks 
historically precisely in its attempt to reftect on the nature 
of language. 

1: It speaks out of a thinking respect of the past. 

}: And this is jun what wa.s to be notl.-d in the title of the lee· 
ture series the copy of which was frequently discussed in the 
twenties among us japanese. 

I: I must be frank and tell you that here you are mistaken. The 
lecture series "Expression and Appearance" (or was not the 
title "Expression and Meaning"?) was still rather contra
venial, even though it remained infonned by what we now 
call the historic character of thinking dialogue. 

}: The title, then, was to point up a contrast. 

1: In any e"Vent, I was concerned to bring into "View that which 
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is wholly different-of which, however, I had only an ob
scure if not confused intimation. Such youthful capers 
easily lead to doing injustice. 

]: The word "expression" in the title is the name for what you 
oppose. For your gaze into the nature of language d~ not 
fasten upon rhe phonetics and the WTittcn fonn!l of the 
words, which arc generally conceived to constitute the 
cxprmivc character of language. 

I: The name "expression" is here undcntood in the narrow 
sense of sensuous appearance. Yet even where our attention 
is focused on the content of meaning in the phonetic and 
written formations, even there language ia still conceived as 
expressi\'e in character, 

1: How so? Speech understood in the fullness of its meaning 
transcends-and docs so always-the physical-sensible side of 
phonetics. Language, as sense that is sounded and written, 
is in itself supruensuous, something that constantly tran· 
sa:nds the merely sensible. So undentood, language is in 
itself metaphysical. 

I: I agree with everything you propose. But language makes 
its appearance in this metaphysicll nature only insofar as it 
is beforehand understood to be expression, Expression docs 
not mean here only the enunciated sounds of speech and 
the: printed signs o£ writing. Exprnsiun is simultaneously 
utterance. 

f: Utterance re£ers to its inwardness, to ,_,,hat pertains to the 
soul. 

1: In the days of that lecture, everyone was talking about 
experience (Erl~bnis), even within phenomenology. 

j: A famous book by Dilthcy has the title Exp~ri~nc~ and 
Poetry. 

1: To experience in this sense always means to refer back-to 
refer life and lived experience back to the "I." Experience 



is the nil.Die for the referral of the objective back to the 
mbject. The much-discussai IfThou experience, too, be
longs within the metaphysical sphere of subjectivity. 

]: And this sphere of subjectivity and of the expression that 
belongs to it is what you left behind when you entered into 
the hermeneutic relation to the two-fold. 

I: At least I tried. The guiding notions which, under the 
names "expression," "experience," and "consciousness," de
termine modern thinking, were to be put in question with 
respect to the decisive role they played. 

]: But then I no longer understand how you could choose the 
title "ExpreMion and Appearance."' It was intended, was it 
not, to announce a contrast. "Expression" is the utterance 
of something internal and refers to the subjective. "Appear
ance," on the contrary, names the objective, if I may here 
recall Kant's usage according to which appearances are the 
objects, the objects of experience. By giving your lecture 
that title, you did commit yourself to the subject-object 
relation. 

1: In a certain respect your objection is justified, if only for 
the reason that murh had to remain unclear in those lec
tures. Nobody can in just one single leap take distance from 
the predominant circle of ideas, especially not if he is deal
ing with the well.worn tracks of traditional thinking-tracks 
that fade into realms where they can hardly be seen, Besides, 
taking such distance from all tradition is tempered by the 
very fact that the seemingly subversive will tries above all to 
recover the things o( the past in a more originary form. It is 
on purpose that the first page of Bring and Time speaks of 
"raising again" a question. What is meant is not rhe 
monotonous trotting out of something that is always the 
same, but: to fetch, to gather in, to bring together what is 
concealed within the old. 

}: Our teachers and my friends in Japan have always under-
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stood your ~lloru in that sense. Profeuor Tanabe often 
came back to a question you once put to him: why it was 
that we Japanese did not call back to mind the venerable 
beginningJ of our own thinking, instead of chasing ever 
more greedily after the latest news in European philosophy. 
As a matter o£ fact, we do so still today. 

1: It is not easy to go counter to that tendency. Such proce
dures, in good time, are smothered by their own sterility. 
But what requires our contribution is a different matter. 

] : Which would be? 

1: To give heed to the trails that direct thinking back into the 
region of iu source. 

1: Do you find such trails in your own attempt? 

I: I find them only because they are no' of my own making, 
and arc discernible only quite rarely, Jik.e the wind-borne 
echd of a distant call. 

]: But I would gather then that in the distinction "Expression 
and Appearance," you are no lon~r basing yourseU on the 
subject-object relation. 

1: You will see it even more dearly if you attend to what I 
would now like to add to your mention of Kant's concept of 
appearance. Kant's definition is based on the event that 
everything present has already become the object of our 
representation. 

}: In appearance as Kant thinks of it, our experience must 
already include the object as something in opposition to us. 

1: That is necessary not only in order to undentand Kant 
properly, but also and above all else so that we may experi· 
ence the appearing of the appearance, if I may put it that 
way, originarily. 

}: How does this happen? 



1: The Greeks were the 6nt to experience aod think of 
phairaomena as phenomena. But in that experience it is 
thoroughly alien to the Greeks to press present beings into 
an opposing abjectness; phaimsthai means to them that a 
being assumes its radiance, and in that radiance it appean. 
Thus appearance is still the basic trait of the presence of 
all present beings, as they rise into unconcealment. 

j: Accordingly, in your title "Expression and Appearance" you 
use the second noun in the Gretk sense? 

1: Yes and no. Yes, in that for me the name "appearance" does 
not name objects as objects, and least of all as objects of 
consciousness-consciousness always meaning sel£-cnnsdous-

}: In short: appearance not in the Kantian sense. 

1: Merely to contrast it with Kant is not enough. For even 
where the term "object" is used lor present beings as sub
sisting within themselves, and Kant's interpretation of 
objectnes.s is rejected, we are still far from thioking of a~ 
pearance in the Greek sense-but fundamentally though 
rather in a vrry hidden sense, in the manner of Descartes: 
in tenns of the "I" as the subject. 

}: Yet your "no" suggesu that you, too, do not think of a~ 
pearance in the Greek sense. 

I: You are right. What is decisive here is difficult to render 
visible, because it calls for simple and free vision. 

}: Such vision, obviously, is still rare. For usually your de6ni· 
tion of appearance is equated, sight unset:n, with that of the 
Greeks; and it is considered a foregone conclusion that your 
thinking has no other aim than a return to Gretk and even 
pre-Socratic thinking. 

1: That opinion is foolish, of course, and yet it has something 
in mind that is correct. 

]: How so? 

/: To answer your question with the neces5ary brevity, I would 
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venture a tum of phrase which is at once open to new 
misinterpretations ..• 

]: ... which you, however, can counter just as quickly. 

1: Cenainly, if it did not cause further delays in our dialogue, 
whose time is limited because tomorTow you will leave 
again, to go to Florence. 

]: I have already decided to stay for another day, if you will 
aJiow me to visit you again. 

1: There is nothing I would rather do. But even with this 
pleasant prospect I must keep the answer short. 

]: How is it then with your relation to the thinking of the 
Creeks? 

1: Our thinking today is chargM with lh.e task to think what 
the Creeks have thought in an even more Grtek. manner. 

] : And so to undentand the Greeks bener than they have 
undentood themselves. 

1: No, that is not it; for all great thinking always undentands 
itself best of all, that is to aay, itself within the limits set 
for it. 

]: Then, what docs it mt"an: to think what the Greeks have 
thought in an even more Greek manner? 

I: It can be readily explained with a view to the essence of 
appearance. If to be present itself is thought of as appear· 
ance, then there prtvaib in being prnent the emergence 
into openness in the sense of unconcealedness. This uncon· 
cealcdneu comes about in the unconcealment as a clearing; 
but this clearing itself, as occurrence, remains unthought 
in every respect. To enter into thinking this unthought 
occurrence means: to punue more originally what the 
GrteU have thought, to see it in the source of its reality. 
To see it so is in its own way Greek, and yet in respect of 
what it sees is no longer, is never again, Greek. lj 

/:Then, what is it? 



1: It seems to me no answer to this question is incumbent on 
us. Nor would an answer help us, because what matters is 
to see appearance as the reality of presence in its essential 
origin. 

]: If you succeed with that, then you are thinking of appear· 
ance in the Greek way. and at the same time no longer in the 
Greek way. You said-at least this was the sense of what 
you uid-that we leave the sphere of the subjec:t-objec:t re
lation behind us when thinking enten into the experience 
just mentioned, in which the real origin of appearance
dare we say-itself appears~ 

1: Hardly, But you :are touching on something essential. For 
in the source of appearance, something comes toward man 
that holds the two-fold of presence and present beings. 

]: That two-fold has always already offered itself to man, 
although its nature remained veiled. 

1: Man, to the extent he is man, listens to this messagr. 

J: And that happens even while man gives no particular atten· 
tion to the fact that he is ever listening already to that 
message. 

1: Man is used for hearing the message. 

]: This you called a while ago: man stands in a relation. 

1: And the relation is called hermeneutical because it brings 
the tidings of that message. 

]: This message makes the claim on man that he respond 
to it ... 

I: .. to listen and belong to it as man. 

]: And this is what you call being human, if you here still ad
mit the word "being." 

1: Man is the message-bearer of the message which the two
fold's unconcealment speaks to him. 

I: As far as I am able to follow what you are saying, l sense 
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a deeply concealed kinship with our thinking, precisely be
cause your path of thinking and its language are so wholly 
other. 

1: Your admission agitatrs me in a way which I can control 
only because we remain in dialogue. But there is one ques
tion I c.annoc leave out. 

]: Which? 

1: The question of the site in which the kinship that you 
sense comes into play. 

]: Your question reaches far. 

1: How so? 

]: The distance is the boundlessnes.s which is shown to us in 
Ku, which means the sky's emptiness. 

1: Then, man, as the messa~-bearer of the message of the two
fold's unconcealment, would also be he who walks rhe 
boundary or lhe buundh:u. 

]: And on this path he seeks the boundary's mystery ... 

1: .. which cannot be hidden in anyrhing other than the 
voice that determines and tunes his nature. 

J: Whar we are now &aying-forgive the "we"-can no longer 
be discussed on the strength of the metaphysical notion 
of language. Presumably this is why you rried to suggest 
that you were turning away from that notion by giving 
your lecture course the title "Expression and Appearance." 

1: The entire course remained a suggestion. I never did more 
than follow a faint trail, but follow it I did. The trail was 
an almost imperceptible promise announcing rhat we would 
be set lrtt into the open, now dark and perplexing, now 
again lightning-sharp like a sudden insight, which then, in 
rum, eluded every effort to say it. 

/: Larer, too, in Being and Time, your discussion of language 
remains quite sparse. 
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I: Even so, after our dialogue you may want to read Section 

34 in Bt!!ing and Time more closely. 

} : I have read it many times, and cadi. time regretted that you 
kept it so short. But I believe that now I see more clearly 
the full impon o[ the fact that hermeneutics and language 
belong t~ther. 

1: The full import in what direction? 

]: Toward a transformation of thinking-a transformation 
which, however, cannot be establidled as readily as a ship 
can alter its course, and even less can be established as the 
consequence of an accumulation of the results of philo
sophical research. 

1: The transformation occurs as a passage : . 

}: ... in which one site is left behind in favor of another. 

I: ... and that requires that the sites be placed in discusaion. 

1: One site is metaphysics. 

1: And the other? We leave it without a name. 

1: Meanwhile, I 6nd it more and more puzzling how Count 
Kuk.i could get the idea that he could expect your path of 
thinking to be of help to him in his attempts in aesthetics, 
since your path, in leaving behind metaphysics, abo leavn 
behind the aesthetics that is grounded in metaphysics. 

1: But leaves it behind in such a way that we can only now 
give thought to the nature of aesthetics, and direct it back 
within its boundaries. 

J: Perhaps it was this prospect that auracted Kuki; for he was 
much too sensitive, and much too thoughtful, to concern 
himself with the calculus of mere doctrines. 

1: He used the European rubric ··aesthetics," but what he 
thought and searched for was something else 

J: lki-a word I dare not translate evm now. 
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1: But perhaps you arc now in a ~uer position to describe 
the veiled hint that the word gives us. 

]: Only after you have clarified the nature of the aesthetic. 

1: That has already been done in the course of our dialogut 
-precisely where we did not specifically s~ak of it. 

]: You mean when we discussed the subject-object relation? 

1: Where else? Aesthetia, or shall we say, experience within 
the sphere in which it acts the standard, from the very start 
turns the art work into an object for our feelingt and ideas. 
Only when the an work hu become an object, only then it 
it fi.t for exhibitiona and museums •.• 

] : ... and fit also to be valued and appraised. 

I: Artistic quality bec:omes a distinguishing factor in con· 
temporary-modem art experience. 

]: Or shall we say straight out: in the art business. 

I: But what is artistic is defined with reference to creativity 
and virtuosity. 

}: D~ art 1ubsist in the artistic, or is it the other way aroundi 
All talk. about the artistic seem& to reveal that precedena 
is given to the artist ... 

1: ... as the suhj~t who fftDains related to the work as his 
object. 

}: But this is the framework in which all aesthetics belongs. 

1: That framework is so treacherous, that is to say, so all· 
embracing, that it can capture also all other kinds of expe· 
rience of art and its nature. 

} : It can embrace, but never make its own. Thia is why 1 
fear now more than ever that every explication of IJti will 
fall into the clutches of aesthetic ideation. 

1: It would depend-will you try? 

/: I hi is the gracious. 
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1: As soon as you say this, we are at once in the midst of 
aesthetics-think of Schiller's treatise on "Grace and Dig
nity," That treatise, just as his later Letters on the Aesthetic 
Education of Man, was inspired by his dialogue with Kant's 
aesthetics. 

f: I£ I am rightly informed, both works contributed a decisive 
stimulus for Hegel's .4esthetics. 

I: And so it would be presumptuous if we now tried to con
vince ourselves with a few remarks that we have maatered 
the nature of aesthetics. 

f: But speaking only by and large, I may attempt to detach 
llr.i, which we just translated with "grace," from aesthetics, 
that is to 1ay, from the subject-object relation. I do not 
now mean gracious in the sense of a stimulus that en
chanu .. 

1: ... that is, not in the realm of what stimulates, of impres
sions, of a is thesis-but? 

]: Rather in the opposite direaion; but I am aware that with 
this indication I still remain embroiled in the realm o£ 
aesthetics. 

1: 1£ we keep this reservation in mind, there is no hann in 
your trying to give the explication just the same. 

}: 1/u is the breath of the stillness of luminous delight. 

1: You understand "delight" literally, then, as what ensnares, 
carries awa~·-imo stillness. 

j: There is in it nothing anywhere of stimulus and impression. 

/: The delight is of the same kind as the hint that beckons 
on, and beckom to and fro. 

}: The hint, however, is the message of the veiling that 
opem up. 

/: Then, all presence would have iu source in grace, in the 
sense of the pure delight of the beckoning stillness. 
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]: The fact that you give ear to me, or better, to the probing 
intimations I propose, awakens in me the confi.dence to drop 
my hesitations which have so far kept me from answering 
your question. 

I: You mean the question which word in your language speaks 
for what we Europeans call "languag~." 

]: Up to this moment I have shied away from that word, 
becau~ I must give a translation which makes our word 
for language look like a mere pictograph, to wit, some
thing that belongs within the precincts of conceptual ideas: 
for European science and its philosophy uy to grasp the 
n.uure of language only by way of concepts. 

1: What is the Japanese word for "language"? 

}: (after further h~sitdtion) It is "Koto ba." 

1: And what does that say? 

]: ha mram leaves, including and especially the leaves of a 
blossom-petals. Think of cherry biOMOms or plum blossoms. 

1: And what does Koto say? 

}: This is the question most difficult to answer. But it is easier 
now to attempt an answer because we have ventured to 
explain lki: the pure delil{ht of the beckonir.g stillness. The 
breath of stillness that makes this beckoning delight come 
into its own is the reign under which that delight is made 
to come. But Koto always also names that which in the 
event gives delight, itself, that which uniquely in each 
unrepealable moment comes to radiance in the fullness of 
its grace. 

1: Koto, then, would be the appropriating occurrence of the 
lightening message of grace. 

/: Beautifully said! Only the word ··grace" easily mhleads the 
modern mind ... 

I: ... leads it away into the precincts of impressions 
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]: ... whose corollary is always expression as the manner in 
which something is set free. It seems to me more helpful 
to turn to the Greek word charis, which I found in the 
lovely saying that you quote from Sophocles, in your lecture 
" ... Poetically Man Dwells ... ", and translated "gncious
nes.s." This saying comes closer to putting into words the 
breath! ike advent of the stillness of delight. 

I: And something else, too, that I wanted to say there but 
could not offer within the context of the lecture. charis is 
there called tiktowa-that which brings forward and forth. 
Our German word dichten, tihton says the same. Thus 
Sophocles' lines portend to us that graciousness is itself 
poetical, is itself what really makes poetry, the welling-up 
of the message of the two-fold's unconcealment. 

]: I would need more time than our dialogue allows to follow 
in thought the new prospects you have opened with your 
remark. But one thing I see at once-that your remark helps 
me to uy more dt-arly what Koto is. 

1: And that seenu to me indispensable if I am to think at all 
adequately your Japanese word for "language," Koto ba, 
along with you. 

]: You well remember that point in our dialogue where I 
named to you the Japanese words allegNiy corresponding 
to the distinction between aistheton and noeton: lro and Ku. 
lro means more than color and whatever can be perceived 
by the senses. Ku, the open, the sky's emptiness, means more 
than the supra-sensible. 

/: You could not say in ~·hat the "more" consists. 

j: Hut now 1 can follow a hint which the two words hold. 

1: In what direction do they hint? 

]: Toward the source from which the mutual interplay of the 
two comes to pass. 

1: Which is? 
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]: Koto, the happening of the lightening message of the gra· 

ciousness that brings forth. 

I: Koto would be the happening holding sway .•• 

}: ... holding sway over that which needs the shelter of all 
that flourishes and 8owen. 

1: Then, as the name for language, what does Koto ba say? 

1: Language, heard through this word, is: the petals that stem 
fromKoto. 

I: That is a woodrow word, and therefore inexhaustible to 
our thinking. It names something other than our names, 
understood metaphysically, present to us: languase. glossa, 
lingua, langJU. For long now, I have been loth to use the 
word "language" when thinking on its nature. 

/: But can you find a more fitting word? 

1: I believe I have found it; but I would guard it against being 
used as a current tag, and conupted to signify a concept. 

J: Which word do you we? 

1: The word "Saying." It means: saying and what is said in it 
and what is to be said. 

]: What does "say" mean? 

1: Probably the same as "show" in the sense of: let appear and 
let shine, but in the manner of hinting. 

1: Saying, then, is not the name for human speaking ... 

1: .. but for that essential being which your Japanese word 
Koto ba hints and beckons: th'at which is like a saga ... 

1: , . and in whose beckoning hint I have come to be at 
home only now through our dialogue, so that now I also see 
more dearly how well-advised Count Kuki was when he, 
under your guidance, tried to reflect his way through 
hermeneutics. 

I: But you also see how meager my guidance was bound to 
be: for the thinking look into the nature o£ Saying is only 



the beginning of that path which takes us back out of merely 
metaphysical representations, to where we heed the hints 
of that message whose proper bearers we would want to 
b&ome. 

I: That path is long. 

1: Not so much because it leads far away, but because it leads 
through what is near. 

f: Which is as near, and has long been as near, as the word for 
the reality of language, Koto ba-a word to which so far no 
thought has been given-is to us Japanese. 

1: Petals that stem from Koto. Imagination would like to roam 
away into still unexperienced realms when this word begins 
its saying. 

f: It could roam only if it were let go into mere representa· 
tiona! ideas. But where imagination wells up as the well
spring of thinking, it seems to me to gather rather than to 
1tray. Kant already had an intimation of something of the 
sort, as you yourself have shown. 

1: But is our thinking already at that wellspring? 

f: If not, then it is on its way there as soon as it seeks the path 
to which-as I now see more dearly-our Japanese word for 
language might beckon. 

1: In order that we may yield to that hint, we would have to 
be more experienced in the nature of language. 

f: It .seems to me that efforts in that direction have accom· 
panied your path of thinking for decades-and in so many 
forms that you are b)' now sufficiently prepared to say some· 
thing ahom thl' namre of language as Saying. 

I: Rut you know equally well that one's own effort alone is 
never adequate. 

f: That remains uue. Rut what mortal strength by itself 
cannot accomplish, we can attain more readily if we are 
full ready to give away freely whatever it may be that we 
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attempt on our own, el'en if it falls short of perfection. 

1: I have ventured some provisional remarks in the lecture 
which I gave several times in recent yean, entitled "Lan
guage."• 

): I have read reports and even a transcript of that lecture. 

1: Such transcripts, even if made carefully, remain dubious 
sources-as I said earlier-and any transcript of that lecture 
is, anyway, a distortion of its saying. 

): What do you mean by this harsh judgment? 

1: It is a judgment not about transcripts, but about an unclear 
charaaeriz.ation of the lecture. 

): How so? 

I: The lecture is not speaking about language . 

): But? 

1: 1£ I could answer you now, the da1kn~ ~urrounding the 
path would be lighted. But I cannot answer-on the same 
grounds that have so far kept me from letting the lecture 
appear in print. 

]: It would be forward of me to ask what those grounds are. 
After the way in which you a moment ago listened and 
lOok in our Japane~ word [or language, and from what you 
suggested about the message of the two-fold's unconceal
ment, and about man the message-bearer, I can only surmise 
vaguely what it means to transform the question of bn
guage into a reHection on the nature of Saying. 

1: You will forgive me if I am still sparing with indications 
that could perhaps lead to a discussion of the nature of 
Saying. 

}: That would call for a journey into the region where the 
essential being of Saying is at home. 

•tn Martin Hc:idrger.Portry·, /..anguGI(r. Gnd Tlwugh1 (tr. ''· Hofstadttr; 
~tw York: Harpe-r !k Jlow. 1971). 
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1: That before all else. But for the moment I have something 
else in mind. What prompts my reserve is the growing 
insight into the untouchable which is veiled from us by 
the mystery of Saying. A mere clarification of the difference 
between saying and speaking would gain us little. 

}: We Japane&e havc-1 think I may say :tO-au innate untlcr· 
standing for your kind of reserve. A mystery is a mystery 
only when it does not even come out that mystery is at work. 

I: To those who are superficial and in a hurry, no lm than 
to those who are deliberate and reftective, it mwt look as 
though there were no mystery anywhere. 

J: But we are surrounded by the danger, not just of talking 
too loudly about the mystery, but of missing iu working. 

1: To guard the purity of the mystery's wellspring seems to me 
hardest of all, 

]: But does that give us the right simply to shun the trouble 
and the risk of speaking about l~nguage? 

1: Indeed not. We must incessantly strive for such speaking. 
What is so spoken cannot, of course, take the fonn of a 
scientific dissertation ... 

1: .. . because the movement of the questioning that is called 
for here might too easily congeal. 

1: That would be lhe smallest Joss. Something else is more 
weighty, and that is, whether there ever is such a thing as 
speaking about language. 

1: But what we are doing now is evidence that there is such 
speaking. 

1: All too much, I am afraid. 

1: Then I do not undentand why you hesitate. 

1: Speaking about language turns language almost inevilably 
into an object. 

1: And then its reality vanishes. 
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1: We then have taken up a position above language, instead 

of hearing from it. 

I: Then there would only be a speaking from language ... 

1: ... in this manner, that it would be called from out of 
language's reality, and be led to its reality. 

I: How can we do that? 

1: A speaking from language could only be a dialogue. 

1: There is no doubt that we are moving in a dialogue. 

I: But is it a dialogue /Tom out of the nature of language? 

I: It seems to me that now we are moving in a circle. A dia· 
Iogue from language must be called for from out of lan
guage's reality. How can it do so, without fi.nt entering into 
a hearing that at once reaches that reality? 

1: I once called this stntnge relation the hermeneutic circle. 

I: The circle exists everywhere in henneneutics, that is to say, 
according to your explanation of today, it exists where 
the relation of message and message-bearer prevails. 

I: The message-bearer must come from the message. But he 
must also have gone toward it. 

J: Did you not say earlier that this circle is inevitable, and 
that, in&tead of trying to avoid it a& an alleged logical con
tradiction, we must follow it? 

1: Yes. But this necessary acceptance of the hermeneutic circle 
does not mean that the notion of the accepted circle gives 
us an originary experience of the hermeneutic relation. 

/: In short, you would abandon your earlier view. 

1: Quite-and in this ~pect, that talk of a circle always re· 
mains superficial. 

/: How would you present the hermeneutic circle today? 

1: I would avoid a presentation as resolutely as I would avoid 
speaking about language. 



]: Then everything would hinge on reaching a corresponding 
saying of language. 

I: Only a dialogue could be such a saying correspondence. 

]: But, patently, a dialogue altogether sui generis. 

1: A dialogue that would remain originarily appropriated to 
Saying. 

]: But then, not every talk between people could be called a 
dialogue any longer . 

I: , .. if we from now on hear this word as though it named 
for us a focusing on the reality of language. 

]: In this sense, then, even Plato's Dialogues would not be 
dialogues? 

1: I would like to leave that question open, and only point 
out that the kind of dialogue is determined. by that which 
speaks to those who seemingly are the only speakers-men. 

] : Wherever the nature o£ language were to speak (say) to man 
as Saying, it, Saying, would bring about the real dialogue ... 

1: , .. which does not say "about" language but of language, 
as needfully used of its very nature. 

]: And it would abo remain of minor importance whether 
the dialogue h bcrore us in writing, or whether it was 
spoken at some lime and has now faded. 

1: Certainly-because= the one thing that matters is whether 
this dialogue, be it written or spoken or neither, remains 
constantly coming. 

]: The course of such a dialogue would have to have a char
acter all iu own, with more silence than talk. 

I: Above all, silence about silence. 

]: Because to talk and write about silence is what produces 
the most obnoxious chatter ..• 



I: Who could simply be silent of silence? 

}: That would be authentic saying ..• 
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1: ... and would remain the constant prologue to the au· 
thentic dialogue of language. 

}: Are we not attempting the impos.sible? 

1: Ind«d-so long as man has not yet lxen given the pure 
gift of the messenger's course that the message needs which 
granu to man the unconttalment of the two-fold. 

}: To call forth this mostnger's course, and still more to go 
it, seems to me incompan.bly more difficult than to diacuas 
the nuure of /lei. 

1: Surely. For something would have to come about by which 
that vast distance in which the nature of Saying assumes its 
radiance, opened itself to the messengt:r's course and shone 
upon it. 

]: A stilling would have to come about that quiets the breath 
of the vastness into the structure of Saying which calls out 
to the messenger. 

1: The veiled relation o£ message and messenger's course plnys 
everywhere, 

]: In our ancient Japanese portry, an unknown poet sings of 
the intermingling scent of cherry blossom and plum blossom 
on the same branch. 

I: This is how I think of the being-toward-each-other of vast· 
ness and stillness in the same Appropriation of the message 
of unconcealmem of the two-fold. 

}: But who today could hear in it an echo of the nature of 
language which our word Koto f1a names, Hower petals that 
flourish out of the lightening message of the graciousness 
that brings forth? 
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1: Who would 6.nd in all this a serviceable clari6.cation of the 
nature of language? 

] : That nature will never be found as long as we demand 
information in the form of theorems and cue words. 

1: Yet many a man could be drawn into the prologue to a 
messenger's course once he keeps himself ready for a dialogue 
of language. 

]: It seerru to me as though even we, now, instead of speak
ing about language, had tried to take some steps along a 
coune which entrusts itself to the nature of Saying. 

1: Which promius, dedicates itself to the nature of Saying. 
Let us be glad if it not only seems so but is so. 

]: If it is so, what then? 

1: Then the farewell of all "It is" comes to pass. 

]: But you do not think of the farewell as a loss and denial. 
do you? 

1: In no way. 

]: But? 

1: As the coming of what has been. 

j: But what is past, goes, has gone-how can it come? 

I: The passing of the past is something else than what has 
been. 

f: How are we to think that? 

1: As the gathering of what endures .. 

]: .. which, as )OU said recently, endures as what grants 
endurance. 

1: .. and stays the Same as the message. 

f: ... which needs us as messengen. 
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The three lectures that follow bear the title "The 
Nature of Language." They are intended to bring us face to 
lace with a possibility of undergoing an experience with Ian
g"':3~· To undergo an experience with something-be it a 
thing, a person, or a god-means that this something befalls us, 
strikes us, comes over us, overwhelms and transforms us. When 
we talk. of "undergoing" an experience, we mean specifically 
that the experience is not of our own making; to undergo here 
means that we endure it, auffer it, receive it as it !trikes us and 
submit to it. It is this something itself that comes about, comes 
to pass. happens. 

To undergo an experirnce with language, then,~ 
()lUJ.Ciyes be properly mnqrord by the claim of language by(·.· 
C.JUering inrg ;md suhmjnjog to it. If it is true that man 
finds the proper abode of his existence in language-whether 
he is aware of it or no[-[hen an rxperience we undergo 
with language will touch the innnermost nexus of our exist
ence. \Ve who speak language may thereupon become trans
formrd by such experiences, from one day to the next or in 
the course of time. But now it could be that an experience we 
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undergo with language is too much for w moderru, even if it 
strikes us only to the extent that for once it draws our attention 
to our relation to language, so that from then on we may keep 
this relation in mind. 

Suppose, specifically, we were asked head-on: In what rela· 
tion do you live to the language you speak? We should not 
be embanuscd for an an.l>wer. Indeed, we would at once dis· 
cover a guideline and point of reference with which to lead 
the question into channels where it can safely be left. 

We speak our language. How else can we be close to lan
guage except by speaking? Even so, our relation to language 
is vague, obscure, almost speechless. As we ponder this curious 
situation, it can scarcely be avoided that every observation 
on the subject will at first sound strange and incomprehensible. 
It therefore might be helpful to us to rid ourselves of the habit 
of always hearing only what we already understand. This my 
proposal is addressed not only to all those who Jisten; it is 
addressed still more to him who tries to speak of language, 
all the more when he does so with the sole intent to show 
possibilities that will allow us to become mindful of language 
and our relation to it. 

But this, to undergo an experience with language, is some
thing else again than to gather information about language. 
Such information-linguists and philologists of the most di· 
verse langua~. psychologists and analytic philosophers supply 
it to us, :1nd constantly increase the supply, ad infinitum. 0( 
late, the scientific and philosophical investigation of languages 
is aiming ever more resolutely at the production of what is 
called "metalanguage." Analytical philosophy, which is set on 
producing this super-language, is thus quite consistent when it 
considers itself metalinguistics. That sounds jke metaphysics 
-not only sounds like if, it is metaphysics.A't:etalinguistics is 

~ the metaphysics of the thoroughgoing technicalization of all 
languages into the sole operative instrument of interplanetary 
inrormation. Metalanguage and sputnik, metalinguistic.s and 
rocketry are the Same. 

However, we must not give gTOunds for the impttssion that 
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we are here passing negative judgment on the acienti6c and 
phi.losophical investigation of language and of languages. Such 
investigation has iu own particular jwti6cation and retains 
its own importance. But scienti6c and philosophical infonna
tion about language is one thing; an experience we undergo 
with language is another. Whether the attempt to bring w 
face to face with the possibility of such an experience will 
succeed, and if it does, how far that possible success will go 
for each one of us-that is not up to any of us. 

What i! left for us to do is to point out ways that bring us 
face to face with a possibility of undergoing an experience with 
language. Such ways have long existed. But they are seldom 
wed in such a manner that the possible experience with 
language is itself given voice and put into language. In expe
riences which we undergo with language, language it5elf brings 
itself to language. One would think that this happens anyway, 
any time anyone speaks. Yet at whatever time and in whatever\ 
way we speak a language, language itself never has the floor. 
Any number of thinp are given voice in speaking, above all 
what we are speaking about: a set of facts, an occurrence, a 
question, a matter of concern. Only because in everyday speak
ing language dots not bring itself to language but holds back, 
are we able simply to go ahead and speak a language, and so to 
deal with something and negotiate something by speaking. 

But _when docs language spe~k itseU as language? Curiously 
enough, when we cannot lind the right word for something that 
concerns us, carries us away, oppresses or encourages us. Then I 
we leave unspoken what we have in mind and, without rightly 
giving it thought, undergo moments in which language itself 
has distilntly and Reetingly touched us with its essential being. 

But when tha issue is to put into langu<~ge something which 
has never yet been spolu!n, rhen t'vf'rylhing depends on whether 
language gives or withholds the appropriate word. Such i! the 
case of the poet. Indeed,~ poet might even come to the point 
where he is compelled-in his own way, that is, poetically
to put into language the experien<"e he undergots ~·ith 
language. 
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Among Stefan George's late, simple, almost songlike poems 
there is one entitled "The Word." It was first published in 
1919. Later it was included in the collection Das Neru: Reich. 
The poem is made up of seven stanzas. The fi.nt three are 
clearly marked oil from the next thr~. and these two uiads 
as a whole are again marked olf from the seventh, inal stanza. 
The manner in which we shall here converse with this poem, 
briefty but throughout all three lectures, does not claim 
to be scientific. The poem runs: 

The Word 
Wonder or dream from distant land 
I carTied to my country's strand 

And waited till the twilit nom 
Had found the name within her bourn-

Then I could gTasp it close and strong 
It blooms and shines now the [root along 

Once I renuned from happy sail, 
I had a pri1e sn rich and frail, 

She sought for long and tidings told: 
"No like of this these depths r-nfold." 

And straight it \'ani!h~ from my hand, 
The trea5Ute never graced my land .. 

So I renounced and sadly ~e: 
Where word breab off no thin~ may be. 

After what we had noted earlier, we are tempted to con
centrate on the poem's last line: "Where word breaks off no 
thing may be.'' For this line mak.es the word of language, 
makes language it!ielf bring itself to language, and says some
thing about the relation between word and thing. The con
tent of the final line can be transformed into a statement, thus: 
"No thing is where the word breaks off." Where something 
breaks off, a breach, a diminution has occurred. To diminish 
means to take away, to cause a lack. "Brealc.s off" means "is 
lacking." No thing is where the word is lacking, that word 
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which names the given thing. What does "to name" signify? 
We might answer: to name means to furnish something with 
a name. And what is a name? A designation that pr011ides 
something with a vocal and written sign, a cipher. And what 
is a sign? Is it a signal? Or a token? A marker? Or a hint? Or 
all of these and something else besides? We have become 
very slovenly and mechanical in our understanding and use of 
signs. 

Is the name, is the word a sign? Everything depends on how 
we think of what the words "sign" and "name" say. Even in 
these slight pointers we now begin to sense the drift that we 
are getting into when the word is put into language as word, 
language a.s language. That the poem, too, ha.s name in mind 
when it says word, is said in the second stanza: 

And waited till the twilit nom 
Had found the name within her bourn-

Meanwhile, both the finder of the name, the nom of our ~ 

poem, and the place where the name is found, her bourn, 
make us hesitant to undenta.Dd "name'' in the sense of a 
mere designation. It could be that the name and the naming 
word are here intended rather in the sense we know from 
such expressions as "in the name of the King'' or "in the name 
of God." Gottfried Benn begins one of his poems: "In the 
name of him who bestow• the hours." Here "in the name" 
says "at the call, by the command." The terms "name" and 
"word" in George's poem are thought differently and more 
deeply than as mere signs. But what am I saying? Is there "' 
thinking, too, going on in a poem? Quite so-in a poem of 
such rank thinking is going on, and indeed thinking without 
science, without philosophy. 1£ that is true, then we may and 
in fact must, with all the self-restraint and circums~tion 
that are called for, give more reBective thought to that closing 
line we first picked out from the poem "'The Word." 

Where word breaks off no thing may be. 

We ventured 1he paraphrase: No 1hing is where the word 
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is lacking. "Thing" is here understood in the traditional broad 
sense, as meaning anything that in any way is. In this sense 
even a god is a thing. Only where the word for the thing 
has been found is the thing a thing. Only thus is it. Accord-

• ingly we must stros as follows: no thing is where the wor-d, 
• that is, the name is lacking. The word alone gives being to 

the thing. Yet how can a mere word accomplish this-to bring 
a thing into being? The true situation is obviously the reverse. 
Take the sputnik. This thing, if such it is, is obviously inde
pendent of that name which was later tacked on to it. But 
perhaps matters are different with such things as rockets. 
atom bombs, reactors and the like, different from what the 
poet names in thf' flrst stanza of the first triad: 

Wonder or dream from distant land 
I carried to my country's strand 

Still, countless people look upon dlis "thing'' sputnik., too, 
as a wonder, this "thing" that rae~ around in a worldless 
"world"-space: to many people it was and still is a dream
wonder and dream of this modern technology which would 
be the last to admil the thought that what gives things their 
being is the word. Actions not words count in the calculus of 
planetary calculation. What use are poets? And yet ... 

Let us for once rtfrain from hurried thinking. Is not even 
thia "thing" what it is and the way it is in the name of its 
name? Certainly. If that hurry, in th~ ~nse of the technical 
maximization of all velocities, in whose time·space modern 
technology and apparatus can alone be what they are-if that 
hurry had not bespoken man and ordered him at its call, if 
that call to such hurry had not challenged him and put him 
at bay, if the word framing that order and challenge had not 
spoken: then there would be no sputnik. Nn thing is where 
the word is lacking. Thus the puzzle remains: the word of 
language and its reluion to the thing, to every thing that is 
-that it is and the way it is. 

This is why we consider it advisable to prepare for a pos
sibility of undergoing an experience with language. This is 
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why we listen now more attentively where such an experience 
is put into lofty and noble language. We listen to the poem 
that we read. Did we hear it? Barely. We have merely picked 
up the last line-and done so almost crudely-and have even 
ventured to rewrite it into an unpoetical statement: No thing 
is where the word is lading. We could go further and propose 
this statement: something is only where the appropriate .md [I 
therefore competent word names a thing as being. and so 
establishes the given being as a being. Does this mean, a!Jo, 
that there is being only where the appropriate word is speak· 
ing? Where does the word derive iu appropriateness? The poet 
says nothing about it. But the content of the closing line does 
after all Include the statement: The being of anything that is 
resides in the word. Therefore this statement holds true: 

l'Languagt is the ho~se of ~ing. By this procedure, we would 
seem to have adduced from poetry the most handsome con
finnation for a principle of thinking which we had stated at 
some time in the past-and in truth would have thrown every
thing into utter confusion. We would have ~uced poetry 
to the servant's role as documentary proof for our thinking, 
and taken thinking too lightly; in fact we would already 
have forgouen the whole point: to undergo an experience 
with language. 

Therefore, we now restore to integrity, in iu original place 
in the poem's last stanza, the lines which we had first picked 
out and rewriuen. 

So I renounced and sadly see: 
Where word breaks off no thing may be. 

The poet, nonnally very sparing with his punctuation, has 
put a colon after "see." One would expect, then, something 
to follow which speaks in what the grammarians call direct 
discourse. 

So I renounced and udly ~= 
Where word breaks off no thing is. 

But Ste£an George does not say "is," he says "may be." In keep-



ing with his practice elsewhere, he could omit the colon, an 
omiuion that would almost be more appropriate for the in
dire£t discourse-if that is what it is-in the last line. Still, 
many precedents can be cited, presumably, for George's usage, 
for example a pas.sage from Goethe's "Introduction to the Out· 
line of a Theory of Color." There we find: 

In order that we may not appear overly timid by tryin~~: to avoid 
an explanation, we would revise what we said first, as follows: 
that color be an elementary natun.l phenomenon for the sense 
of sight .. 

Goethe regards the words after the colon as the explanation 
of what color is, and says: "Color be ... " But what is the 
situation in the last stanza of George's poem? Here we have 
to do not with a theoretical explanation of a natural phe· 
nomenon, but with a renunciation. 

So I renounced and sadly sec: 
Where word breab off no thing may be. 

Do the words after. the colon say what the substance of the 
renunciation is? Does the poet renounce the fact that no thing 
may be where the word breaks off? Exactly the opposite. The 
renunciation he has learned implies precisely that the poet 
admits that no thing may be where the word breaks off. 

Why all these artful explications? The matter, after all, is 
dc:ar. No, nothing is clear: but everything is significant. In 
what way? In this way, that what matters is for us to hear 
how, in the poem's last stanza, the whole of that experience 
is concentrated which the poet has undergone with the word 
-and that means with language as well; and that we must be 
careful not to force the vibration of the poetic saying into 
the rigid groove nf a univocal statt'ment, and so destroy it. 

The last line, "Where word breaks off no thing may be," 
could then still have another meaning than that of a statement 
and affirmation put in indirect discourse, which says that no 
thing is where the word is lacking. 

What follows the colon does not name what the poet re· 
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nouncts; rather, it names the realm into which the renuncia
tion must enter; it names the call to enter into that relation 
between thing and word which has now been experienced. 
What the poet learned to renounce is his fonnerly cherished 
view regarding the relation of thing and word. His renuncia
tion concerns the poetic relation to the word :hat he had 
cultivated until then. lf so, the "may be" in the line, "Where 
word breaks off no thing may be," would grammatically 
speaking not be the subjunctive of "is," but a kind of impera
tive, a command which the poet follows, to keep it from then 
on. If so, the "may be" in the line, "Where word breaks off 
no thing may be," would mean: do not henceforth admit any 
thing as being where the wou.l brcak.li off. In the "may be" 
understood as a command, the poet avows to himself the self
denial he has learned, in which he abandons the view that 
something may be even if and even while the word for it is 
still lacking. What does renunciation mean? It is equivalent 
to "abdication." Here the root word is the Latin dicere, to 
say, the Greek deilmumi. to show, point out, indicate. In his 
renunciation, the poet abdicates his former relation to the 
word. Nothing more? No. There is in the abdication itself 
already an avowal, a command to which he denies himself 
no longer. 

Now it would be just as forced to claim that the impttative 
interpretation of "may .be" ·is the only possible one. Pre
sumably one meaning and the other of ··may be" vibrate and 
mingle in the poetic saying: a command as appeal, and sub
mission to it. 

The poet has learned renunciation. He has undergone an 
experience. With what? With the thing and its relation to 
the word. But the title of the poem is simply "The Word." 
The decisive experience is that which the poet has under
~one with the word-and with the word inasmuch as it alone 
can bestow a relation to a thing. Stated more explicitly, the 
poet has experienced that only the word makes a thing appear 
as the thing it is, and thus leu it be present. The word avows • 
itself to the poet as lhat which holds and sustains a thing 
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in its being. The poet experienoes an authority, a dignity of 
the word than which nothing vaster and loftier can be 
thought, But the word is also that possession with which 
the poet is trusted and entrusted as poet in an ottraordinary 
way. The poet experiences his poetic calling as a call to the 
word as the source, the bourn of Being. The renunciation 
which the poet learns is of that special kind of fulfilled sell· 
denial to which alone is promised what has long been con· 
cealed and is essentially vouchsafed already. 

The poet, then, ought to rejoice at such an experience, 
which brings to him the most joyful gift a poet can receive. 
Instead, the poem says: "So 1 renounced and sadly see." The 
poet. then, is merely drpressed by his renunciation because 
it means a loss. Yet, as we have seen, the renunciation is not 
a 1055. Nor does "sadly" refer to the substance o£ the renun
ciation, but rather to the fact that he has learned it. That 
sadness, however, is neither mere dejection nor despondency. 
True sadness is in harmony with what is most joyful-but in 
this way, that the greatest joy withdraws, halts in its with
drawal, and holds itself in reserve. By )earning that renuncia
tion, the poet undergoes his experience with the word's lofty 
sway. He receives primal knowledge of what task is assigned 
to the poetic saying, what sublime and lasting matten are 
promised to it and yet withheld from it. The poet could never 
go through the experience he undergoes with the word if the 
experience were not attuned to sadnns, to the mood of re
leasement into the nearness of what is withdrawn but at the 
same time held in reserve (or an originary advent. 

These few pointen may suffice to make it clearer what 
experience the poet has undergone with language. Experience 
means eundo assequi, to obtain something along the way, to 
attain something by RQing on a way. What is it that the poet 
reaches? Not mere knowledge. He obtains entrance into the 
relation of word to thing. This relation is not, however, a 
connection between the thing that is on one side and the word 
that is on the other. The word itself is the relation which in 
each instance retains the thing within itself in such a manner 
that it "is" a thing. 
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And yet, in making these statemenu, however broad their 
implications, we have done no more than sum up the expe
rience the poet has undergone with the word, instead of enter
ing into the experience iuel£. How did the experience happen? 
We are guided toward the answer by that one little word 
which we have neglected so far in our discussion of the 
poem's final stanza: 

So I ~noun«d and sadly see: 
Where word b~aks oil no thing may be. 

"So I renounced ... " How? In the way the first six stanzas 
say it. What we have just noted concerning the last stanza 
may shed some light on the first six. They must s~k lor 
themselves, of course, from within the totality of the poem. 

In these six stanzas there speak.s the experience that the poet 
undergoes with language. Something comes to pass for him, 
strikes him, and traruforms his relation to the word. It is thus 
neceuary first to mention the relation to language in which the 
poet stood before the experience. h speaks in the first three 
stanzas. The last line of the third stanza trails oil in an ellipsis, 
and so marks oil the first triad from the second. The founh 
stanza then opens the second triad-rather abruptly, with the 
word "Once," taken here in its primary meaning: one time. 
The second triad tells what the poet experiences once and for 
all. To experience is to go along a way. The way leads through 
a landscape. The poet's land belongs within that landscape, as 
does the dwelling of the twilit nom, ancient goddess of fate. 
She dwells on the strand, the edge of the poetic land which is 
itself a boundary, a march. The twilit nom watches over her 
bourn, 1he well in whose depths she searches for the names she 
would brini'lOrth from it. Word, language, belongs within the 
domain o£ this mysterious landscape in which poetic saying 
harden on the fateful source of speech. At first, and for long, 
it seems as though the poet needed on))· to bring the wonders 
that enthrall and the dreams that enrap[Ure him to the well
spring of language, and there in unclouded confidence let the 
words rome forth to him that fit all the wonderful and dream
like things whose images have come to him. In a former time, 
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the poet, emboldened as his poenu turned out well, cherished 
the view that the poetic things, the wonders and dreams, had, 
even on their own, their well-attested standing within Being, 
and that no more was necessary than that his art now also 6.nd 
the word for them to describe and present them. At first, and 
for long, it seemed as though a word were like a grasp that 
fastens upon the things already in being and held to be in 
being, compresses and expresses them, and thus makes them 
beautiful. 

Wonder or dream from distant land 
I carried to my country's strand 

And waited till the twilit nom 
Had found the name within her bourn-

Then I could grasp it dose and strong 
It blooms and shines now the front along .. 

Wonders and dreams on the one hand, and on the other 
hand the names by which they are grasped, and the two fused
thus poetry came about. Did this poetry do justice to what is 
in the poet's nature-that he must found what is lasting, in 
order that it may endtire and be? 

But in the end the moment comrs for Stefan Gttuge when 
the conventional sdf.assured poetic production suddenly breaks 
down and makes him think of HOlderlin's words: 

But what endur~ i1 fnundrrl hy pnrh 

For at one time, once, the poet-still filled with hope after a 
happy sail-reaches the place of the ancient goddess of fate and 
demands the name of the rich and frail prize that lies there 
plain in his hand. It is neither "wonder from afar" nor 
"dream." The goddess searches long, but in vain. She gives 
him the tidings: 

"r-;'o like of thi~ these depths o:nfold:· 

There is nothing in these depths that is like the prize so rich 
and frail which is plainly there in his hand. Such a word, which 
would let the prize lying there plainly be what it is-such a 
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word would have to well up out of the secure depths reposing 
in the stillness of deep slumber. Only a word from such a 
source could keep the prize secure in the richness and frailty of 
its simple being. 

""No lite o( this the5e depths enfold.'" 

And straight it vanished (rom my hand, 
The treasure never graced my land . 

The frail rich prize, already plainly in hand, does not reach 
being as a thing, it does not come to be a treasure, that is, a 
poetically secured possession of the land. The poet remains 
silent about the prize which could not become a treasure o£ 
his land, but which yet granted to him an experience with 
language, the opportunity to learn the renunciation in whose 
self-denial the relation of word to thing promises itself to him. 
The "prize so rich and frail" is contraSied with "wonder or 
dream from distant land." If the poem is a poetic expression 
of Siefan George's own poetic way, we may sunnise that the 
prize he had in mind was that sensitive abundance .of sim
plicity which comes to the poet in his late yean as what needs 
and assents to be said. The poem itself, which has turned out 
well, a lyric song of language, proves that he did learn the 
renunciation. 

But as for us, it must rftnain open whether we are capable 
of entering properly into this poetic experience. There is the 
danger that we will overstrain a poem such as this by thinking 
too much into it, and thereby debar ourselves from being 
moved by its poetry. Much greater of course-but who today 
would admit it?-is the danger that we will think. too little, 
and reject the thought that the true experience wih language ~ 

can only be a thinking experil'nre, all the mnrl' !Wl hforause the .. 
lofty poetry of all great poetic work always vibrates within a 
realm o£ thinking. But if what matters first of all is a thinking 
experience with language, then why this stress on a p:>etic 
experience? ~cause thinking in turn goes its ways in the 
nf!ighborhood of poetry. It is well, there£ore, to give thought 
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to the neighbor, to him who dwells in the same neighborhood. 
Poetry and thought, each needs the or.her in its neighborhood, 
each in its fashion, when it comes to ultimates. In what region 
the neighborhood iueU has its domain, each of them, thought 
and poetry, will define differently, but always so that they will 
find themselves within the same domain. But becaust we are 
caught in the pu:juc.lice nurtured through centuries that think· 
ing is a maller of ratiocination, that is, of calculation in the 
widest sense, the mere talk of a neighborhood of thinking to 
poetry is suspect. 

Thinking is not a means to gain knowledge. Thinking cuts 
furrows into the soil of Being. About 1875• Niewche once 
wrote (Gr055oktav WW XI. :w): "Our 1hinking lihould have a 
vigorous fragrance, like a wheatfield on a summer's night." 
How many of us today still have the senses for that fragrance? 

By now, the two opening sentences of our lecture can be 
restated more clearl'f. This series of lectures bean lhe title 
''The Nature of Language." It is intended to bring us face to 
face with a possibility of undergoing a thinking experience 
with language. Be it noted that we said a possibility. We are 
still only in the preliminaries, in an attempt, even though the 
title does not say so. That title, "The Nature of Language," 
sounds rather presumptuous, as though we were about to 
promulgate ~liable information concerning the nature of 
language. Besides, the title sounds altogether too trite, like 
"The Nature of Art," "The Nature of Freedom," "The Nature 
of Technology," "The Nature of Truth," "The Nature of 
Religion," etc. etc. We are all getting somewhat surfeited with 
all this big production of natures, for reasons which we do not 
quite understand ourselves. But what if we were to get rid of 
the presumptuousness and triteness of the title by a simple 
device? Let us give the title a question mark., such that the 
whole of it is covered by that mark and hence has a diJfe~nt 
sound. It then runs: The Nature?-of Language? Not only 
language is in question now, but so is the meaning of nature-
and what is more, the question now is whether and in what 
way nature (essential bt-ing) and language belong together. 
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The Nature?--of Langua~? With the addition of the questions 
marks, all of the tide's presumptuousness and triteness vanish. 
At the same time, one question calls forth the othen. The 
following two questions arise at once: 

How are we to put questioru to language when our relation 
to it is muddled, in any case undefined? How can we inquire 
about its nature, when it may immediately become a mattn of 
dispute what nature means? 

No matter how many W3}'S we may devise to get our inquiry 
into language and the investigation of iu nature started, all 
our efforts will be in vain as long as we close our minds in one 
very important respect which by no means concerns only the 
questions here touched upon. 

If we put questioru to language, questions about its nature, 
iu being. then clearly languasc itself must already have been 
granted to us. Similarly, if we want to inquire into the being 
of language, then that which is called nature or being mull 
abo be already granted to us. Inquiry and investigation here 
and everywhere require the prior grant of whatever it is they 
approach and punue with their queries. Every posing of every 
question takes place within the very grant of what is put in 
question. 

What do we discover when we give sufficient thought to the 
matter? This, that the authentic attitude of thinking is not a ... 
putting of questions-rather, it is a listening to the grant, the 
promise of what is to be: put in question. But in the history of 
our thinking, asking questions has since the early days been 
regarded as the characteristic procedure of thinking, and not 
without good cause. Thinking is more thoughtful in proper· 
tion as it takes a more radical stance, as it goes to the radix, 
the root of all that is. The quest of thinking always remains -
the search for the 6nt and ultimate grounds. Why? Because ~ 
this, that something is and what it is, the persistent pr~nce 
of being, has from of old been detennined to be the ground 
and foundation. As all nature has the character of a ground, a 
search for it is the founding and grounding of the ground or 
foundation. A thinking that thinks in the direction of nature 
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de6ned in this way is fundamentally a questioning. At the 
dose of a lecture called "The Question of Technology," given 
some time ago, I said: "Questioning is the piety of thinking." 
"Piety" is meant here in the ancient sense: obedient, or sub
mis.sive, and in this case submitting to what thinking has to 
think about. One of the exciting experiences of thinking is 
that at times it does not fully comprehend the new insights it 
has just gained, and does not properly see them through. Such, 
too, is the case with the sentence just cited that questioning 
is the piety of thinking. The lecture ending with that sentence 
waa already in the ambiance of the realization that the true 
stance of thinking cannot be to put queJtions, but must be to 
listen to that which our questioning vouchsafes-and all ques· 
doning begins to be a questioning only in virtue of pursuing 
its quest for essential being. Accordingly, the title of these 
l«tures, even if we provide it with a question mark, does not 
thereby alone become the title for an experience of thinking. 
But there it is, waiting to be completed in terms of what we 
have just remarked concerning the true attitude of thinking. 
No matter how we· put our questions to language about its 
nature, 6rst of all it is needful that language vouchsafe itself 
to us. If it dots, the nature of language becomes the grant of 
its essential being, that is, the being of language becomes the 
language of being. 

Our title, ''The Nature of Langua~." has now lost even its 
role as title. What it says is the echo of a thinking experience, 
the possibility of which we are trying to bring before us: the 
being of language-the language of being. 

In the event that this statement-if that is what it is
represents not merely a contrived and hence vacuous inversion, 
the possibility may emerge that we shall at the proper time 
~uhsriture another word for "language" as well a5 for "nature." 

The whole that now addresses us-the being of language: 
the language of being-is not a title, let alone an answer to a 
question. It becomes a guide word, meant to guide us on our 
way. On that way of thinking, the poetic experience with the 
word which we heard at the beginning is to be our companion. 
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We have already had converse with it, we recall, with this 
result: the dosing line, "Where word breaks off no thing may 
be," points to the relation of word and thing in this manner, 
that the word it.st"lf is the relation, by holding everything forth 
into being, and there upholding it. H the word did not have 
this bearing, the whole of things, the ·•world," would sink into 
obscurity, including the "I" of the poem, him who brings to 
his country's strand, to the source of names, all the wonders and 
dreams he encounters. 

In order that we may hear the mice of Stefan George's 
poetic experience with the word once more in another key, I 
shall in dosing read Gottfried Benn's two-stanza poem. • The 
tone of thb poem is tauter and at the Sillllt: time more vehe
ment, because it is abandoned and at the same time resolved 
in the extreme. The poem's title is a characteristic and pre· 
sumably intentional nriation: 

A Word 
A word, a phrase-: £rom qphers rise 
Life recognized, a 1uddcn acnae. 
The sun stands still, mute arc the skies, 
And all compacts it, atarlr. and dense. 

A word-a gleam, a flight, a spark, 
A thrust o£ Ramee, a stellar trace-
And then again-immense-the dark 
Round world and I in empty space. 

II 

These three lectures are intended to bring us face to face 
with a possibility of undergoing an experience with langua~. 
To experience something means to attain it along the way, by 
g-oing on a way. To undergo an experience with something 
means that this something, which we reach along the way in 
mder to attain it, itself pertains to us, meets and makes its 

•The nanslation, by Rkhard Exner. is tak•·n fmm (,ott fried Bcnn.Prim111/ 
l'uion, edited by E. D. ,.\shton, p. 251. Rcprimed by po:-rmiuion of New 
Dircnions Publishing Corporation. :\II rights n:·scn:co.l. (Tr.) 
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appeal to us. in that it transfonns us into iuelf. 
Because our goal is to experience, to be underway, let us 

give thought to the way today, in this lecture leading from the 
first over to the third lecture. But because- most of you here are 
primarily engaged in scientific thinking, a prefactory remark 
will be in order. The sciences know the way to knowledge by 
the tc:rm "method." Method, especially in today's modem sci
entifi.c thought, is not a mere instrument serving lhe sciences; 
rather, it has pressed the sciences into iu own service. Nietuche 
wu the fi.nt to recognize this situation, with all its vast implica
tioru, and to give it expression in the notes that follow. These 
notes are found in his literary remains, as numben 466 and 46g 
of Th~ Will lo Pt~Wet", The first note runs: ''It ia not the victory 
of science that distinguishes our nineteenth century, but the 
victory of scientific melhod over science." 

The other note begins with this sentence: "The most valu
able insights are gained last of all; but the most valuable in· 
sighu are the methotb." 

Nietzs£he hirruel£, too, gained this insiRftt into the relation 
of method to science lut of all-to wit, in the Jut year of his 
lucid life, a888, in Turin. 

In the sciences, not only is the theme drafted, ailed up by 
the methOO, it is also set up within the method and remains 
within the framework of the method, subordinated to it. The 
furious pace at which the sciences are swept along tOOay-they 
themselves don't know whither-comes from the speed-up drive 
of method with all its potentialities, a speed-up that is more 
and more left to the mercy of technology. Method holds all the 
coercive power of knowledge. The theme is a part of the 
method. 

But in thinking, the situation is different from that of scien· 
tific representation. In rhinling theft! is n .. irher methOO nor 
theme, but rather the ~on, so called because it gives its realm 
and free reign• to what thinking is given to think.. Thinking 
abides in that country, walking the ways of that country. Here 

•"die Gegeruf ..• gegnd"; for Hc-ideggtr's own JTm:uU on hit uw of ahr 
word, ~er hil Distour~ on Thin~ing (lr. J. M. Andnson &: E. H. F~Tund; 
New Yorlt; Harp« i Row, 1966), pp. 65·66. (Tr.) 
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the way is part of the country and belong~ to iL From the point 
o£ view of the sciences, it is not just difficult but impossible to 
see this situation. If in what follows we reflect, then, upon the 
way of thoughtful experience with language, we are not under
taking a methodological consideration. We are even now walk· 
ing in that region, the realm that concerm us. 

We speak. and speak about language. What we speak of, lan
guage, is always ahead of us. Our sptaking merely follows 
language constantly. Tbw we are continually lagging behind 
what we first ought to have overtaken and taken up in order to 
speak about it. Accordingly, when we speak of language we 
remain entangled in a speaking that is persistently inadequate. 
This tangle deban ua from the matters that arc to make them· 
selves known to our thinking. But this tangle, which our think
ing mwt never rake too lightly, drops away as soon as we take 
notice of the peculiar properties of the way of thought, that ia. 
a.a soon as we look about us in the country where thinking 
abidl'S. This country is everywhere open to the neighborhood 
of~try. 

As we give our mind to lhe way of thinking, we mwt give 
thought to this neighborhood. Taken at iu surface value and 
recounted, our lint lecture deals with three matters: 

First, it poinu to a poetic experience with language. The 
pointer is limited to a few remarks about Stefan George's 
~m "The Word." 

Next, the lecture: characterim the experimce, which to pre
pare is our task here, as a thinking experience. Where thinking 
finds its way to iu true destination, it comes to a focus in 
listening to the promise that tells us what there is for thinking 
to think upon. 

Every question posed to the matter of thinking, every inquiry 
for irs narure, is already borne up by the grant o( what is to 
come into question. Therefore the proper bearing of the think
ing which is needed now is to listen to the grant, not to ask 
questions. But since such listening is a listening for the coun· 
tering word, our listening to the grant for what we are to think 
always develops into our asking for the answer. Our charac· 
terization of thinking as a listening sounds 5trange, nor is it 
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sufficiently clear for our present needs. However, this is what 
constitutes the peculiarity of listening: it receives its definite
ness and clarity from what indications the grant gives to it. But 
one thing is clear even now: the listening we have now in mind 
lends toward the grant, as Saying to which the nature of Ian· 
guage is akin. If we succeed in gaining insight into the possi
bility of a thinking experience with language, it might clarify 
the sense in which thinking is a listening to the grant. • 

Finally, the first lecture covers a third point, the trans£onna· 
tion of the title of our lecture series. The transfonnation begins 
by removing the title's presumptuousness and triteness, by 
adding a question mark which puts both language and essen· 
tial being into question, and turns the title into a query: The 
Naturt:1-of Language'! 

Now the point o( our attempt is to prepare a thinking ex
perience with language. But since to think is before all else to 
listen, to let ourselves be told something and not to ask ques· 
tions, we must strike the question mark out again when a 
thinking experience is at stake, and yet we can no longer simply 
return to the original form of the title. If we are to think 
through the nature of language, language must first promise 
itself to us, or must already have done so. Language must, in 
its own way, avow to us itself-its nature. Language persists as 
this avowal. We hear it constantly, of course, but do not give it 
thought. If we did not hear it everywhere, we could not use one 
!lingle word o£ language. Language is active as this promise. 
The essential nature of language makes itself known to us as 
what is spoken, the language of its nature. But we cannot quite 
hear this primal knowledge, let alone "read" it. It runs: The 
being of language-the language of being. •• 

What we have just said is an imposition. 1£ it were merely 

· ... iu wrl~hcm Sinnc d;n Dc-nkcn t'm Hort'n dt'r /.usag~ ist."" Zu.f4ge 
as ht'~ uM"d hy Ht'idqu{cr u.c~s thr me-aning o( tht' transiJtion "grant." 
Zwsgt' is a SDA"· a ~a~·mg. To put it brutally: Bc.-ing sayJ. and languaF 
follows Saying in Spt"tch. (Tr.) 

• • '"Das W~n dcr Sprachc: Die- Spracht' d~ Wt'5f'ns." Thr contrxt he:~ 
~ms to drmand tht tran•lation "brinlf (or lf'nm. othrrwisc: translated 
\Uiouslv:natun:.t"Mrntialnaturr.or~nct'.(Tr.) 
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an assertion, we could set out to prove its truth or falseness. 
That would be easier by far than to endure the imposition or 
make our peace with it. 

The being of language-the language of being. The demand 
that we experience this sentence thoughtfully would seem to 
stem from the lecture imposing it on us. But the imposition 
comes from another source. The transformation of the title is 
of such a kind that it makes the title disappear. What follows 
then is not a dissertation on language under a different heild· 
ing. What follows is the attempt to take our first step into the 
country which holds possibilities of a thinking experience with 
language in readineu for us. In that country, thinking en
wunter.; iu neighborhood with poetry. We heard of a poetic 
experience with the word. It is concentrilted in the language 
of the poem's lout stanza: 

So I renounced and Hdly ~e: 
Where word bn"ab off nn thing may hfo. 

Through a brief commentary on the two preceding triads, 
we tried to gain an insight into the poetic way of this experi
ence. Just a look. from afar at the poet's way-surely we are not 
conceited enough to imagine that we have gone this way our· 
selves. For George's poetic saying, in this poem and in the 
others that belong with it, is a going that is like a going away, 
after the poet had formerly spoken lile a lawgiver and a 
herald. Thus this poem "The Word" rightly has its place in 
the last part of the last volume of poetry George published, 
l>as Neue Reich, published in 192R. This last part is entitled 
"The Song." The song is sung, not after it has come tu be, but 
rather: in the singing the song begins to be il song. The song's 
poet is the singer. Poetry is song. HO!derlin, following the 
exilmple of the ancients, likes to call poetry "song." 

In his recently discovered hymn "Celebration of Peace," 
lltilderlin sings, at the beginning of the eighth stanza: 



Much, from the morning onwards, 
Since we ha"e been a discount and have heard from 

one another, 
Has human kind learnt; but soon we shall be song. • 

Those who "have heard from one another" -the ones and 
the others-are men and gods. The song ~lebrates the advent 
of the gods-and in that advent everything falls silent. Song is 
not the opposite of a discourse, but rather the most intimate 
Unship with it: for song, too, is language. In the preceding 
seventh stanza, HOlderlin says: 

Thil is a law of fate. that each shall know all othen, 
That when the silence returns thert: shall be a language too. 

In 1910, Norbert von Hellingrath, who was killed in action 
before Verdun in 1916, first published HOlderlin's Pindar 
translations from the manuscripts. In 1914, there followed the 
fint publication of HOiderlin's late hymm. These two boob 
hit us students like an earthquake. Stefan George, who had 
fint directed Hellingrath's attention to HOlderlin, now in 
turn received dec.i.Jive irupiration from those first editions, as 
did Rilke. Since that time, George's poetry comes closer and 
closer to song. Nietzsche's words in the third part of Thw 
Spoke Zarathwtr11, at the end of "The Great Longing," are 
even then ringing in the poet's ear: 

0 my soul. now I have given you all, and even the laSl I had, 
and I have emptied all my hands to you: that I bad~ you sing, 
behold, that was the lan I had. 

The final section of George's Das N~u~ Reich, below the 
section title "The Song," begins with this motto: 

What I uill ponder, and what I still frame, 
\Vhat I uilllove-their features are the same. 

The poet has stepped outside of his former "circle," yet without 
renouncing the word: for he sings, and song remairu discourse. 
The poet's renunciation does not touch the word, but rather 

•Tnmladon by Mid!aeJ Hamburaer. from Fritdrich H6/dnli": ~m.r 
Olfld Fr11grrwalf (Ann Arbor. 1966), p. ofS9. (Tr.) 
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the relation of word to thing, more pucisely: the mystcriow
ness of that relation, which reveals itself as mystery at just that 
point where the poet wants to name a prize which he holds 
plainly in his hand. The poet does not say what sort of prize 
it is. We may recall that "prize" means a small and graceful 
gift intended for one's guest; or perhaps a present in token of 
special favor, which the recipient will hencefonh carry on his 
penon. "Prize," then, has to do with favor and with gueaL Let 
w note also that that other poem, "Sea Song," together with 
"The Word," belongs under the heading "The Song'' o( the 
volume's last section."~ Song" begins: 

When on the verge with gentle fall 
Down dips the 6re-redden~ ball: 
Thm on the dunes I pawe to rest 
That I may .ee a cheri&bed guest. 

The last line names the guest, yet does not name him. Like the 
guest, the prize remains nameless. And nameleas remains also 
that highest favor which comes to the poet. The last poem in 
this last section has its say about the favor, sings it, but still 
does not name it. 

Prize, favor, guest, it says-but they are not named. An: they 
then kept secret? No. We can keep secret only what we know. 
The poet does not keep the names a ~t. He does not Jr.now 
them. He admits it himself ill that one verse which rings like a 
basso o5timJto through all the &Ongs: 

Wherein you hang-you do not know. 

The experience of this poet with the word passes into darkness, 
and eYen remains veiled itself. We must leave it so; but merely r; 

by thinking about the poetic experience in this way, we leave 
it in the neighborhood of thinking. However, we may not 
suppose that a thinking experience with language, rather than 
the poetic experience, will lead us to the light more quickly, .. 
and perhaps could lift the veil. What thinking can do here • 
depends on whether and in what way it hears the granting 
saying in which the being of language speaks as the language 
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of being. However, it is not merely an expedient that our 
attempt to prepare for a thinking experience with language 
seeks out the neighborhood of poetry; for the attempt resu 
upon the supposition that poetry and thinking belong within 
one neighborhood. Perhaps this supposition corresponds to the 
imposition which we hear only vaguely so far: the being of 
language-the language of being. 

In order to uncover a possibility of undergoing a thinking 
experience with language, let us seek out the neighborhood in 
which poetry and thinking dwell. A strange beginning-we 
have so little Cltperience with either. And yet we know them 
both. A great many things are known to us about poetry and 
thinking under the rubrics PoetT)' and Philosophy. Nor are we 
trying to find our way blindly into the neighborhood of poetry 
and thinking: a poem "The Word" is already echoing in our 
ean, and thus we have our eyes on a poetic experience with 
language. With all due reservations we may sum it up in the 
saying of the rtnunciation: "Where word breaks off no thing 
may he." All MX~n a~ we consider that what is named here is the 
relation between thing and word, and with it the relation of 
language to an entity as such, we have called poetry over into 
the neighborliness of thinking. Thinking, however, sees 
nothing strange in that. In fact, the relation between thing 
and word is among the earliest matters to which Western 
thinking gives voice and word, and does so in the form of the 
relation betwttn being and saying. This relation assaults 
thinking in such an overpowering manner that it announces 

• itself in a single word. The word is logos. It speaks simultane· 
ously as the name for Being and for Saying. 

More overpowering still for us is the fact that here no 
thinking experience with language is being made, in the sense 
that language itself, as such, comes to word ex:plicitly and 
according to that relation. From this observation we conclude: 
Stefan George's poetic experience means something age-old, 
something that has struck thinking long ago and ever since has 
held it captive, though in a manner that has become both 
commonplace and indiscernible to us. ~either poetic experi· 
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ence with the word nor the thinking experience with Saying 
gives voice to language in its es.sential being. 

Such is the situation, and this despite the fact that since 
the early days of Western thinking, and up into the late period 
of Stefan George's poetic work, thinking has thought deep 
thoughts about lanKlJage, and poetry has made stirrinl{ things 
into language. But we can only conjecture why it is that, none· 
theless, the being of language nowhere brings itself to word as 
the language of being. There is some evidence that the essential 
nature of language flatly refuses to express itself in words-in 
the language, that U, in which we make statements about 
language. If language everywhere withholds its nature in this 
sense, then such withholding is in the very nature of language. 
Thw language not only holds back when we speak. it in the 
accustomed ways, but thi.s iu holding back. is determined by 
the fact that language holds back its own origin and so denies 
iu being to our usual notions. But then we may no longer say 
that the being of language i.s the language of being, unless the 
word "language" in the second phrase says something different, 
in fact something in which the withholding of the being of 
language-speaks. Accordingly, the being of language puts 
insel£ into language nonetheless, in its own most appropriate 
manner. We may avoid the issue no longer; rather, we must 
keep on conjecturing what the reason may be why the peculiar 
speech of lan~age's being passes unnoticed all too easily. Pre
sumably part of the reason is that the two kinds of utterance 
par excellence, poetl') and thinking, have not been sought out 
in their proper habitat, their neighborhood. Yet we talk often 
enough about "poeu and thinken.''• By now, this phrase has 
become a vacuous cliche. Perhaps the ''and" in "poetry and 
thinking" will receive its full meaning and de6nition if we 
\\'ill let it enter our minds that this "and" might signify the 
neighborhood o£ poetry and thought. 

We will, of course, immediately demand an explanation of 

• Th~ chaqct~rizouion of thr Germans as "th~ people of poets and 
thinkers," familiar ro nny German Khoolhoy, is of uncertain oriA'in. 
though il it found in German lilrraturr as rarly as 1808. (Tr.) 
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what "neighborhood" is supposed to mean here, and by what 
right we talk about such a thing. A neighbor, as the word itself 
telb us, is someone who dwells near to and with someone else. 
This someone else thereby becomes himself the neighbor of 
the one. Neighborhood, then, is a relation resulting from the 
fact that the one settles £ace to face with the other. Accordingly, 
the phrase of the neighborhood of poetry and thinking means 
that the two dwell face to face with each other, that the one 
has settled facing the other, has drawn into the other's near
nesa. This remark about what make a neighborhood is by way 
of figurative talk. Or are we already saying something to the 
point? What, really, does "figurative talk" mean? We are quick 
to give the answer, never giving it a thought that we cannot 
claim to hue a reliable formulation so long as it remains 
unclear what is talk and what is imagery, and in what way 
language speaks in images, if indeed language docs speak so 
at all. Therefore we will here leave everything wide open. Let 
w stay with the most urgent issue, which is, to seek out the 
neighborhood of poetry and thinking-which now means the 
encounter of the two facing each other. 

Fortunately we do not need either to search for this neighbor
hood or to seek. it ouL We are already abiding in it. We move 
within it. The poet's poem speaks to us. In our encounter with 
the poem, we have thought out a few things, though only in 
crude approximation. 

Whe~ word breaks off no thing may be 

is what the poet's renunciation says; we added that here the 
relation between thing and word comes to light, and further 
that thing here means anything that in any way hu being, any 
being as such. About the "'word"' we also s.aid that it not only 
stands in a relation to the thing, but that the word is what 
first brings that given thing, as the being that is, into this "is"; 
that the word is what holds the thing there and relates it and 
so to speak provides its maintenance with which to be a thing. 
Accordingly, we said, the word not only stands in a relation to 
the thing, but this ··may be"" itself is what holds, relates, and 
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keeps the thing as thing; that the "may be," as such keeper, 
is the relation itself. 

These thoughts about the poem may to some seem super
Buous, imponunate, and forced. But the point here is to lind, 
in the neighborhood of the poetic experience with the word, 
a possibility for a thinlr.ing experience with language. That 
means now and fint: we mwt learn to heed that neighborhood 
itself in which poetry and thinking have their dwelling. But, 
strangely-the neighborhood itself remains invisible. The same 
thing happens in our daily lives. We live in a neighborhood, 
and yet we would be batHed if we had to say in what that 
neighborhood coruisu. But this perplexity is merely a particu
lar caac, though perhaps an exceptionally good one, of the old 
encompassing perplexity in which all our thinking and saying 
finds itself always and everywhere. What is this perplexity we 
have in mind? This: we are not in a position-or if we are, 
then only rarely and just barely-to experience purely in its 
own terms a relation that obtains between two things, two 
beings. We immediately conceive the relation in terms of the 
things which in the given instance are related. We little under
stand how, in what way, by what means, and from where the 
relation comes about, and what it properly is qua relation. It 
remains correct, of course, to conceive of a neighborhood as a 
relation; and this notion applies also to the neighborhood of 
portry and thinking. Rut the notion tells us nothing about 
whether poetry draws into the neighborhood of thinking, or 
thinking into that of poetry, or whether both are drawn into 
e01ch other's neighborhood. Poetry moves in the element of 
s01ying, and so does thinking. When we reflect on poetry, we 
find ourselves at once in that same element in which thinking 
moves. We cann~n here decide flatly whether poetry is really 
a kind of thinking, or thinking really a kind of poetry. It 
remains dark to us what detennines their real relation, and 
(rom what source what we so casually call the "real" really 
comes. But-no matter how we call poetry and thought to mind, 
in every case one and the same element has drawn close to us
saying-whether we pay attention to it or not, 
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There is still more: poetry and thinking not only move 
within the element of saying, they also owe their saying to 
manifold experiences with language, experiences which we 
have hardly noticed, let alone collected. Where we did notice 
and collect them, we did so without adequate regard for jwt 
what concerns w more and more closely in our present reflec
tions: the neighborhood of poetry and thinking. Presumably 
this neighborhood is not a mere result after all, brought about 
only by the fact that poetry and thinking draw together into a 
face-to-face encounter; for the two belong to each other even 
before they ever could set out to come face to face one to the 
other. Saying is the same element for both poetry and thinking; 
but for both it was and ~till remains "dement" in a different 
way than water is the element for the fish, or air for the bird
in a way that compels us to stop talking about element, since 
Saying does more than merely "bear up" poetry and thinking, 
more than afford them the region they traverse. 

All this is easily said, that is, put into words, to be sure, but 
difficult to experience especially for us moderns. What we try 
to reflect upon under the name of the neighborhood of poetry 
and thinking is vastly different from a mere inventory of 
notional relations. The neighborhood in question pervades 
everywhere our stay on this earth and our journey in it. But 
since modern thinking is ever more resolutely and exclusively 
turning into calculation, it concentrates all available energy 
and "interests" in calculating how man may soon establish 
himself in worldless cosmic space. This type of thinking is 
about to abandon the earth as earth. As calculation, it drifts 
more and more rapidly and obsessively toward the conquest of 
cosmic space. This type of thinking is itself already the explo
sion of a power that could blast everything to nothingness. All 
the r.est rh:u follow~ from such thinking, the technical proc
esses in the functioning of the doomsday machinery, would 
merely be the final sini:r.ter dispatch of madness into senseless· 
ness. As early as '9'i· Stefan George, in his gTeat ode "The 
war" written during the First World War, said: "These are the 
fiery signs-not the tidings" (Das 1\'t!llt! Reich, p. 29). 
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Our attempt to see the neighborhood itself of poetry and 
thinking has faced us with a peculiar difficulty. If we were 
thoughtless enough to let it pass, the distance that these lee· 
tures cover and our progress along that way would remain 
hazy. The difficulty is reflected in what has already brushed 
us in the fint lecture, and meets us head-on in the present 
lecture. 

When we listen to the poet and, in our own fashion, consider 
what his renunciation aays, we are already staying in the neigh
borhood of poetry and thinking; and yet again we are not, at 
least not so that we experience the neighborhood as such. We 
are not yet on our wa)' to it. We must first turn, turn back to 
where we aJe in reality already 5taying. The abiding turn, back 
to where we already are, is infinitely harder than are hasty 
excunions to places where we are not yet and never will be, 
except perhaps as the monstrous creatures of technology, assim
ilated to machines. 

The step back into the sphere of human being demands 
other things than does the progress into the machine world. 

To turn back to where we are (in reality) already staying: 
that is how we must wallr. along the way of thinking which 
now becomes necessary. If we pay auention to the peculiar 
property of this way, the at fint troublesome semblance of an 
entanglement fades away. We speak of language, but con
stantly seem to bt speaking merely about language, wflile in 
fact we are already letting language, from within language, 
speak to us, in language, of itself, saying its nature. This is 
why we must not prematurely break oil the dialogue we have 
begun with the poetic experience we have heard, for fear 
that thinking would not allow poetry to find its own words 
any longer, but would force ever~·thing into the \o1ay of 
thinking. 

We must dare to move back and fonh within the neighbor
hood of the poem, and of its closing stan/a into which the 
poem gathers. We try anew to hear what is being said 
poetically. We shall assume that demands may be made on 
thinking, and with that we begin. 
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So I renounced and ~dly see: 
Wh~rr word break.s off no thing may be. 

Once again we revise the last line in !Uch a way that it sounds 
almost like a statement, even a theorem: No thing is where 
the word is lacking. A thing is not until, and is only where, 
the word is not lacking but is there. But if the word is, then 
it must itself also be a thing, ~cause "thing" here means 
whatever is in some way: "Wonder or dream from distant 
land." Or could it be that when the word speak.s, quJJ word it 
i1 not a thing-in no way like what is? Is the word a nothing? 
But then how is it supposed to help the thing to be? Whatever 
bestows being, must it not "be" itself, all the more and before 
all else, be most in being. more so than all the thin~ Wt 
are? We cannot see it any other way as long u we calculate, 
lhat is, compute the sufficient reason which rationalizes beings 
aa the result of reason, reason's effects, and thereby satisfies our 
conceptualizations. Accordingly, if the word is to endow the 
thing with being, it too must be before any thing is-thus it 
mwt inescapably be itself a thing. We would then be fa~ 
with the situation that one thing, the word, conveys being to 
another thing. But, says the poet, "Where word breaks off 
no thing may be." Word and thing are different, even dis
parate. We suppose that we have understood the poet on first 
hearing: but no sooner have we so to speak touched the line 
thoughtfully than what it says fades away into darkness. The 
word, which itself is supposed not to be a thing, not anything 
that "is," escapes us. It seems as though what is happening 
here is just like what happens with the prize in the poem. Does 
the poet perhaps mean that the "prize so rich and frail" is 
the word itself? In that case Stefan George, sensing with a 
poet's intuition that the word itself could not be a thing, 
would have :~~ked thf' norn to give the word for the prize, for 
the word itself. But the goddess of fate tells him, "No like of 
this these depths enfold.'' 

Tbe word for the word can never be found in that place 
where fate provides the language that names and so endows all 
beings, so that they may be, radiant and Aouriahing in their 
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being. The word for the word is truly a prize, yet it can never 
be won for the poet's land. Can it be won for thinking? When 
thinking tries to punue the poetic word, it turns out that the 
word, that saying has no being. Yet our current notions resist 
such an imputation. Everybody, after all, sees and bean words 
in writing and in sound. They are; they can be like thing~, 
palpable to the senses. To offer a crude example, we only need 
to open a dictionary. It is full of printed things. Jndetd, 
all kinds of things. Plenty of terms, and not a single word, 
Because a dictionary can neither grasp nor keep the word by 
which the tenns become word5 and speak as words. Where 
does the word, where does Saying belong? 
_ Thus the poetic experience with the word gives ua a mean. 

ingful hint. The word-no thing, nothing that is, no being: 
but we have an undentanding of things when the word for 
them is available. Then the thing '"is." Yet, what about this 
"'is"? The thing is. The "is" it~elf-is it also a thing, a step 
above the other, set on top of it like a cap? The "is" cannot 
be found anywhere as a thing attached to a thing. As with 
the word, so it is with the "is." It belonp no more among 
the things that are than does the word. 

Of a sudden, we are awakening from the slumber of hastily 
formed opinions, and are struck by the sight of something 
other. 

What the poetic experimCe with language says of the word 
implies the relation beween the "is" whidJ. itself is not, and 
the word which is in the same case of not being a being. 1 

Neither the "'is" nor the word attain to thinghood, to Being, 
nor does the relation between "is" and the word, the word 
whose task it is to give an "is" in each given instance. But 
even so, neither the "is" nor the word and its Saying can be 
cast out into thf' void of mere nothingness. What, then, does 
the poetic experience with the word show as our thinking 
pursues it? It points to something thought·provok.ing and 
memorable with which thinking has been charged from the 
beginning, even though in a veiled mannncr. It shows what 
is there and yet ""is" not. The word, too, belongs to what is 
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there-perhaps not merely "too" but fint of all, and even in 
such a way such that the word, the nature of 1he word, con
ceals within itself that which gives being. If our thinking 
does justice to the matter, then we may never say of the word 
that it is, but rather that it gives-not in the sense that words 
are given by an "it," but that the word itself gives. The word 
iuel£ is the giver, What docs it give? To go by the poetic 
ex~rience and by the most ancient tradition of thinking, the 
word gives Being. Our thinking, then, would have to seek 
the word, the givtt which itself is never given, in this "there 
is that which gives." 

We are familiar with the expression "there is, there are" in 
many usages, such as "There are strawberries on the sunny 
slope," il y a, ~s gibt, there are, strawberries; we can find 
them u something that is there on the slope. In our present 
reflection, the expression is used differently. We do not mean 

, "There is the word"-we mean "by virtue of the gift of the 
., word there is, the word gives ... " The whole spool about 

the "givenncss" of things, which many people justly fear, is 
blown away . .Hut what is memorable remains, indeed it only 
now comes to radiant light. This simple, ungraspable situa
tion which we call up with the phrase "it, the word, gives," 
reveals itself as what is properly worthy of thought, but for 
whose definition all standards are still lacking in every way. 

, Perhaps the poet knows them. But his poetry has learned 
· renunciation, yet has lost nothing by the renunciation. Mean

while, the prize escapes him nonetheless. Indeed. But it 
escapes him in the sense that the word is denied. The denial 
is a holding-back.. And here predsely it comes to light how 
astounding a power the word possesses. The prize does in 
no way crumble into a nothing that is good for nothing. The 
word does not sink into a flat inability to say. The poet does 
not abdicate the word. It is true, the prize does withdraw 
into the mysterious wonder that makes us wonder. This is 
why, as the preamble to "The song" says, the poet is still 
pondering, now e,·en more than before: he is still framing 
an utterance, fitting togetht!r a saying, otherwise than he did 
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before. He sings songs. The very 6rst song he sings, and which 
remains untitled, sings nothing less than the intuited secret 
of the word, which in denying itself brings near to us its with
held nature. This song sings the word's secret wonderingly, 
that is. poetically inquiring, in three stanzas of three lines 
each: 

What bold-nay st~p 
Walks through th~ inn~nnon r~alm 
0( grandam~'• (airy tale garden~ 

What rousing call does the bugl~r·s 
Silver born cut in the tangle 
or the Sap's deep slumber? 

What~eaetbrn.th 

of yesterday's melancholy 
Seepa into the soul? 

Stefan George nor-mally writes all words with small initials, 
except only those at the beginning of a line. • We notice that 
in this poem, one single word appean with a capital initial
the word in the last line of the middle stanza: the Saga-Saying. 
The poet might have called the poem "Saying." He did not do 
so. The poem sings of the mysterious nearness of the far
tarrying power of the word. Something entirely different is 
said in the poem in a completely different manner, and yet 
the Same is said as has been thought earlier conttming the 
relation of "is" and the word that is no thing. 

What about the neighborhood of poetry and thinking? We 
~tand confused between two wholly different kinds of saying. 
In the poet's song, the word appears as the mysterious wonder. 
Our thinking reflection of the relation between the "is"' and 
the word that is no thing is faced with something memorable 
whose features fade into inde6niteness. In the song, wonder 
appears in a ful61led, singing saying: in our reflection some
thing memorable appean in a scarcely de6nable-but cer
tainly not a singing-saying. How can this be a neighborhood, 
under which poetry and thinking live in close nearnn.s? It 

•rn 11andard German lila~. all noun1 an- rapi1alilftl. (Tr.) 
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would seem that the two diverge just as far as can be. 
But we should become familiar with the suggestion that 

the neighborhood of poetry and thinking is concealed within 
this farthest divergen~ of their Saying. This divergence is 
their real face-to.face encounter. 

We must discard the view that the neighborhood of poetry 
and thinking is nothing more than a garrulous cloudy mix
ture of two kinds of saying in which each makes clumsy bor
rowings from the other. Here and there it may seem that way. 
But in truth, poetry and thinking are in virtue of their nature 
held apart by a delicate yet luminous difference, each held in 
its own darkness: two parallels, in Greek ptJrG ollelo, by one 
annther, against one another, uanscending, surpassing one 
another each in its fashion. Poetry and thinking are not 
separated if separation is to mean cut off into a relational 
\'oid. The parallels intersect in the infinite. There they inter· 
sect with a section that they themselves do not make. By 
this section, they are fint cut, engraved into the design of their 
neighboring nature. That cut assigns poetry and thinking 
to their nearness to one another. The neighborhood of poetry 
and thinking is not the result of a process by which poetry 
and thinking-no one knows from where-fint draw near to 
each other and thw establish a nearness, a neighborhood. 
The nearness that draws them near is itself the occurrence 
of appropriation by which poetry· and thinking are directed 
into their proper nature. 

But if the neames!l of poeuy and thinking U one of Saying, 
then our thinking arrives at the assumption that the occur· 
renee of appropriation acts as that Saying in which langua~ 
grants its essential nature to us. Iu vow is not empty. It has in 
fact already struck its target-whom else but man? For man 
is man only because he is granted the promi...e o[ language, 
because he is needful to language, that he may speak it. 

III 

These three lectures are devoted to an attempt to bring us 
face to face with a possibility of undergoing an experience 
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with language. The first leClure gives ear to a poetic expe· 
rience with the word, and traces h in thought. Simply by 
doing so it moves within the neighborhood of poetry and 
thinking. There it ~ back and forth. 

The second lecture reftecu on the way of this movement. 
To the modem mind, whose ideas about everything are 
punched out in the die presses of technical-scientific calcula
tion, the object of kDowledge is part of the method. And 
method follows what is in fact the utmost corruption and 
degeneration of a way. 

For reflective thinking, on the contrary, the way belongs 
in what we here call the country or region. Speaking allu· 
sively, the country, that whida c::uuntea, is the dearing that 
gives free rein, where all that il deared and freed, and aU 
that conceals itself, together attain the open freedom. The 
freeing and sheltering character of this region lies in this way
making movement, which yields those ways that belong to 
the region. 

To a thinking 10 inclined that reaches out sufficiently, the 
way U that by which we reach-which lets w reac::h what 
reaches out for w by touching us, by being our concttn. • 
The way is such, it leu us reach what concerru and summons 
us. Now it would seem that by thinlr.ing in this fashion of 
what summons us, we manipulate language willfully. Indeed it 
is willful to gauge the seme in which we here speak of "sum
moning" by the usual understanding o( the word. Btu the ,. 
reflective use of language cannot be guided by the common, • 
usual undentanding of meanings; rather, it must be guided • 
by the hidden riches that language holds in store for us, so 
that these riches may 5Ummon us for the saying of language. 

•The: followinR puAIIC'. a 11os1. on the: G"rtllan l·c:rb b.-/angen (to con· 
o:m, to 1ummon) and it1 German cogn.at", h;u hn-e been omitted in the 
tl"iiiiUIIaled teJU: "Wir ventehen lreilkh da. l.dtwort 'belani'!"JI' nur in 
c:inem JI:WOhnlichrn Sinnr, dc:r mrinl: sich jemandrn vomc:hmrn zur 
Vemebmun1, zum Verhilr. Wir kilnnen abeT aucb das Be·lani'!"JI in c:inc:m 
hohen Sinnc: drnken: be-l1np11. be·rufrn, be-hiiten, be-haltrn. Dc:r Be·lan~~;: 
das, was, nach Urlll'rem Weten amlan~~:end, n verlanJI und 10 ~~;Clanlr"lllb!.l 
in du, wohin e. vMn." (Tr.) 
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The country olen ways only because it is country. It gives 
way, moves us. We hear the words "give way" in this sense: 
to bt the original giver and founder of ways. • 

The word "way" probably is an ancient primary word that 
speaks to the refl«tive mind of man. The key word in Laoue's 
poetic thinking is Tao, which "properly speaking" means way. 
But because we are prone to think of "way" superficially, u a 
stretch connecting two places, our word "way" has all too 
rashly been consider~ unfit to name what Tao says. Tao is 
then trarulated as reason, mind, raison, meaning, logos. 

Yet Tao could be the way that gives all ways, the very 
source of our power to think what reason, mind, meaning, 
logos properly mean to say-propterly, by their proper nature. 
Perhaps the mystery of mysteries of thoughtful Saying ronceals 
itself in the word "way," Tao, if only we will let these names 
return to what they leave unspoken, if only we are capable 
of this, to allow them to do so. Perhaps the enigmatic power 
of today's reign o( method also, and indeed preeminently, 
stems from the fact that the methods, notwithstanding rhl"ir 
efficiency, are after all merely tho! runoff of a great hidden 
stream which moves all things along and makes way for every
thing. All is way. 

The51" li"Ctures make thl"ir way within thl" neighborhood of 
poetry and thinking, underway on the lookout for a possibility 
of undergoing an experience with language. 

On the way, we a111ume that the neighborhood of which we 
have spoken is thl" place that gives us room to experience how 
matters stand with language. Anything that gives us room and 

• Apln. a paaage hu btc:n omitttd in the tn.nslattd tnt-a glost on the 
GtrmaD vub bewrgrn (utually translated "'to move""). its German eoptatrs. 
etymolofy, aOO ~ in the Swl!lbian dialect. The pa.aa~ ru01: ""Sonst 
ventrhcn wir brwqrn im SinDC' von: brwirkrn. du ctwu sciDCD On 
weclutlt, ZU· oder lllbnimmt. llbrrhlllupt eich linden. Bc·wl!gcn abeT hcislt: die 
Gcgt-Gd mit WCFJ~ venchc:n. Nlll(h altern Spr.tdl~bn.udl du IChwlbiiCh· 
alc:manni.tchm Mundart h.nn ""wi'grn"" brsaFf1: c:incn Wrg bahncn, z. B. 
durc:h tid vendlneitn Land. f W~n und Bc·wlJcn als Wcg·berritco und 
Wrg al1 daJ GrlangrniUKD grhilrl"n in den Jotlbcn Quell- und Strombcrcich 
wie die :hitwi:lt"lrr: wiqrn und wagrn und wovn:· (fr.) 
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allows us to do something gives U5 a possibility, that is, it 
gives what enables w. "Pouibility" so undentood, as what •.l. 

enables, means something else and something more than m~ 
opportunity. 

The third lecture intends to bring us properly face to face 
with a pouibility, that is, to enable us to undergo an ex.peri- • 
ence with language. What iJ necessary here is not only that 
on_ our chosen way we nay within the neighborhood of poetry 
and thinking. We also mUit look about w in this neighbor
hood, to see whether and in what manner it shoM us something 
that uansforms our relation to language. But of the way which 
is to lead us to the 10urce of this possibility, it was said that 
it leads us unly to where we already are. The "only" here dues 
not mean a limitation, but rather points to this way's pure 
simplicity. The way allows us to reach what concerns w, in 
that domain where we are already staying. Why then, one may 11 

ask, still lind a way to iO Answer: because where we already 4 

are, we are in such a way that at the same time we are not 
there, because we ounelvea have not yet properly reached what • 
concerns our being, not even approached it. The way that lets ., 
us reach where we already arc, differing from all other ways, a 

calls for an escort that runs far ahead. That escort is implied ... 
in the key word which we named in passing at the end of the 
lint lecture. We have not yet commented on this directive 
character of the guiding key word. Nor could we have done so. 
For the second lecture had lint to direct us suaight to the coun· 
try where the way belongs that is accompanied by the onward
beckoning guide-word. That country makes i~lf known in the 
neighborhood of poetry and thinking. Neighborhood means: 
dwelling in nearness. Poetry and thinking are modes of saying. 
The neamns that brings poetry and thinking together into 
neighborhood we call Saying. Here, we assume, is the eascntial 
nature of language. "To say," related to the Old None "saga," 
means to show: to make appear. set free, that is, to offer and • 
extend what w~ call World, lighting and concealing it. This 
lighting and hiding proller of the world is the essential being 
of Saying. The guide-word on the way within the_ n~,ighbor-
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hood of poetry and thinking holds an indication which we 
would follow to come to that nearness by which this neighbor
hood is defined. 

The guide-word runs: 

The bdng of /dnpage: 
The language of being. 

The guide-word holds the primal tidings of linguistic nature. 
We mwt now try to hear it more clearly, to make it more 
indicative of the way that leu us reach what even now reaches 
and touches us. 

The being of language: the language of being. 

Two phrases held apart by a colon, each the inversion of 
the other. If the whole is to be a guide-word, then this colon 
must indicate that what precedes it opens into what follows iL 
Within the whole there plays a disclosure and a becltooing 
that point to something which we, coming from the fint tum 
of phrase, do not suspect in the second; for that second phrase 
is more than just a rearrangement of the words in the finL If 
so, then what the words "being" and "language" on either side 
o( the colon say is not only not identical. but even the fonn o( 
the phrase is different in each case. 

An explanation within the scope of grammatical, that ia 
logical and metaphysical, ways of thinking may bring us a little 
closer to the matter, though it an never du justice to the 
Jituation that the guide-word names. 

,1 • -In the phrase before the colon, ''the being of language," 
language is the subject whose being is to be determined. What 
something is, to ll e.stin, whatness, compri~ since Plato what 
one commonly calls the ''nature'' or e.s.sr11tia, the essence of a 
thing. Essence so undentood b«omes restricted to what is later 
called the concept, the idea or mental representation by means 
of which we propose to ourselves and grasp what a thing is. 
Undentood less strictly, the phrase before the colon then says: 
we shall comprehend what language is as soon as we enter into 
what the colon, so to speak, opens up before us. And that is 
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the language of being, In this phrase being, "essence" asiiUmes 
the role of the subject that possesses language. However, the 
word ''being" now no longer means what something is. We hear 
"being" as a verb, as in "being present" and "being ablenL" 
"To be" means to perdure and persist. But this says more than 
just "last and abide." '1t is in being" means "it penisu in ita 
presence," and in iu peniltence concerns and moves w. Such 
being, so conceived, names what persists, what concerns Ul in 
all things, because it moves and makes a way for all things. 
Therefore, the second phrase in the guide-word, "the language 
of being," says this, that language belongs to this persisting 
being, is proper to what moves all things because that is ita 
most distinctive propeny. What moves all things moves in that 
it speaks. But it remains quite obscure just how we are to thiok 
of essential being, wholly obscure how it speak.s, and suprtmely 
obscure, therefore, what to J~alr. means. This is the ttux of 
our reftection oo the nature of language. Yet this re8et:tion is 
already underway along a certain way-the way within the 
neighborhood of poetry and thinking. The guide-word give~ 
us a hint on this way, but not an answer. But that hint-where 
does it point? It poinu only to what defines the neighborhood 
of poetry and thinking u a neighborhood. Neighborliness, 
dwelling in nearness, receives iu definition from nearness. 
Poetry and thinking, however, are modes of saying, indeed 
preeminent modes. If these two modes of saying are to be 
neighborly in virtue of their nearness, then nearness itselfmwt 
act in the manner of Saying. Then nearness and Saying would 
be the Same. The demand to think this is still a flagrant imposi· 
tion. Its flagrancy must not be softened in the least. 

1£ we were to succeed for once in reaching the place to which 
the guide-word beckoru us, we would arrive where we have a 
~iiJility u( undergoing an experience with language:, Lhe 
language known to us. Thus, much depends on our keeping to 
the direction of that indication which the clarified guide-word 
gives us-this guide-word which we can now paraphrase as 
follows: ·what concerns us as language ret:eives iu definition 
from sa;ing as that which moves all things. A hint beckons 
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away from the one, toward the other. The guide-word beckons 
us away from the current notions about language, to the expe
rience of language as Saying. 

Hints hint in many ways. A hint can give its hint ;o simply 
and at the same time so fully that we release ourselves in its 
direction without equh·ocation. But it can also give its hint in 
such a manner that it refers us, from the first and persistently, 
back to the dubiousness against which it warns us, and lets 
us only suspect at first the memorable thing toward which it 
beckons us, as a thought-worthy matter for which the fitting 
mode of thinking is still lacking. The hint that our guide-word 
gives is of this kind, for the nature of language is so well known 
to us through a variety o£ determinatiom thilt we: detach our· 
selves from these only with difficulty. But such detachment 
must not be forced, because the tradition remains rich in truth. 
Thus it behooves us first to give thought to our usual notions 
of language, even if only in their broad outlines, but to do so 
with forethought to what is indicated by the neighborhood of 
the two kinds of saying, poetry and thinking: in nearna' as 
Sa}'ing. If we take language directly in the sense of something 
that is present, we encounter it as the act of speaking, the 
activation of the organs of speech, mouth, lips, tongue. Lan· 
guage manifests itseU in speaking, as a phenomenon that occurs 
in man. The fact that language has long since been experi· 
enced, conceived, defined in these terms is attested by the names 
that the Western languages have gi,·en to themselves: glossa, 
lingua, langru, language. Language is the tongue. The second 
chapter of the Acts of the Apostles, which tells of the miracle 
of Pentecost, says in \'erses 3 and 4: 

xal ~oav aUmic; lHa~E{H~6~a:vat yl.Wooat WoEi mJQ&; . 

xal fjQ~IlVfO lnl€iv hEpa1; yAWaacu;. 

The Vulga1e translates: Et apparuerrmt illis dispertitnt linguae 
tamquam ignis ... tl coeptnmt loqui variis linguis. In the 
Re,·ised Standard Version, the passage runs as follows: "And 
there appeared to them tongues as of fire, distributed and 
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resting on ~ach on~ o( tbtm. And they ... began to speak in 
other tongues .... " Y~t th~ir speaking is not meant as a m~r~ 
facility of th~ tongu~. but as filled with the holy spirit, th~ 
pneuma hagion. Even th~ biblical id~a of language r~(errcd 
to h~r~ had been preceded by that Greek description of bn· 
guage of which Aristotl~ gives th~ standard fonnulation. Logos, 
statement, is seen in terma o( th~ phon~tic phenom~non o£ 
speech. At th~ beginning o( a tr~atise later ~ntitled fJeTi her
meneias, De Interpt"etatione, On Interpretation, Aristotl~ says: 

Now. "'hat (takes place) in th~ making of "ocal sounds is a 
show of what there is io th~ soul in the way of pauions, and 
what is written is a show of the l'ocal sounds. A.nd just as writing 
is not the same among all (men) , so also the l'ocal sounds arc 
not the same. On the other hand, thCMC things of which these 
(sound! and writings) are a ahow in the first place, are among 
all (men) the same pauioru of the 10ul. and the matters of 
which these (the pauion1) give likening re:pre~ntations are 
also the u.me. 

These lines of Aril[otle constitut~ th~ classical passage that 
allows us to see the structure of which language as vocal 
sounds is a part: the !etten are signs of sounds, the sounds are • 
signs o£ mental experiences, and these are signs o£ things. 
The sign relation constitutes the struts of the structure. We 
proceed too crudely, though, when we 5peak everywher~ with
out further definition of signs, of something that signifies and 
to some extent shows something else. Although Aristotle 
expressly uses the word semeia, signs, he speaks at the same 
tim~ of s11mbofa and homoiomata. 

What matters here is that w~ keep the entire structure of 
sign rf'lations heforf' our eyes. because it has remained the 
standard for all later considerations of language, although 
wirh numerous modifications. 

Language is repr~sented in terms of speech in the sense of 
vocal sounds. But does not this idea reprrsent a situation in 
rhe very nature of language and demonstrable for any language 
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at any time? Certainly. And let no one suppose that we mean 
to belittle vocal sounds as physical phenomena, the merely 
sensuous side of language, in favor of what is called the mean· 
ing and sense<ontent o( what was aaid and is esteemed as 
being of the spirit, the spirit oi language. It is much more 
imponant to consider whether, in any of the ways of looking 
at the structure of language we bave mentioned, the physical 
element of language, its vocal and written character, is being 
adequately experienced; whether it is sufficient to associate 
sound exclwively with the body undentood in physiological 
terms, and to place it within the metaphysically conceived 
con6nes of the sensuous. Vocalization and sounds may no 
doubt be explained physiologically u a production of sounds. 
But the question remains whether the real nature of the sounds 
and tones of speech is thus ever experienced and kept before 
our eyes. We are instead referred to melody and rhythm in 
language and thus to the kinship between song and speech. 
All would be well if only there were not the danger of under· 
standing melody and rhythm also from the perspective of 
phy&iology and physics, that is, technologically, calculatingly in 
the widest sense. No doubt much can be learned Ibis way that 
is correct, but never, presumably, what is essential. It is just 

• as much a property of language to sound and ring and vibrate, 
• to hover and to tremble, as it is for the spoken words of Ian-
• guage to carry a meaning. But our experience of this property 

is still exceedingly clumsy, because the metaphysical-technolog· 
ical explanation gets everywhere in the way, and keeps us from 
considering the matter proper!). Even the simple fact that 
we Germans call the different manners of speaking in different 
sections of the country Mundorten, modes of the mouth, hardly 
ever reteives a thought. Those differences do not solely nor 
primarily grow om of different movement patterns of the 
organs of speech. The landscape, and that means the earth, 
speaks in them, differently each time. But the mouth is not 
merely a kind of organ of the body understood as an organism 
-body and mouth are pan of the earth's Row and growth in 
which we mortals Rourish, and from which we receive the 
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soundness of our roou. If we lose the earth, of course, we also 
lose the roou. 

In the 6fth stanza of HOiderlin's hymn "Germania," Zeus's 
eagle is made to say to "the quietest daughter of Cod": 

And secretly, while you dreamed, at noon, 
Departing I left a tolr.en o£ hic:ndship, 
The flower of the mouth behind, and lonely you tpolr.e. 
Yet )'OU, the greatly bleued, with the riven too 
Dispatched a wealth of golden words, and they well 

unceuing 
Into all regiont now. • 

Language is the Rower o£ the mouth. In language the earth 
blouoms toward the bloom of the sky. 

The lint stanza of the elegy 'Walt in the Country" sings: 

Therefore I evat hope it may come to paas, 
When we begin what we wiah for and our tongue loosent, 

And the word 1w hem found and the bean hu opened, 
And from eatatic brows1prinp a hlrher reflection, 

That the alr.y'• blooms may biOIIOID even u do our own, 
And the luminous slr.y open to opened C)'ft. 

It must be left to you, my audience, to think about these 
verses in the light of what my three lectures are attempting, 
so that you may someday see how•ihe nature of language as 
Sa)'ing, as that which moves all thi'nis. here announces itself. 
But o11e word that the poet says about the word must not be 
passed over-and we will do well to listen now to the gather· 
ing of those vnws from which that word speaks. 

The venes occur at the end of the 6fth stanza of the elegy 
"Bread and Wine": 

Such is man: when the wealth is there, and no 
leu than a god in 

Penon tends him with gifu, blind he remains, unaware. 
fint he must suffer; but now he names his most treasured 

poues!iOn, 

•rn~nslation by Michael HambufFr ,loc. cit. p. <f05. (Tr.) 
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Now for it words like fl.owen leaping alive he 
must find.• 

To think our way through these verses it will be helpful to 
think. over what HOlderlin himself says in another venion of 
this passage, though that will require even deeper reHection: 

Long and hard u the word of thil coming but 
While (Light) is th~ moment. But those who serve the 

go<h know 
The earth wdl. and their step toward the abyss is 

More human with youth. but that in the depths is old. • • 

Once again the word appears in the region, the region that 
determines earth and sky to be world regions, aa it makes 
earth and sky, the streaming of the deep and the might of the 
heights, encounter one another. Once again: "words like 
Rowen." 

It would mean that we stay bogged down in metaphysics if 
we were to take the name Htilderlin gives here to "words, like 
Rowen" as being a metaphor. 

True, in a curious lecture on "Problems of the Lyric," 
Gottfried Benn sa)"S (1951, p. t6): "Thi.; 'like' is always a break 
in the vision, it adduces, it compares, it is not a primary state· 
ment •.. ," it is "a Ragging of the tension of language, a 
weakness of creative transfonnation." This interpretation may 
be largely valid, for great and small poets. But it is not valid 
for HtUderlin's saying, Htilderlin whose poetry Gottfried 
Benn-correctly from his point of view-regards accordingly 
as nothing more than a "herbarium," a collection of dried-up 
plants. 

"Words, like Rowers": that is not a "break in the vision" 
but the awakening of the largest "·iew: nothing is "adduced" 
htrf", hut on tht> rnntrary the word is given bad:. into the 
keeping of the source of its being. There is no lack here of a 
"primary statement," for here the word is brought forth from 
its inception; no "weakness of creative transfonnation'' but the 

•Tran1lation hy Michac:l Hambu'F'· foe. cil. pp. 247/249. (Tr.) 
.. Cf. H6ldc:rlin.c:d. Hc:llingr.uh JV, pt. 2. Appc:ndix p. 322. (Tr.) 
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gentle force of the singular and innocent capacity to hear. A 
"~athe transfonnation"-the sputnik is that, but it is not a 
poem. Gottfried Benn, in his own way, has re<:ognized where 
he himself belongs. He has endured that insight. And this 
is what gives weight to his poetic work. 

When the word is called the mouth's Hower and its blossom, 
we hear the sound of language rising like the earth. hom 
whence? From Saying in which it comes to pass that World is 
made to appear. The aound rings out in the resounding as
sembly call which, open to the Open, makes World appear 
in all things. The sounding of the voice is then no longer only 
of the order of physical organs. It is released now from the 
penpective of the phyliological-phy&ical explanation in terms 
of purely phonetic data. The sound of language, its earthyness 
is held with the hannony that attunes the regions of the 
world's structure, playing them in chorus. This indication of 
the sound of speaking and of its source in Saying mwt at 
first sound obscure and strange. And yet it points to simple 
phenOmena. We can see them once we pay heed again to 
the way in which we are everywhere under way within the 
neighborhood of the modes of Saying. Among these, poetry 
and thinking have ever been preeminent. Their neighborhood 
did not come to them by chance, from somewhere or other, 
as though they, by themselves, could be what they are even 
away from their neighborhood. This is why we must experience 
them within, and in tenns o£, their neishborhood, that is, in 
ternu of what determines that neighborhood to be a neigh
borhood. Neighborhood, it was said, does not lint create near
ness; rather, nearness brings about neighborhood. But what 
does nearness mean? 

As soon as we try to reHect on the matter we have already 
committed ourselves to a long path of thought. At thit point, 
we shall succeed only in taking just a few steps. They do not 
lead forward but back, back to where we already are. The steps 
do not form a sequence from here to there, except-at best
in their outward appearance. Rather, they fuse into a con
centration upon the selfsame thing, and wend their way back 
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to it. What looks like a digression is in fact the actual 
proper movement on the way by which the neighborhood is 
determined. And that is nearness. 

When we intend nearness, remoteness comes to the fore. 
Both stand in a certain contrast lO each other, as different 
magnitudes of our distance from objects. The measurement 
of magnhude ia performed by calculating the lengtb or short
ness of intervening stretches. The meuurements of the lengths 
ao measured are always taken according to a yardstick by 
which, along which, the number of units in the measured 
sttetch is counted out. To measure something against some
thing else by moving along it is called in Greek ptJrametrein. 
The stretchn. along which and past which we meuure nearness 
and remoteness u distances are the temporal sequence of 
"nows," that is, time: and the spatial side-by-side (beside, in 
front, behind, aboYe, below) of the points here and there, that 
is, space. To the calculating mind, space and time appear as 
parameteR for the measurement of nearness and rnnoteness, 
and these in tum as static distances. But space and time do 
not serve only as parameters: in this role, their nature would 
soon be exhauned-a role whose seminal forms are discernible 
early in Western thinking, and which then, in the course of 
the modem age, became established by this way ol thinking 
as the standard conception. 

The new theories, that is, methods of space and time mea
surement, relativity and quantum theories and nuclear physics, 
have changed nothing in the parametrical character of space 
and time. Nor can they produce any such change. If they could, 
then the entire structure of modem technology and natural 
science would collapse. Nothing today indicates the possibility 
of such a collapse. Everything argues against it, especially the 
hunt for the univenal mathematical-theoretical fonnula of the 
physical world. But the impetus to that hunt does not spring 

~ from the personal passion of the investigators. Their nature 
itself is already of the kind that is driYen by a challenge con· 
fronting modern thinking as a whole. "Physics and Respoo
sibility .. -that is a good thing, and important in today's crisis. 
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But it mnains doubl~mry accounting, ~hind which there is 
concealed a breach that can be cured neither by science nor by 
morality, if ind«d. it is curable at all. 

However, what has all this to do with the nature o£ language? 
More than our thinking can encompass today. We may of 
course have had an intimation by now, in the fonn of that 
positive system which reckons nearness and remoteness as 
measurements of distance in space and time conceived as 
parameters. 

What il it that here makes w uneasy? The fact that in this 
way the nearness to which neighborhood belongs can never be 
experienced. If nearness and neighborliness could be conceived 
parametrically, then a distance of the magnitude of one mil
lionth of a second, and of one millimeter, would have to mean 
the nearest possible neighboring nearness, compared with 
which even the distance of a yard and a minute represents 
extreme remoteness. Even 10, we arc bound to insist that a 
certain spatial-temporal relatedness belongs to every neighbor
hood. Two isolated fanmteads-if any sudt arc left-separated 
by an hour's walk aaoes the fields. can be the best of neighbon, 
while two townhouses, facing each other across the street or 
even sharing a common wall, know no neighborhood. Neigh
boring aearness, then, docs not depend on spatial-temporal 
relation. Nearness, then, is by its nature outside and indepen· 
dent of space and time. This view, however, would be pre
mature. We may say only this, that the nearness which prevails 
in the neighborhood does not depend on space and time con
sidered as parameters. But are time and space wmething else, 
then, assuming they art at am Why is it that the parametrical 
character of space and time prevents neighboring nearness? If 
we assume that the parameters space and time furnish the 
standard for neighboring nearness, and thus bring about near· 
ness itself, then they would have to contain even within them
selves what distinguishes neighborliness: to be face-to-face 
with one another. We tend to think of face-to-face encounter 
exclush·ely as a relation between human beings. These lectures, 
too, have indeed restricted face·to-face encounter to tht neigh-
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borhood of poetry and thinking a5 modes of saying. We shall 
for now leave open whether what we have done here is a 
restriction or a release. Yet being face-to-face with one another 
has a more distant origin: it originates in that distance where 
earth and sky, the god and man reach one another. Goethe, 
and MOrike too, like to use the phrase "face-to-face with one 
another" not only with respect to human beings but also with 
respect to things of the world. Where this prevails, all things 
are open to one another in their self-concealment: thus one 
extencb itself to the other, and thus all remain themselves: one 
is over the other as its guardian watching over the other, over 
it as iu veil. 

In order to experience this face-to-face of thinS' with one 
another in this way, we must, of course, lint rid ourselves of 
the calculative frame of mind. The movement at the core of 
the world's four regions, which makes them reach one another 
and holds them in the nearness of their distance, is nearness 
itself. This movement is what paves the way for being face-to
face. We shall call nearness in respect of this iu movement 
"nighness." The word seems contrived, but it has grown out 
of the matter itself in a thinking experience which can be 
repeated at wiU; it is no more unlilely than "wilderness" from 
"wild," or "likeness" from "like." The persisting nature of 
nearness is not the interstice, but the movement paving the way 
for the face-to-face of the regions of the world's fourfold. This 
movement h nearness in the nature of nighness. It remains 
unapproachable, and is farthest from us whenever we talk 
"about" it. Howe\er, space and time as parameters can neither 
bring about nor measure nearness. Why not? In the succession 
of "nows" one after the other as elements of parametric time, 
one "now" is never in open face-to-face encounter with another. 
In fact, we may not even say rhar, in this succession, the "now" 
coming after and the "now" coming before are clost'd oft from 
each other. For closure, too, is still a manner of facing or 
excluding something being in face-to-face. But this encounter 
i~ as such excluded from the parametric concept of time. 

The same is true of the elements o£ space; it is true of 
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numbers of every kind, true of movements in the sense of 
mathematically calculated spatiotemporal intervals. We con
ceive of the unbroken and consecutive sequence of parameters, 
of what is measured by them, as the wntinuum. It excludes a 
Cace-to-face encounter of iu elements so resolutely that even 
where we meet with interruptions, the fractions can never come 
face-to-face with each other. 

Although space and time within their reach as parameten 
admit of no encounter of their elements, yet the dominance 
of space and time as parameten for all conceptualization, pro
duction, and accumulation-the parameters of the modern 
technical world-encroaches in an unearthly manner upon the 
dominion ol nearneu, that is, upon the nighness of the regions 
of the world. Where everything is fixed at calculated distances, 
preci~ly there, the absence of distance spreads due to the 
unbounded calculability of everything, and spreads in the form 
of the refusal of neighborly nearness of the world's regions. In 
the absence of distance, everything becomes equal and indif
ferent in consequence of the one will intent upon the unifornlly 
calculated availability of the whole earth. This is why the 
battle for the dominion of the earth has now entered its decisive 
phase. The all-out challenge to secure dominion over the earth 
can be met only by occupying an ultimate position beyond the 
earth from which to establish control over the earth. The battle 
for this position, however, is the thoroughgoing calculative 
convenion of all connections among all things into the calcu
lable absence of distance. This is making a desert of the 
encounter of the world's fourfold-it is the refusal of nearness. 
In the battle for dominion over the earth, now, space and time 
reach their supreme dominion as parameters. However-their 
power becomes unleashed only because space and time are still, 
are already, something other than the long-familiar parameten. 
Their parametrical character obstructs the nature o£ time and 
\pace. Above all it conceals the relation of that nature to the 
nature of nearness. Simple as these relations are, they remain 
wholly inaccessible to calculative thinking. Where they are held 
up to us nonetheless, our current notions resiSI the insight. 
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Of time it may be said: time times. 
Of space it may be said: space spaces. 
The customary notion of time and space takes offense at such 

talk., and rightly so. For in order to understand it, we need the 
thinking experience o£ what is called identity. 

Time times-whic:h means, time makes ripe, makes rise up 
and grow. Timely is what hcu come up in the rising. What is 
it that time times? That which is !limultaneous, which is, that 
which rises up together with iu time. And what is that? We 
have long known it, only we do not think of it in terms of 
timing. Time times simultaneowly: the hat-been, presence, 
and the present that is waiting for our encounter and is nor
mally called the future. Time in ita timing removes w into 
its threefold simultaneity, moves us thence while holding out 
to us the disclosure of what is in the same time, the concordant 
oneness of the has-been, presence, and the present waiting the 
encounter. In removing us and bringing toward us, time moves 
oa. its way what simultaneity yields and throws open to it: 
time-space. But time itself, in the wholeness of its nature, does 
not move; it rest5 in stillness. 

The same is to be said about space: it spaces, throws open 
locality and places, vacates them and at the same time gives 
them free for all things and receives what is simultaneous as 
space-time. But space itself, in the wholeness of its nature, does 
not move; it rests in stillness. Time's removing and bringing 
to us, and space"• throwing open, admitting and releasing-they 
all belong together in the Same, the play of stillness, something 
to which we cannot here give further thought. The Same, which 
holds space and time gathered up in their nature, might be 
ailed the free scope, that is, the time-space that gives free 
scope to all things. Timing and spacing, this Same moves the 
encounter of the four world regions: earth and slr.y, god and 
man-the world play. 

The movement of being face-tc::Mace with one another within 
the world's fourfold generates nearness to its own-it is near
ness as nighness. Should that movement itself be ailed the 
occurrence of stillness? 
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But what has just now been indicated-does it still say some
thing of the nature of language? It does indeed, even in the 
same sen.re as our three lectures have tried to do: to make us 
(ace a possibility of undergoing an experience with language, 
such that our relation to language would in future become 
memorable, worthy of thought. 

Have we now reached such a possibility? 
Anticipating, we defined Saying. To say means to show, to 

make appear, the lighting-concealing-releasing offer of world. 
Now, nearness manifest~ itself as the motion in which the 
world's regions face eadl other. 

There arises the pouibility of seeing how Saying, as the being 
of language. swinp bad. into the preaence of nearness. Quiet 
consideration makes possible an imight into how nearness and 
Saying, being of the penisting nature of language, are the Same. 
Language, then, is not a mere human faculty. Iu character 
belongs to the very character of the movement of the face-to
face encounter of the world's four regions. 

There arises the pouibility that we undrrgo an t'xprrience 
with language, that we enter into 10111etbing which bowls us 
over, that is, transmutes our relation to language. How so? 

Language, Saying of the world's fourfold, is no longer only 
such that we speaking human beings are related to it in the 
sense of a nexus existing between man and language. Language 
is, as world-moving Saying, the relation of all relations. It 
relates, maintains, proften, and enriches the face-to-fact en
counter of the world's regions, holds and keeps them, in that 
it holds iuelf-Saying-in reserve. 

Reserving iuelf in this way, as Saying of the world's fourfold, 
languase concerns us, us who as mortals belong within this four
fold wocld, us who can speak only as we respond to language. 

Mortal1 are they who can experience death as death. Animals 
cannot do so. But animals cannot speak either. The essential 
relation between death and language Hashes up before us, but 
remains still unthoughL It can, however, beckon us toward 
the way in which the nature of language draws us into its 
concern and so relates us to itself, in case death belongs 
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together with what reaches out for us, touches us. Assuming 
that the mover which holds the world's four regions in the 
single nearness of their face-to-faa encounter resu in Saying, 
then only Saying confers what we call by the tiny word "is," 
and thus say after Saying. Saying releases the "is" into lighted 
freedom and thertwith into the security of its thinkability. 

Saying, as the way-making movement ol the world's fourfold, 
gathen all things up into the nearness of face-to-face encounter, 
and does so soundlessly, as quietly as time times, spa~ spaces, 
as quietly as the play of time-space is enacted. 

The soundless gathering call, by which Saying moves the 
world-relation on its way, we caU the ringing of stillness. It is: 
the language of being. 

In the neighborhood of Stefan George's poem we heard it 
said: 

Where word breaks off no thing may be. 

We remarked that the poem leaves a thought-provoking resi
due, to wit, the meaning of "a thing is." Equally thought· 
provoking to us became the relation of the word that is 
sounded, bea.use it is not lacking, to the "is." 

Now, thinking within the neighborhood of the poetic word, 
we may say, as a supposition: 

An ""is'" arises where the word breaks up. 

To break up here means that the sounding word tttums into 
soundlessness, back to whence it was granted: into the ringing 
of stillneM which, as Saying, moves the regions of the world's 
fourfold into their nearness. 

This breaking up of the word is the true step back on the 
way of thinking. 
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To begin, we shall lUten to some words of Navalis. 
They occur in a text which he entitled Mtmologw. That title 
points to the mystery of Janguap: language speaks solely with 
itself alone. One sentence in Navalis' text runs: "Th~iar 
property of language, namely that language is con~ed ~clu
sivel_y_ :Wirh ity:tt preri¥JYlliif-is· £i:uiWn to no one." 

U we understand all that we shall now attempt to say as a 
sequence of statements about language, it will remain a chain 
of unverified and scientifically unverifiable propositions. But if, 
on the contrary, we experience the way to language in the light 
of what happens with the way iuelf as we go on, then an 
intimation may come to us in virtue of which language will 
henceforth strike u5 at 51rangr. 

The way to language: that sounds as if language were far 
away from us, some place to which we still have to find our 
way. But is a way to language really needed? According to an 
ancient undentanding. we ourselves are after all those beings 
who hne the ability to speak and therdore already possess 
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language. Nor is the ability to speak just one among man's 
many talents, of the same order as the others. The ability to 
speak is what marks man as man. This mark contains the 
design of his being. Man would not be man if it were denied 
him to speak unceasingly, from everywhere and every which 
way, in many variations, and to speak in terms o£ an "it is" 
that most often remains unspoken. Language, in granting all 
this to man, is the foundation of human being. 

We are, then, within language and with language before 
all!!~_· A ~ay to languag~_is no~~c! Besides, the way to 
language is impossible if we indeed are already at that point 
to which the way is to take us. But are we at that point? Are 
we so fully within language that we experience its nature, 
that we think spee-ch as speech by grasping its idiom in listen
ing to it? Do we in fact already Jive close to language even 
without our doing? Or is the way to !anguage as language the 
longest road our thinking can follow? Not just t~e longest, 

1 but a way lined with obstaClf.S(hat come ~rom JanK~:Ja~ ~l§elf, 
.._ as soon as our reAenion tries t~ pursue l;.mguage str!lighj into 

1 
its own, witllout ever losing sigh~ of it? 

We are here undertaking something very unusual, which 
we might paraphrase as follows: we try to speak about speech 
qua speech. That smmds like a formula. h is intended to 
se-rve us as a guideline on our way to language. The words 
"speak, speech" are used three times in the formula, saying 
something different earh time and yet the Same. It is this under· 
lying Same which, in terms of the oneness that is the distinctive 
property of language, holds together what is kept ~parate in 
the formula. To begin with, though, the formula points to a 
web of relations in whi<h we ourselves are included. The 
undertaking of a way to speech is woven into a kind of speak
ing whidt intends to UJHO\CI ~peedJ ibcll in ordet to present 
it a~ speech and to put it into words in the presentation
which is also e\'idence that language itself has woven us into 
the speaking. 

This web indicated by the formula designates the pre· 
determined realm in which not only this lecture series but all 
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linguistic science, all linguistic theory md philosophy of Ian· 
guage, in fact any attempt to reflect on language, must live. 

A web compresses, narrows, and obstructs the straight clear 
view inside its mesh. At the same time, however, the web of 
which the guiding formula speaks is the proper matter of 
language. Therefore, we may nor disregard the web which 
seems to crowd everything into a hopeless tangle. Rather, the 
formula is to urge our reftection to attempt, not to remove the 
web, of course, but to loosen it so that it allows us a view into 
the open togetherness of the relations named in the formula. 
Perhaps there is a bond running through the web which, 
in a way that remains strange, unbinds and delivers language 
into its own. The point is to experience the unbmding bond 
within the web of language. 

The lecture in this series which considers language as 
information,• and in the proceu has to consider information as 
language, refers to this involuted relation as a circle-an 
unavoidable yet meaningful circle. The circle is a special case 
of our web of language. It is meaningful, bec:ause the direc· 
tion and manner of the circling motion are determined by 
language itself, by a movement within language. We might 
learn the character and scope of this movement from language 
itself, by entering the web. 

How can that be done~ By pursuing relentlessly wh.u the 
guiding formula points to: To speak about speech qua s~ch. 

The more dearly language shows itself in its own character 
as we proceed. the more signifi.cant dot's the way to language 
become for language iuclf, and the more decisively does the 
meaning of our guiding formula change. It ceases to be a 
formula, and unexpectedly becomes a l>OUndless echo which 
lets us hear something of the proper character of language. 

Language: what we have in mind is speaking, which is 
something we do and are confi.d!'nt of being able to do. Even 

•Jn 1ht serin of which this rMaY original!\ was a pan. C. F. \'on 
Weini<ktr spoke on 1ht 10pic "l..angual{t a• Jnlunnaliun." 
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so, the power of speech is not a secure ~ssion. Speech may 
fail a man when he is stunned or terrified. He stands there, 
struck-and nothing else. He does no longer speak: he is 
silent. Or a man may lose the power of speech in an accident. 
He docs no longer speak. Nor is he silent. He remains mute. 
S~aking implies tht' making of articulated sounds, whether 
we make them (in speaking), or refrain from making them (in 
silence), or are incapable of malting them (in loss of speech). 
Speaking implies the articulate vocal production of sound. 
Language manifests itself in speaking as the activation of the 
organs of speech-mouth, lips, t~th, tongue, larynx. The names 
by which language has called itself in the Western languages
glossa, lingua, langue, language-are evidence that language 
has since ancient times been conceived in tenns of these phe· 
nomena. Language is the tongue, the "lingo." 

At the beginning of a treatise later to be titled peri her· 
meneias, "On Interpretation," Aristotle says: 

"E<m ... EV oW tel lv qj cpcov1j tii.IY lv Tfl ~"'Xii ,.;a.fh)..,&n.w 
aUI'GoAo, xa\ td: Y{)wp6JIEva 'fWv lv 'tn qx.wij. xa\ lOOm(l o\J6l 
yQdi'I.I.Ota n:iiat td: aVni, ~ qxova\ al aVtai · &v 11imn 'taiita 
GllJUiU n:(Ninwv, taUtd: n:iia1 n:d~f.Uita rik ~ij;, xa\ &v taitra 
ltJ&otW~ana n:(ltiy~o:ra ~lt'l 'taVto. 

Only a careful exegesis \lo'ould pennit an adequate translation 
of this text. Here we shall be content with a makeshift. 
Aristotle says: 

Now, what (takes place) in the making or vocal sounds is a 
show o( what there is in the soul in the way of pas.sions, and 
what i1 written is a show of the vocal sounds. And jwt a1 
writing is not the ~me among all (men) , so also the voal 
wumb are not th~ same. Ou the: uthc:r hand, thusc: thinp o[ 
which these (sounds and I•Hiting~) are a show in the fint pia~. 
are among all (men) the same passions of the toul, and the 
matten of which these (the passions) gi,·e likening representa· 
tions are abo the same. 

Our translation understands stmeia (that which shows), 
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rymbola (that which holds to each other), and homoiomata 
(that which likens) consistently in tenns of showing. in the 
sense of bringing about the appearance, which in ita turn 
comista in the prevalence of unroncealment (aleth~UJ). But 
our translation disregards the different ways of showing that 
are mentioned in the texL 

Aristotle's text baa the detached and sober diction that 
exhibitJ the classical architectonic structure in which language, 
as speaking, remains secure. The letters show the sounds. The 
sounds show the passions in the aoul. and the passiollll in the 
soul show the mattm that arouse them. 

Showing is what forma and upholds the intertwining braces 
of the architectonic structure. In variow ways, disclosing or 
disguising. Showing m.akes IOIDething come to light, lets what • 
has come to light be perceived, and lets the perception be • 
examined. The kimhip of Showing with what it shows-a • 
ltiruhip never developed purely in its own terms and those 
of itJ origins-later become~ transformed into a conventional 
n:lid.ion between a sign and ill aign.ification. The Greeks of 
the Classical Age know and undentand the sign in terms of 
showing-the sign is ahaped. to abow. Since Hellenistic times 
(the Stoa), the sign originate. by a stipulation, as the in.nru
ment for a manner of designation by which man's mind is reset 
and directed from one object to another object. Designation is 
no longer a showing in the sense of bringing something to 
light. The transfonnation of the sign from something that • 
shows to something that designates hu its roots in the change 
of the nature of truth. • 

Since the Greeks, beings are experienced to be whatever 
is present. Since language is, it-whatever speaking occurs at 
any time-belongs to what is present. Language is represented 
in terms of speech. in rrspec-t of its articulated sounds, carTien 
of meanings. Speakiag is one kind of human activity. 

This notion of language, here touched upon only in passing, 
has in many variant forms remained basic and predominant 

·~my P/41on'J Uhr~von MY W12hrh~il, I!H7. (M. H.) 
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through all the centuries of Western-European thinking. 
Though it had its beginnings in Greek antiquity, and though 
the quest for it took many forms, this view of language reaches 
its peak in Wilhelm von Humboldt's reSections on language, 
culminating in the great Introduction to his work on the Kavi 
language of Java. A year after his death, his brother Alexander 
von Humboldt published that Introduction separately under 
the title "On the Divenity of the Structure of Human Lan· 
guage and its InOucnce on the Intellectual Development of 
Mankind" (Berlin, 18.!J6). • This treatile, in an open and covert 
pro and con, baa ever since determined the coune of all sub
ICCIDCnt philology and philosophy of language. 

Every member of my audience in this attempt at a l«ture 
teries would have to have thought through and have in mind 
Wilhelm von Humboldt's astounding, obscure, and yet con
tinuously stimulating treatise. Then all of us would have a 
common vantage point from wbich to look into language. 
Suc:h a common vantage point is lacking. We must put up 
with this lack-but let us not forget it. 

According to Wilhelm von Humboldt. "articulated aound" 
is "the basil and essence of all speech" (p. 44). In Chapter 
Five of the treatise, Humboldt fonnulatet those statemenu 
which are often cited but rarely given thought, specifically 
given thought to see how they determine Humboldt's way to 
language. These statemenu run: 

Properly concei~ o£, language is something persistent and in 
every· instant transitory . .Even iu maintenance by writing i1 
only an incomplete, mummified prcsenation, neceuary if one 
is again to render perceptible the living speech conctmed. In 

•A trantladon of thil work, under the title Lingublic Y11riGbility 111nd 
fr~UIItttUIII Dtwlopm~nt. tram. Grorge C. Buck and Frlthjof A. R.avm 
(.\fiomi Linguistk Senes No.9) (Coral Gahln, 1970), wu beiJII readied for 
publication whm thU trlllllation wa• still in draft form. The counny of 
the publilhrn, The Vnivrnity of Miami PreiS, in makin1 page prooh 
availahle at an early 1tagr. and givint penniuion to u.e the puaagn which 
follow, iJ; gratefully adnowled~. All rdertTicn below are to the Buck 1: 
Raven tran•lation. In the German text, Hridqmrr ~fen to the E. Wumuth 
noprint edition (1956) of von Humboldt's work. (Tr.) 
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iueU language is not work (ergon) but an activity (energei4:). 
lu true definition may therefore only be genetic. It is after all 
the continual inttUcctual elfort to make the articulated sound 
capable of expra&iag thought. In a rigorow sense, this is the 
definition of 1peech iu each given case. Essentially. however, 
only the totality of thilspcaking can be regarded at language. 
(p.27) 

Humboldt here aaya tbat he Cmds the essential element of 
language in the act of ~peaking. Does he thereby also say 
what speech, looked at in tbia way, is qutJ speech? Docs he make 
the act of speaking, taken as language, speak for itself? We 
purposely leave these questions unanswered, but obsene the 
following: 

Humboldt conceivca of language u a particular "intellectual 
effort." FoUowing this view, he loob for that as which language 
shows itself-he looks for what language is. This whatness is 
called its nature. If we follow up and define the intellectual 
effort with respect to itJ achievement in speech, that nature, so 
undentood, is bound to stand out more clearly. Yet the 
intellect-in Humboldt's sense, too-lives in other activities and 
achievements as well. H, however, language is counted as one 
of these, then speaking it not experienced in its own terms, in 
tenllll of language, but nther is referred to something else. 
Still, this something else remains too important for us to pass 
it over in our reflection on languagt. What activity does 
Humboldt have in mind when he conceives of language as an 
intellectual effort? A few lines at the beginning of Chapter 
Five give the answer: 

Language mwt be ~rdcd not as a dead product of the past 
but as a living creat.ioa. h m1.11t be abstracted from all that it 
eii«U as a desii{Datiou of comprehended ideas. Furthcnnore, 
we must revert to a more meticulous examination of its ori11ins 
and iu interaction with intellectual acti\•ity. (p. 26) 

Humboldt is referring here to the "inner fonn of language," 
which is described in his Chapter Eight but difficult to define 
in his conceptual tenns; we might come a little closer tf:? his 
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meaning by asking: What is speaking as the expression of 
thought if we think. of it in tenns of its origin in the inner 
activity of the spirit? The answer is contained in a sentence 
in Chapter Scventten, whose adequate interpretation would 
require a separate study: 

I( in the JOUI the fteling truly arisn that langua1e it not merely 
a medium of exchange for mutual undentanding. but a true 
wmltJ which the inle/lecl mwt Itt between iucU and objects 
by the inner labor o£ its power, then the aoul it on the true 
way toward discovering oomtantly more in language, and 
putting constantly more into it. (p. 1.55) • 

According to the tenets of modem idealism, the labor of the 
spirit .ia a positing, a :letting (thesis) , Bccauac the spirit is con
ceived as subject, and is accordingly represented within the 
subje<:t-object model, the positing (thesis) must be the syn
thesia between the subject and its objects. What is so posited 
affords a view of objects as a whole. That which the power of 
the subject develops by its labor and sets between iuelf and the 
objects, Humboldt calls "a world." In such a "world view," a 
humanity achieves its self-expression. 

But why does Humboldt regard language as a world and 
world view? Because his way to language is defined, not so 
much in tenns of language as language, but rather in terms 
of an endeavor to offer a historical presentation of man's whole 
hiatorical-spiritual development in its totality and yet also in 
its given individuality. In the fragment of an autobiography 
dating from t8t6, Humboldt write;: "What I am striving for 
is after all precisely this-to understand the world in its indi· 
viduality and totality." 

An undentanding of the world with this orientation can 
draw on many source;, because the self-expressive power of the 
spirit is actin in a variety of ways. Humboldt recogoizes and 
chooses language as one of the chie[ sources. While language 
is not, of course, the only fonn of world view developed by 
human subjectivity, it is that form to which we muu ascribe 

•The traruhuion of the Humboldt pHYgr given he~ dilfo:n •liJhd) 
from the Buck&: Raven translation. (Tr.) 
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a special authority in the history of man's development by 
virtue of its formative power at each given time. The title of 
the treatise now becomes somewhat clearer as regards Hum
boldt's way to language. 

Humboldt deals with "the diversity of the structure of 
human language" and deals with it in respect of "its inftuence 
on the spiritual development of mankind." Humboldt puts 
language into langllaF u one kind and fonn of the world view 
worked out in human aubjectivity. 

Into what langt13F? Into a series of assertions that speak the 
language of the metaphyaia of his time, a language in which 
Leibniz' philosophy plays a decisive role. The authority of 
that philosophy manifca&a itself most clearly in the fact that 
Humboldt defi.nes the nature of language as ent:rgeia, but 
understands the word in a wholly un-Greek. sense-the seme of 
Lcibniz's monadology u the activity of the subject. Humboldt'• 
way to language U tumed in the direction of man, and leads 
through language on to IIODlething else: the endeavor to get 
to the bottom of and to praent the spiritual development of 
the human race. 

However, the nature of laDguage conceived in this light doo 
not thereby show also the linguistic nature: the manner in 
which language has being. that is, abides, that is, remains 
gathertd. in what language grants to itself, to its own idiom, 
as language. 

II 

When we reflect on language qua language, we have aban
doned the traditional procedure of language study. We now 
can no longer look for general notions such as energy, activity, 
labor, power of the spirit, world view, or expression, under 
whkh to suhsumt- language as a special use. Instead of explain
ing language in terms of one thing or another, and thus run
ning away from it, the way to language intends to let language 
be experienced as language. In the nature of language, to be 
sure, language itself is conceptually grasped-but grasped in 
the grasp of something other than itself. If we attend to Ian-
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guage exclusively as language, however, then language requires 
of us that we 6rst of all put fon1ard everything that belongs to 
language as language. 

Yet it is one thing to coordinate the various things that are 
manifest in the linguistic nature, and another to focus our eyes 
upon that which of itself uni6es those things, and which 
imparts its proper unity to the essence of language. 

Our way to language will attempt now to follow more 
strictly the guideline given by the formula: to speak about 
speech qua speecll. The point is to approach more closely lan
guage's own peculiar character. Here, too, language shows itself 
6rst as our way of speaking. We shall for now attend only to 
such things as, noticed or unnoticed, have and always have 
had a voice in speaking, always to the same measure. 

Speaking must have speakers, but not merely in the same way 
as an effect must have a cause. Rather, the speaken arc present 

I :i:!~:~ ~i;r;~~';!·t~~as~:k.t~;:~:J::;~:O~~:r:~ 
,. I dwell because it is what happens to concern them at the 
I moment. That includes fellow men and things, namely, every-
1 thing that conditions things and determines men. All this is 
addressed in word, each in its own way, and therefore spoken 
about and discussed in such a way that the speakers speak to 
and with one another and to themselves. All the while, what is 
spoken remains many-sided. Often it is no more th:m what has 
been spoken explicitly, and either fades quickly away or else 
is somehow presen·ed. What is-spoken can have passed by, but 
it also can have arrived long ago as that which is granted, by 
which somebody is addressed. 

Everything spoken stems in a \·ariety of ways from the 
unspoken, whether this be something not yet spoken, or 
whether it be what must remain un~pnken in the ~nse that it 
is beyond the reach of speaking. Thus. that which is spoken 
in various ways begins to appear as if it were cut off from 
speaking and the speaken, and did not helong to them, while 
in (act it alone offers to speaking and to the speakers whatever 
it is they attend to, no matter in what way they stay within 
what is spoken of the unspoken. 
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The nature of language exhibits a great diversity of elements 
and relations. We enumerated them but did not string them 
together in series. In going through them, that is, in the orig
inal count which does not yet reckon with numben, some 
kind of belonging together became manifest. The count iJ a 
recounting that anticipates the unifying element in the belong
ing together, yet cannot bring it out and make it appear. 

There is a long history to the inability, here come to light. 
of the vision of thinking to see directly the unifying unity of 
the ~ing of language. That is why this unity remains without 
a name. The traditional names for what we have in mind 
under the rubric "language" indicate this unity always only 
in tenns of one or another of lhe aspecu which thf" being of 
language has to offer. 

This unity of the being of language for which we are looking 
we shall call the design. Tbe name demands of us that we see 
the proper character of the being of language with greater 
clarity. The ''sign" in design (Latin signum) is related to 
sectJTe, to cut-as in saw, sector, segment. To design i3 to cut 
a trace. Most of us know the word "sign" only in its debased 
meaning-lines on a surface. But we make a design also when 
we cut a furrow into the toil to open it to seed and growth. 
The design is the whole of the traits of that drawing which 
structures and prevails throughout the open, unlocked freedom 
of language. The design is the drawing of the being of lan
guage, lhe structure: o( a show in which arc joined the speakers 
and their speaking: what is spoken and what of it is unspoken 
in all that is given in the speaking. 

Yet the design o{ language's nature will remain veiled to 
us even in its approximate outline, as long as we do not 
properly attend to the sense in which we had already spoken 
or speaking and what is spoken. 

To be sure, speaking is vocalization. Also, it can be con· 
sidered a human activity. Both are correct views o£ language 
as speaking. Both will now be ignored, though we should not 
forgCt how long the vocal aspen of language has already been 
waiting for a fitting definition; {or the phonetic-acoustic
physiological explanation of the sounds of language does not 
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know the experience of their origin in ringing stillness, and 
knows even less how sound is given voice and U de&ned by 
lhat stillnesa. 

But then, in this shan account of the nature of language, 
in what way are we thinking of speech and what ia spoken~ 

'They reveal themaelves even now a1 that by which and within 
. which something is given voice and language, that is, makes 

t an appearance insof4r as sometlaing i.s said. To aay and to 
• speak are not identical. A man may speak, speak endlessly, 

! and all the time say nothing. Another man may remain Went, 
not apeak at all and yet, without speaking. aay a great deal. 

But what does "say" mean? In order to find out, we must 
, stay dOle to wh•t our very language tella ua to think whCD 

\:.:. :d ~:r:!"d:'Say" meana to show, to let appear. to let 

In pointing out what folloW! we aball be saying aomething 
that is self-evident, and yet hardly a thought has been given 
to it and all its implications. To speak lo one another means: 
to say something, show something to one another, and to 
entnut one another mutually to what is ahown. To apeak 
with one another means: to tell of something jointly, to show 
to one another what that which is claimed in the speaking 
aaya in the speaking, and what it, of iuclf, brings to light. 
What is unapok.en is not merely something that lads voice, 

' it is what remains unsaid, what is not yet shown, what has not 
• yet reached iu appearance. That which must remain wholly 

I unapok.en is held back. in the unsaid, abides in concealment as 
unahowable, is mystery. That which is spoken to us apealu as 
dictum in the sense of something imparted, something whose 
speaking does not even require to be sounded. 

Speaking. qua saying something. belongs to the design of the 
being of language, the design which is pervaded by all the 
modes of saying and of what is said, in which everything pres
ent or absent announces, grants or refuses iuclf, shows itself 
or withdraws. This multiform saying from many different 
sources is the pervasive element in the design of the being of 
language. With regard to the manifold ties of saying, we shall 
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call the being of language in its totality "Saying''-and (Onfeu 
that even so we still have not caught sight o( what uniliea 
those ties. 

We have a tendency today to we the word "Saying," like 10 

many other worda in our language, mostly in a disparaging 
sense. Saying is accounted a mere say·so. a rumor unsupported 
and hence untl'Uitwonhy. Here '"Saying" is not understood 
in this sense, nor in ita natural, essential sense of &Jga. II it 
used perhaps in the senae of Georg Trakl's line "the venerable 
saying o( the blue source''? In keeping with the most ancient 
usage of the word we undcratand saying in terms of showing, 
pointing out, signaling. Jean Paul called the phenomena of 
nature "the spiritual pointer" or "apiritual index 6ngcr."• 

The essentital being of liJnpage is Saying as Showing. Its 
showing character ia not baaed on ligns of any kind; rather, 
all signs arise from a ahowiag within whose realm and for 
whose purposes they ca.n be ligm. 

In view of the structure of Saying, however, we may not 
(Onsider showing as exdulively. or even decisively. the pro~ 
erty of human activity. Self-thawing appearance ia the mark. 
of the presence and absence of everything that ia present, of 
every kind and rank.. Even when Showing is accompliabed by 
our human aaying, evm then thia showing. thil pointer, is pre
ceded by an indication that it will let itself be shown. 

Only when we give thaught.to our human aaying in this light, 
only then do we anive at an adequate delirtition of what is 
esscmially present in all tpeaking. Sptak.ing is known as the 
artirulated vocalization of thought by meana of the organs o( 
speech. But speaking ia at the aame time also listening. It is 
the custom to put sptak.ing and listening in opposition: one 
man 1peak.s, the other listens. But listening accompanies and 
,urround, not only speaking auch as takes place in conversa
tion. The simultaneowness of speaking and listening has a 
larger meaning. Speaking is of itself a listening. Speaking is 
listening to the language which we speak. Thus, it is a listening 
not u•hile but before we are speaking. This listening to Jan· 

•""&T ge~tige Zeigefinger.'" (Tr.) 
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gua~ also comes before all other k.indJ of listening that we 
I know, in a most inconspicuous manner. We do not merely 
speak the language-we speak by way of it. We can do so 

f I solely becawe we always have already listened to the lan
lguage. What do we hear there? We hear language speaking. 

But-does language itsel£ speak? How is it suppoat'd to 
perform such a feat when obviously it is not equipped with 
orgaru of speech? Yet language speab. Language fint of all 
and inherently obeys the essential nature of speaking: it aays. 

• Language speaks by saying, this is, by showing. What it says 
wells up from the formerly spoken and so far still unspoken 
Saying which pervades the design of language. Language 
speak.s in that i(, as showing, reaching into all regions of 
prcsen~. summons from them whatever is present to appear 
and to fade. We, accordingly, listen to language in this way, 
that we let it say its Saying to w. No matter in what way we 
may listen besides, whenever we are listening to something we 
are lelting something be said to w, and all perception and 
conception is already cnntaint'd in that act. In our speaking, 
as a listening to language, we say again the SaJing we have 
heard. We let its soundless voice come to us, and then demand, 
reach out and call for the sound that is already kept in store for 
us. By now, perhaps, at least one trait in the design of language 
may manifest itself more clearly, allowing us to see how lan
guage as speaking comes into its own and thus speaks qua 
language:. 

If speaking, as the listening to language, lets Saying be 
said to it, this letting can obtain only in so far-and so near
as our own nature has been admitted and entered into Saying. 
We hear Saying only because we belong within it. Saying 
grants the hearing, and thus the speaking, of language solely 
to those who belong within it. Such is the granting that abides 
in Saying. It allows us to attain the ability to speak. The 
euence of language is present in Saying as the source of 
such grant. 

And Saying itself? Is it separated from our speaking, some
thing to which we fi.rst must build a bridge? Or is Saying the 
stream of stillness which in forming them joins its own two 
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banks-the Saying and our saying after it? Our customary 
notions of language hardly reach as far as thaL Saying , , . in 
our attempt to think of the being of language in term& of 
Saying, do we not run the risk of elevating language into a 
fantastic, self-swtained being which cannot be encountered 
anywhere so long as OW' reftection on language remains sober? 
For language, after all, remains unmistakably bound up with 
human speaking. Certainly. But what kind of bond U it? On 
what grounds and in what way is it binding? Language needs 
human speaking, and yet it is not merely of the malting or at 
the command of our speech activity. On what does the being 
of language rest, that it, where is it grounded? Perhaps we are 
missing the very nature of language when we uk. for grounds? 

Or could it even be that Saying is itself the abode of rest 
which granu the quiet of mutual belonging to all that belongs 
within the structure of the beiD.g of language? 

Before thinking fW'ther in that direction, let us again attend 
to the way to language. By way of introduction it was pointed 
out that the more clearly language comes to light as language 
itself, the more radically the way to it will change. So far, the 
way has had the character of a progression that leads our 
reflection in the di~ toward language within the curious 
web of our guiding formula. Taking our cue from Wilhelm 
von Humboldt and starting with the speaking process, we tried 
lint to form an idea of the nature of language, and then to 
get to the bottom of iL Thereafter it became necessary to 
recount all that belongs to the design of the being of language. 
This reftection brought w to language as Saying. 

III 

With the account and explication of the being of l:lnguage 
a.s Saying, our way to language has reached language as such, 
and thus hu reached iu goal. Reflection has put the way to 
language behind it. So it seems, and so indeed it is as long as 
we take the way to language to be the progression of a thinking 
which reflects on language. In truth, however, our reRection 
linds that it has come only within sight of the wt~y to l•ngtu~gt' 
it is seeking; it is barely on its traces. For something has mean· 
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while come to light in the being of language itself which says: 
within language u Saying there is present something like a 
way or path. 

What ia a way? A way allows us to reach something. Saying, 
if we listen to it, is what allows w to reach the speaking of 
language. 

Tbe way to speaking is present within language itself. The 
way to language (in the sense of apeak..ing) is language as 
Saying. The peculiarity of language, accordingly, ronceab itself 
in the way in which Saying allows those who listen to it to 
reach language. We can be those liatenen only insofar u we 
belong within Saying. The way to speaking begins with the 
fact that we are allowed to linen and dtus to belong to Saying. 
ThU belonging contains the actual presence of the way to 
language. But in what manner is Saying preaent, that it can 
let us listen and belong? If the essence of Saying is ever to make 
itself manifest, then surely it will do "' when we attend with 
greater imtancy to what the foregoing explications have offered. 

Saying is showing. In everything rhar spuks tn us, in ev~· 
thing that touches us by being spoken and spoken about, in 
everything that gives itself to us in speaking, or waits for us 
unspoken, but also in the speaking that we do oursdves, there 
prevails Showing which causes to appear what is present, and 
to fade from appearance what is absenr. Saying is in no way the 
linguistic expreuion added to the phenomena after they have 
appeared-rather, all radiant appearance and all fading away 
is grounded in the showing Saying. Saying sets all present 
beings free into their given presence, and brings what is absent 

1 into their absence. Saying pervades and structures the openness 
~ of that clearing which every appearance must seek out and 

'every disappearance must leave behind, and in which every 
present or absent being must show, say, announce itself. 

Saying is the gathering that joins all appearance of the in 
itself manifold showing which everywhere lets all that is shown 
abide within itself. 

Where does the showing spring from? The question asks too 
much, and asks prematurely. It is enough if we heed what it is 
that stin and quickens in the showing and bean its quickness 



"' out. H~rt we need not look far. All we need is the plain, sudden, 
unfo~uable and hence forever new look into something 
which we-even though it is familiar to us-do not even try to 
know, let alone undcntand in a fitting manner. This unknown
familiar something, all this pointing of Saying to what is quid 
and stirring within it, i1 to all pr~nl :md abRnt beings u that 
fint break of dawn with which the changing cycle of day and 
night fint begins to be possible: it is the earliest and moet 
ancient at once. We can do no more than name it, because it 
will not be discussed, for it is the region of all places, of all 
time-space-horizons. We shall name it with an ancient word 
and say: 

The moving force in Showing of Saying is Owning. It is what 
brings all pre~nt and absent beings each into their own, (rom 
where they show themselves in what they are, and where they 
abide according to their kind. This owning which bring! them 

/there, and which move. Saying u Showing in iu showing we 
! call Appropriation. It yields the opening of the clearing in 

which present beings em peniat and from which ab5ent beings 
can depart while keeping their persistence in the withdrawal. 
What Appropriation yields through Saying il never the effect 
of a cawe, nor the consequence of an anteo:dent. The yielding 
owning, the Appropriation, confen more than any effectuation, 
making, or founding. What is yielding is Appropriation itself
and nothing else. • That Appropriation, seen as it is shown by 
Saying, cannot be represented either as an occurrence or a 
happening-it can only be experienced as the abiding gift 
yielded by Saying. There is nothing else from which the Appro
priation itself could be derived, even less in whose terms it 
could be explained. The appropriating event is not the out
come (rnult) of something else, but the giving yield whDSC' 
giving reach alone is what give$ U$ mch things as a "there is," 
a "there is" of which even Being itself stands in need to come 
into its own as pte$tnce.•• 

• See my Identity and Di6tunct (tr. Joan StambauJh; N~ Yorlr.: Huper 
&: Row, 1969), pp. 3711. (MH.) 

•• See my Being and Tirru (U. Muquarrie &: RobinKin; N~ Yorlr.: 
Harpn &: Row, 1962), p. 2S5. (M. H.) 
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Appropriatioo assembles the design of Saying and unfolds 
it into the structure of manifold Showing. It is itself the most 
inconspicuous of inconspicuous phenomena, the simplest of 
simplicities, the nearest of the near, and the farthest of the far 
in which we mortals spend our lives. 

We can give a name to the appropriation that prevails in 
Saying: it-Appropriation-appropriates or owns. When we say 
this, we speak our own appropriate already spoken language. 
There are some verses by Goethe that we the word "own" in a 
meaning close to "showing itself' (though not with reference 
to the nature of language) • Goethe saya: 

Caught soon and late in supentition's snare, 
It owns, it shows itself, it ~ys "beware." 

Elsewhere we fi.nd a variation: 

Name one thing or name a thousand, 
\Vhu we covet, what we fear-
That Jile owns itself to thanking, 
h alone what makea it dear.• 

Appropriation grants to mortals their abode within their 
nature, so that they may be capable of being those who speak. 
If we understand "law" as the gathering that lays down that 
which causes all beings to be present in their own, in what is 
appropriate for them, then Appropriation is the plainest and 
most gentle nr all laws, even more gentle than what Adalbert 
Stifter saw as the "gentle law." Appropriation, though, is not 
law in the sense of a norm which hangs over our heads some· 
where, it is not an ordinance "'·hich orders and regulates a 
course of events: 

Appropriation is the law because it gathers monals into the 

•Von AlwtJiautwn frilh und •pat umgaont. 
El eipt slch. es zeiJI sich an. n wamt. 

('awl, Part II, A(t V, "'Midnight'") 

Sei au(h noch 10 vie! beu-i(hnt'l. 
Wu roan fuerduct, Wa.!l begehrt, 
Nur wei! n dem Dank aich eignet, 
bt du Leben tchluenu .. en. 

(To the Grand Duke Karl.-\ugun for New Year 1828) 
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appropriateness of their nature and there holds them. 
Because showing of Saying is appropriating, therefore the 

ability to listen to Saying-our belonging to it-also lies in 
Appropriation. In order to grasp this fact and all it implies, we 
would need to think. through the nature of mortals with suffi
cient complt"teness in all its respec~ aud rdpports, but first ot 
all to think through Appropriation as such. • Here, a suggestion 
must suffice. 

Appropriation, in beholding human nature, makes mortals 
appropriate for that which avows itself from everywhere to 
man in Saying, which points toward the concealed. Man's, the 
listener's, being made appropriate for Saying. has this distin
guishing character, that it releases human nature into iu own, 
but only in order that man as he who speaks, that is, he who 
says, may encounter and answer Saying, in vin.ue of what is 
his property. It is: the sounding of the word. The encountering • 
saying of mortals is answering. Every spoken word is already 
an answer: counter-saying, coming to the encounter, listening 
Sayfng. When mortals are made appropriate for Saying, human 
nature is released into that needfulness out of which man is 
used for bringing 100ndless Saying to the sound of language. 

Appropriation, needing and using man's appropriations, al
lows Saying to reach speech. The way to language belongs to 
Saying detennined by Appropriation. Within this way, which 
belongs to the reality of language, the peculiar property of 
language is concealed. The way is appropriating. 

To clear a way, for instance across a snow-covered lield, is in 
the Alemannic-Swabian dialect still called wigen even today. 

•Compare J'tmr&ge 1o1rad A~o~fsllu (1954): "Du Ding" p. 165 II.; "Blum 
WohnenDmlr.en"p.l45 ff.; "Die Frage nach der Tcchnilr." p. I! ff.-Tod1y, 
when so r:auch thoughtless and half· thought matttr iJ ruahcd intn pri11t aay 
.,..hich .,..1y,lt may seem intudible to many of m~ rcaden that I havt uted 
the word "1ppropriation" (Ertignis) in my m1nutcrip11 for mort' than 
t.,..enty·five ye~n to Indicate what II here in my tboughll. The lDitteT, 
while 1imple in itJelf, 1till l't'll11iDI difficult to think, because thinking 
mull tint Ollercome the habit of yieldillf to the view that we aro: thinlr.ina 
ho:rc of "Being" as appropriation. But appropriation U different in natul't', 
bo:a.use it i1 richer than any conceivable definition of kina. Jking. how· 
o:ver, in R"Spcct of iu ntcntial origin. can be thought of in tenm of appro· 
priation.(M.H.) 
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This verb, used transitively, means: to form a way and, forming 
il, to keep it ready. Way-making understood in this sense no 
longer means to move something up or down a path that is 
already there. h means 10 bring the way ... forth first of all, 
and thus to bt: the way. 

Appropriation appropriates man to iu own usage. Showing 
as appropriating thus transpires and Appropriation is the way
making for Saying to come into language. 

This way-making puts language (the essence of language) as 
language (Saying) into language (into the sounded word). When 
we speak of the way to language now, we no longer mean only 
or primarily the progression of our thinking 31 it reHects on 
language. The way to language has become transformed along 
the way. From human activity it has shifted to the appropri
ating nature of language. But it is only to us and only with 
regard to ourselves that the change of the way to language 
appears as a shift which has taken place only now. In truth, 
the way to language has iu unique rqion within the essence 
of language itself. But this means also: the way to language as 
we lint had it in mind does not become invalid; it becomes 
possible and necessary only in virtue of the true way which is 
the appropriating, needful way-making. For, since the being 
o( language, as Saying that shows, rests on Appropriation which 
makes us humans over to the releasement in which we can 
listen freely, therefore the way-making of Saying into speech 
tint opens up for us the paths along which our thinking can 
pursue the authemic way to language. 

The formula for the way: to speak about spetth qua speech, 
no longer merely contains a directive for us who are thinking 
about language, but says the forma, the G~stalt, in which the 
essence of language that rests"in Appropriation makes its way. 

If we allt"nd Without further thought only to the words of 
our formula, it expresses a mesh of relations in which language 
becomes entangled. It looks as if any attempt to form a notion 
of language required dialectical tricks to escape from this 
tmgle. Yet such a procedure, which the formula seem! literally 
to invite, loses the possibility of grasping the simplicity of the 
es.sence of language thoughtfully (that is, by entering idiomati· 
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cally into the way-making movement), instead of trying to fonn 
a notion of langua~. 

What looks like a confused tangle becomes untangled when 
we set it in the light of the way-making movement, and re
solves into the release brought about by the way-making move
ment disclosed in Saying. That movement deliven Saying to 
speech. Saying keeps the way open along which speaking, u 
listening, catches &om Saying what is to be aaid, and raise~ 
what it thus has caught and received into the sounding word. 
The way-making of Saying into spoken language is the deliver
ing bond that binds by appropriating. 

Language, thw delivered into its own freedom, can be con
cerned aolely with iueU. Thil10unds as if we were talking of a 
selfiah tolipsian. But Jansuage does oot insist upon itself 
alone in the sense of a purely .elf-eeeking, all-obliviow sel£
admiration. As Saying, the nature of language is the appro
priating showing whicb diaqanb prec:ilely itself, in order to 
free that which is shown, to itl authentic appearance. 

Language, which apeab by u.ying, ia concerned that our 
speaking, in listening to the Wllpoken, corresponds to what is 
said. Thw silen~. too, which is often regarded as the 
tource of speaking, ia itlelf already a corTCSponding. • Silence 
corresponds to the aoundlea tolling of the atillneu of appro
priating-showing Sayiq. Aa Showing, Saying, which consists in 
Appropriation, is the mOJt proper mode of Appropriating. 
Appropriation is by way of saying. Accordingly, language 
always speaU according to the mode in which the Appropria
tion as such reveab iuelf or withdraws. For a thinking that 
punues the A.ppropristion can still only sunnise it, and yet 
can experience it even now in the nature of modem technology, 
which we call by the still strange-sounding name of Framing 
(Ge.Stell••). Becawe Framing challenges man, that il, pro
vokes him to order and act up all that is present being aa 
technical inventory, Framing persisu after the manner of 
Appropriation, .specifically by simultaneously obstructing 

•See Brintad Ti-. pp.!OHI. (M. H.) 
••See 1/Uft,it, •~ Dif/ttnt~«, pp. l.fn. (M. H.) 



Appropriation, in that all ordering finds itself channeled into 
calculative thinking and therefore speaks the language of 
Framing. Speaking is challenged to correspond in every respect 
to Framing in which all present beings can be commandeered. 

Within Framing, speaking turns into information. • lt 
informs itself about itself in order to safeguard its own proce
dures by information theories. Framing-the nature of modern 
technology holding sway in all directions-commandeers for its 
purposes a formalized language, the kind of communication 
which "infonns" man uniformly, that is, gives him the form in 
which he is fitted into the technological-calculative universe, 
and gradually abandons "natural language." Even when infor
mation theory has to admit that formalized language must in 
the end always refer back to '"natural language," in order to 
put into speech the Saying of the technological inventory by 
means of non formalized language, even this situation signifies 
only a preliminary stage in the current self-interpretation of 
information theory. For the "natural language" of which one 
must talk in this context is posited in advance as a not-yet
formalized language that is being set up to be framed 
in formalization. Formalization, the calculated availability of 
Saying, is the goal and the norm. The "'natural'" aspect of 
language, which the will to formalization still seems forced to 
concede for the time being, is not experienced and understood 
in the light of the originary nature of language. That nature is 
physis, which in its turn is based on the appropriation from 
which Saying arises to move. Information theory conceives of 
the natural aspect of language as a lack of formalization. 

But even if a long way could lead to the insight that the 
nature of language can never be dissolved in formalism to 
become a part of its calculations, so that we accordingly must 
5aY that "natural language" is language which cannot be 
formalized-even then ""natural language"' is still being defined 
only negatively, that is, set off against the ~o<o5ibility or impossi· 
bility of formalization. 

But what if ""mtural language,"' which in the eyes of infor
mation theory is no more than a troublesome residue. were 

•Se-e H,b,/ d,. HDo<JfUUrld (\9:'i7). pp ~4 It (M H) 



drawing iu natu~. that is, the penistent nature of the being 
of language, from Saying? What if Saying, instead of merely 
impeding the destructiveness of infonnation·language, had 
already overtaken it in virtue of the fact that Appropriation 
cannot be commandeered? What if Appropriation-no one 
knows when or how-were to become an insight whose illumi
nating lightening &ash enten into what is and what is taken to 
be? What if Appropriation, by iu entry, we~ to remove every
thing that is in present being £rom its subjection to a com
mandeering order and bring it back into its own? 

All human language U appropriated in Saying and as such 
is in the strict sense of the word true language-though iu 
nearness to Appropriation may vary by various 3tandards. All 
true language, bccawe a.saigned, sent, destined to man by the 
way-making movemCD.t of Saying, is in the nature of destiny. "'. 

There is no such thing as a natural language that would be 
the language of a human nature occurring of itself, without a 
destin)·· All language is hiltorical, even where man doet. not "
k.nbw history in the modem European sense. Even language 
as infonnation is not language P" se, but historical in the sense 
and the 1imits of the present era, an era that begins nothing 
new but only carries the old, at~ady outlined aspects of the 
modem age to their extreme. 

The origin of the word-that is, of human speaking in 1enns 
of Saying-iu origin which is in the nature of Appropriation, is 
what constitutes the peculiar character of language. 

We recall at the end, as we did in the beginning, the words 
of NO\·alis: "The peculiar property of language. namely that 
language is concerned exclusively with itsel£-precisely that is 
known to no one." Nova lis understands that peculiarity in the 
meaning of the particularity which distinguishes language. In 
the experience of the namre of l:mgu~ge, whose showing resides 
in Appropriation, the peculiar propert)' comes dose to owning 
and appropiating. Here the peculiar property of language 
receives the original charter o( its destined detennination, 
something we cannot pursue here. 

The peculiar property of language, which is determined by 
Appropriation, is even less knowable than the particularity of 
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langua~. i( to know means to have aeen something in the 
wholeness o( its nature, seen it in the round. We are not 
capable of seeing the nature of langua~ in the round because 
we, who can only say something by saying it after Saying, 

.c, belong ounelves within Saying. The monologue character of 
the nature of language finds its structure in the disclosing 
design of Saying. That de1ign does not and cannot coincide 
with the monologue of which Navalis is thinking, because 
Navalis undentands language dialet::tically, in terms of sub
jet::tivity, that is, within the horizon of absolute idealism. 

But language is monologue. This now says two things: it is 
language alone which speaks authentically; and, langua~ 
apealr..s lom:.somdy. Yet only he can be lonesome who is not 
alone, if "not alone" means not apart, singular, without any 
rapports. But it is precisely the absence in the lonesome of 
something in common which penisu as the most binding bond 
with it. The "some" in lonesome is the Gothic .sama, the Greek 
hama, and the English same. "Lonesome" means: the same in 
what unites that which belongs together. Saying that shows 
makes the way for langua~ to reach human speaking. Saying 
is in need of being voiced in the word. But man is capable of 
speaking only insofar as he, btlonging to Saying, listens to 
Saying, so that in resaying it he may be able to say a word. That 
needed usage and this resaying lie in that absence of something 
in common which is neithn a mere defect nor indeed anything 
negative at all. 

Jn order to be who we are, we human bdngs remain com
mitted to and within the being of langua~. and can never step 
out of it and look at it from somewhere else. Thw we always 
see the nature of language only to the extent to which language 
itself has us in view, has appropriated us to itself. That we 
cannot know the n:uure of l01Dgu3ge-know it according to the 
traditional concept of knowledge defined in tenns of cognition 
as representation-is not a defect, however, but rather an 
advantage by which we ne favored with a special realm, that 
realm where we, who are needed and used to speak language, 
dwell as mortab. 

Saying will not let itself be captured in any statement. It 
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demands of w that we achieve by silence the appropriating, 
initiating movement within the being of language-and do so 
without talking about silence. 

Saying, which resides in Appropriation, is qua showing the 
most appropriate mode of appropriating. This sounds like a 
statement. If we hear only this statement, it docs not say to us 
what is to be thought out. Saying is the mode in which Appro
priation speaks: mode not so much in the sense of modus or 
fashion, but as the melodic mode, the song which says some
thing in its singing. For appropriating Saying brings to light 
all present beings in term1 of their properties-it lauds, that is, 
allows them into their own, their nature. HOiderlin sings these 
words in the beginniag of the eighth stanza of "Celebration 
of Peace": 

Much, from the morning onwards, 
Since we have been a llilceuiM and have heard from one another 
Hat human kind learnt; but IOOD we ahall be song.• 

Language has been called "the howe of Being. "• • II is the 
keeper of being present, in that ita coming to light remains 
entnlsted to the appropriating show of Saying. Language is the 
howe of Being because language, u Saying, is the mode of 
Appropriation. 

In order to pursue in thought the bting of language and to 
say of it what is its own, a uamfonnation of language is needed 
whirh we can neither compel nor invent. This transformation 
docs not result from the procurement of newly formed words 
and phrases. It touches on our relation to language, which is 
detennined by destiny: whether and in what way the nature of 
language, as the arch-tidings of Appropriation, will retain us 
in Appropriation. For that appropriating, holding, self
reta.i.Ding is the relation of aU relations. Thus our saying
always an answering-remains forever relational. Relation is 
thought of here alwa}'a in terms of the appropriation, and no 
longer conceived in the form of a mere refe~nce. Our relation 

•Friedrich HGklc'rlin, l'oe'IN 11nd FrqnuntJ (Michac:l HaiDbUIJft': 
Ann Arbol-: UDivenily or Michipn P~. 1967), p. f!l!. (Tr.) 
.. Ia Hcidcg'ICT. Utter- ora HulftdraUm, 1947. (Tr.) 

.• t •.. 
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to language defines itself in terms of the mode in which we, 
who are needed in the usage o£ language, belong to the Appro
priation. 

We might perhaps prepare a little (or the change in our 
relation to language. Perhaps this experience might awaken: 
All reHective thinking is poetic, and all poetry in turn is a kind 
of thinking. The two belong together by virtue of that Saying 
which has already bespoken itself to what is unspoken because 
it is a thought as a thanks. 

We know that the possibility of an innate transformation of 
language entered Wilhelm von Humboldt's sphere of thought, 
from a passage in his treatise on "The Diversity of the Struc· 
ture of Human Language:· As his brother tells us in the fore
word, Humboldt worked on this treatise "lonesome, near a 
grave" until his death. 

Wilhelm von Humboldt, whose deep dark. insights into the 
nature of language we must never cease to admire, says: 

The o.pplictJtion of an already available phonetic form to the 
internal purposes of language ... may be dermed pouible in 
the middle periods of ltJnptJge development. A people could, 
by inner illumination and favor.~ble external circumnances, 
impart 10 different a form to the language handed down to 
them that it would thereby tum into a wholly other, wbolly new 
language. 

In a later passage we read: 

Without aherin. the language as regards its sounds and even 
less iu fonm and laws, lime-by a growing development of 
ideas, ina-eased capacity for sustained thinking, and a more 
penetrating ~nsibility-will often introduce into language what 
it did not posseu before. Then the old shell is filled with 
a new meaning. the old coinage conveys something different, 
the old laws of S)"lltax arc used to hinr :u a different!,- gradu
ated sequence of ideas. All this is a lasting fruit o( a people's 
liurature, and within literature especially of poetry and phi
loJophy.• 

•Th~ two pasu.gn will he found on pp. 55 and 65 of the Buck S. Raven 
tRII!Iation. The rendering gillen herl' follow1 somewhat more cl~ly tbe 
text cited hy HcidCJFr (Tr.) 
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From where we are now, let us for a moment think 
about what HCSldcrlin askl in bit elegy "Bread and Wine" 
(stanza vi): 

Why are they silent, too, the theatres ancient and hallowed? 
\Vhy not now does the dance celebrate, mnseaate joy? .. 

The word is withheld £rom the former place of the gods' 
appearance, the word as it was once word. How was it then? 
The approach of the god took place in Saying itself. Saying wu 
in itself the allowing to appear of that which the saying ones 
saw because it had already looked at them. That look. brought 
the saying and the hearing ones into the un-6nite intimacy of 
the strife between men and gods. However, That which is yet 
above the gods and men prevailed through this strife-as 
Antigone aaysl 

ou gar ti moi z~w en, ho leruxa.s tade, 

(1.450) 
• Trarnlation by Joan Slarnbaugh . 
.. Frie-drich HCUdedin, PlH!ms and Fragmentr (tr. Michael Hambursn: 

Ann Arllor: Uninni1y of Michipn Prns. 1967). p. 249. 



"It was not Zeus who sent me the message" (but something 
other, that directing need). 

ou 111r li nun gt lrachthts,IZil' 1Ui pote 
u t•uta, lt.oudtis oiden ex hotou' phane. 

(11.456/7) 

"Not uuly u.Klay .and tomonow, but ever and ever it" (ho 
nomos, the directing need) "arises and no one has looked upon 
that place from which it came into radiance." 

The poetic word of this kind remains an enigma. Its saying 
has long since returned to silence. May we dare to think about 
this enigma? We are already doing enough if we allow our
selves to be told the enigma of the word by poetry itself-in a 
poem with the title: 

WORDS 
Wonder or drtam from distant land 
I carried to my country's strand 

And waited till the twilit nom 
Had found the name within her bourn

Then I could grasp it close and strong 
It blooms and shines now the front along. 

Once I returned from h<~ppy sail, 
I had a prize so rich and fn.il, 

She sought for long and tidings told: 
"No like of this these depths enfold." 

And straight it vanished from my hand, 
The treasure never graced my land . 

So I renounced and sadly sec: 
Whe!"c word breaks oft no thing may be. • 

The poem was first published in the 11th and t.ll'lh series of 
"Blatter fUr die Kunst" in 1919 Later (1928) Stefan George 
included it in the last mlume of poems published in his life
time, called Das ,\'eru Reich. 

The poem is structured in se,en stanzas of two lines each. 
The final stanza not only concludes the poem, it opens it up 
•Tr. Peter Hcru. (JS.) 
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at the same time. This is already evident in the fact that only 
the final stanza explicitly says what is in the title: Words. The 
final stanza reads: 

Where word breaks off no thing may be. 

One is tempted to tum the final line into a statement with 
the content: No thing il where the word brea.b off. Where 
something breaks oil, there is a break, a breaking off. To do 
harm to something means to take something away £tom it, to 
let something be lading. "It is lacking" means "it is missing." 
Where the word is missing, there is no thing. 

It is only the word at our disposal which endows the thing 
with Being. 

What are words, that they have such power? 
What are things, that they need words in order to be? 
What does Being mean here, that it appears like an endow

ment which is dedicated to the thing from the word? 
Ques_tions upon questions. These questions do not immedi

ately aroust' our cont~m~.plation in the fint hearing and reading 
of the poem. We are much more likely to be enchanted by the 
fint six stanzas, for they tell of the poet's strangely veiled 
experiences. The final stanza, however, speaks in a more op
pressing way. It forces us to the unrest of thought. Only this 
final stanza makes w hear what, according to the title, is the 
poetic intent of the whole poem: Words. 

Is anything more exciting and more dangerous for the poet 
than his relation to words? Hardly. Is this relation fint created 
hy the poet, or does the word of itself and for itself need poe
try, so that only through this need does the poet become who 
he can be? All of this and much else besides gives food for 
thought and makes w thoughtful. Still, we hesitate to enter 
upon such reflection. For it is now supported only by a single 
verse of the whole poem. What is more, we have changed this 
final verse into a statement. Of course. this act of change did 
not come about through sheer willfulness. Rather, we are al· 
most forced to make the change, as soon as we notice that the 
first line of the final stanza ends with a colon. The colon 
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arousca the expectation that it will be followed by a atatement. 
This ia the aue in the fifth stanza, too. At the end of the fint 
line of that stanza there is also a colon: 

She taught for long and tidinp told: 
"No like of this these deptlu enfold." 

The colon opens something up. What follows speaks, aecn 
grammatically, in the indicative: "No like o£ this ... "Further
more, what the twilit norn says is placed between quotation 
marks. 

The case is different in the final stanza. Here, too, there il a 
colon at the end of the fint line. But what followa the colon 
neither speaks in the indicative, nor are then! quotation marks 
around what is said. What is the difference between the fifth 
and the seventh stanza? In the fifth stanza, the twilit nom 
announces something. The announcement is a kind of atate
ment, a revelation. In contrast, the tone of the final atanza is 
concentrated in the word "renounce." 

Renouncing is not stating, but perhaps after all a Saying. 
Renouncing belongs to the verb to forgive. Accusing. charsing 
il the same word as showing, Greet dei.\nurni, Latin diceu. To 
accuse, to ahow means: to allow to be seen, to bring to appear
ance. This, however, showing and allowing to be teen, is the 
meaning of the old German word sag1m, to say. To accuse, to 
charge someone means: to tell him something attaight to hil 
lace. Accordingly, Saying dominates in forgiving, in renounc· 
ing. How so? Renouncing means: to give up the claim to some
thing. to deny oneself something. Because renouncing is a man· 
ner of Saying, it can be introduced in writing by a colon. Yet 
what followa the colon does not need to be a ltatem.enL The 
colon following the word "renounce" does not disclose some
thing in the srn!lt' of a statement or :110 assertion. Rather, the 
colon discloses renunciation as Saying o( that with which it is 
involved. With what is it involved? Presumably with that 
which renunciation renounces. 

So 1 renounced and ~adly tee: 
Where word break. oft no thing may be. 
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But how? Does the poet unounce the fact that no thing may 
be where the word breaks off? By no means. The poet ilto far 
from renouncing this that he actually assentl to what is aaid. 
Thus the direction in which the colon discloses renunciation 
cannot tell of that which the poet renounces. It must rather 
tell of that with which the poet is im·olved. But renouncins 
indisputably meam: to deny oncsel£ something. Accordingly, 
the 6nal verse must. alter all, tell of what the poet denies him
self. Yes and no. 

How are we to think thW The final verse makes us mare and 
more thoughtful and JU~Uires w to hear it more clearly as a 
whole, but to hear the whole u that stanza which at the same 
time discloses the poem through it& conclusion. 

So I renounced and wily .ee: 
Where word breaks off no thi11g may be. 

The poet hu lean~ed renunciation. To learn means: to 
become knowing. In Latin, knowing is qui vidit, one who has 
seen, has caught sight of 10111ething, and who never again IOSf!l 
sight of what he has caught light of. To learn means: to attain 
to such seeing. To thia belongs our reaching it; namely on the 
way, on a journey. To put oneself on a journey, to experience, 
means to learn. 

On what journeys does the poet attain to his rmunciation? 
Through what land do hiJ journeys lead the traveler? How bat 
the poet experienced renunciation? The finalstanz.a gives the 
directive. 

So I renounc~ and sadly ~; 

How? Just as the preceding six stanzas tell of it. Hue the 
poet is speaking of his land. There he is speaking of his jour· 
neys. The fourth stanza begins: 

One~ I returned from happy sail 

"Once" is used here in the old meaning which signi6n "one 
time." In this meaning, it tells o( a dininctive time, a unique 
experience. The telling of the experience, therefore, does not 
just begin abruptly with the "once." It demarcates itself sharply 
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at the same time (rom all his other journeys, for the last verse 
of the immediately preceding rhird stama tenninates in three 
dots. The same is true of the last verse of the sixth stanza. 
Accordingly, the six stamas which prepare for the seventh, the 
final stanza, are divided by clear signs into two groups of three 
~;tanla!>, twn rri;ub. 

The poet's journeys of which the first triad tells are of a 
different kind from the sole and unique journey to which the 
whole second triad h dedicated. In order to be able to con· 
template the poet's journeys, particularly the unique one which 
allows him to experience renunciation, we must fint consider 
the landscape to which the poet's experiencing btlongs. 

Twice-in the second verse of the first stanza and in the 
second vene of the sixth stanza, that is, at the beginning and at 
the end of the two triads-the poet says "my land." The land is 
his as the assured area of his poetry. What his poetry requires 
are names. Names for what? 

The first verse of the poem gives the answer: 

Wonder or dream from distant land 

Names for what is borne to the poet from the distance as 
something full of wonder or for what \'isits him in dreams, For 
the poet, both of these mean in all assurance what truly con· 
cems him, that which is. Yet he does not want to keep that 
which is to himself, but to portray it. In order to do this, names 
are necessary. They arc words by which what already is and is 
believed to be is made so concrete and full of being that it 
henceforth shines and blooms and thus reigns as the beautiful 
everywhere in the land. The names are words that portray. 
They present what already is to representational thinking. By 
their power o£ portrayal the name5 bear witness to their decisive 
rule over thin~. The poet himself composes in virtue of the 
claim to the names. In order to reach them, he must first in his 
journeys attain to that place where his claim finds the required 
fulfillment. This happens at his country's strand. The strand 
bounds, it arre~ts, limits and circumscribes the poet's secure 
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sojourn. The bourne, the well from which the twilit norn, the 
ancient goddess of fate, draws up the names is at the edge of 
the poet's Iand-or is the edge itself the well? With these names 
she gives the poet those words which he, confidently and sure 
of himseU, awaits as the portrayal of what he believes to be 
that which is. The poet's daim rn rlw rulr of hi11. Saying is 
fulfilled. The Rourishing and shining of his poetry become 
presence. The poet is sure of his word, and just as fully in 
command of it, The last stanza of the first triad begins with the 
decisive "then." 

Then I could graap it full and strooK 
It blooms and shin" nmo.• the frnnr alonl{. 

Let us pay keen attention to the shift in the tenses of the 
verbs in the second verse of this stanza as compared with the 
first. The verbs now speak in the present tense. The rule of 
poetry is completed. h has reached its goal and is perfected. 
No Jack, no doubt disturbs the poet's stlf-assurance. 

Until a wholly different experience strikes him. It is told in 
the second triad which is fanned in exact correspondence to the 
first. The characteristics of this correspondence are these: the 
last stanzas of both triads each bqins with temporal indica
tions-"Then," "And straight." A dash at the end of the second 
verse precedes the "Then." A sign also precedes the "And 
straight"-the quotation mark in the fifth stanza. 

From his unique journey the poet no longer brings "wonder 
or dream from distant land" to his country's strand. After a 
good journey he arrives with a treasure at the source of the 
norn. The treasure's origin remains obscure. The poet ~imply 
holds it in his hand. What lies in his hJnd is neither a dream 
nor something fetched [rom a distance. But the strange precious 
jewel is both "rich and frail." Hence the goddc~~ uf fate: must 
starch long for the jewel's name and must finally take leave of 
the poet with the message: 

''No like of thi~ the~e clepd11 enfold." 

The names held in ttle depths of the well are taken as some-
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thing slumbering which only needs to be awakened in order to 
be wed for the portrayal of things. The names and words are 
like a staple supply coordinated with the things and retro
actively given them for the portrayal. But this source from 
which until now poetic Saying took. ita words-words which as 
names portrayed that which is-this aource no longer bestows 
anything. 

What experience befalls the poet? Only this, thu the name 
never comes for the treasure lying in his hand? Only this, that 
now the treasure must do without its name, but may otherwise 
remain in the poet's hand? No. Something else, something 
disturbing happens. However, neither the absence of the name 
nor the slipping away of the treasure is what is disturbing. 
What is disturbing is the fact that with the absence of the word, 
the treasure disappears. Thus, it is the word which first holds 
the treasure in its presence, indeed fi.rst fetches and brings it 
there and preserves it. Suddenly the word shows a different, a 
higher rule. It is no longer just a name-giving grasp reaching 
for what is present and already portrayed, it is not only a means 
of portraying what lies before w. On the contrary, the word 
fint bestows presenCC!, that is, Being in which things appear as 
beings. 

This different rule of the word gla.aces abruptly at the poet. 
At the &ame time, however, the word which thus rules remains 
absent. HenCC! the treasure slips away. But it by no means 
disintegrates into nothingness. It remains a treasure, although 
the poet may never keep it in his land. 

And straight it vanished from my hand, 
The treasure never graced my land ... 

May we go so far as to think. that the poet's journeys to the 
norn's source have now come to an end? Presumably we may. 
For by this new experience the poet has caught sight of a 
different rule of the word, allhough in a veiled manner. Where 
does this experience take the poet and his previous poetry? 
The poet must relinquish the claim to the assurance that he 
will on demand be supplied with the name for that which he 
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has posited a.s what truly is. This positing and that claim he 
must now deny himself. The poet must renounce having words 
under his control as the portraying names for what is posited. 
As self-denial, renunciation is a Saying which says to i~£: 

Whue word breaks off no thing may be. 

While we were diacwsing the first six stanzas and considering 
what journey allowed the poet to experience his renunciation, 
the renunciation itself has also be<:ome somewhat clearer to 
us. Only somewhat; for much still remains obscure in this 
poem, above all the treasure for which the name is denied. 
This is also the reason why the poet cannot say what this 
treasure is. We have even leu right to conjecture about it than 
he, unless the poem itself were to give us a hint. It does so. We 
perceive it if we lilteD thoughtfully enough. To do so it is 
enougb that we ponder something which must now make us 
most lhoughtful o[ all. 

The insight into the poet's experience with the word, that is, 
the insight into the renunciation he has learned, compels us to 
ask the question: why could the poet not renounce Saying, 
once he had learned renunciation? Why does he tell precisely 
of renunciation? Why does he go .so far as to compose a poem 
with the title ''Words"? Answer: Because this renunciation is a 
genuine renunciation, not just a rejection of Saying, not a mere 
lapse into silence. As self-denial, renunciation remains Saying. 
It thus praerva the Ielation to the word. But bccauiiC: the 
word is shown in a dillerent, higher rule, the relation to the 
word must also undergo a transformation. Saying a11aim to a 
different articulation, a different melos, a different tone. The 
poem iuelf, which tells of renunciation. bears witness to the 
fact that the poet's renunciation is experienced in this sense
by singing of renunciation. For this poem is a ~on g. It belongs 
to the last part of the last volume of poems published by Stefan 
George himself. This last part bears the title "Song,'" and 
begins with the prologue: 

What I uill ponder and what I still frame. 
What I stilllm·e- their features are the ume. 
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Pondering, framing, loving is Saying: a quiet, exuberant 
bow, a jubilant homage, a eulogy, a praise: laudtJre. Laudf!s is 
the Latin name for songs. To recite song is: to sing. Singing is 
the gathering of Saying in song. If we fail to undentand the 
lofty meaning of song as Saying, it becomes the retroactive 
f;l'tting to music of what is spoken and written. 

With Song, with the last poems collected under this title, the 
poet definitively leaves the sphere that earlier was his own. 
Where docs he go? To renunciation, which he has learned. 
This learning was a sudden experience which he bad in that 
instant when the wholly different rule of the word looked at 
him and disturbed the self-assurance of his earlier Saying. 
Something undreamed of, something terrifying stared him in 
the face-that only the word leu a thing be as thing. 

From that moment on, the poet must answer to this mystery 
of the word-the mystery of which he has barely an inkling, and 
which he can only sunnise in his pondering. He can succeed 
only when the poetic word resounds in the tone of the song. 
We can hear this tone with particular darity in one of thl'! 
songs which, without a title, is published for the fint time in 
the last part of the last book of poems (Da.s Neue Reich, p. 1!7)· 

In the stillest peace 
or a musing day 
Suddenly breaks a sight which 
\Vith undreamed tei'Tor 
Troubles the secure soul 

As when on the heigh!S 
The solid stem 
Towers motionless in pride 
And then late a !tonn 
Bends it to the ground: 

As when the sea 
WithshriliSCTeam 
With wild crash 
Once a~~;ain thrusts 
Into the lon~t·abandoned shell. 
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Th~ rhythm of this song is as marvelous u it is dear. It is 

enough to suggest it with a Wort remark. Rhythm, rhusmos, 
does not mean ftux and flowing, but rather (onn. Rhythm is 
what is at rest, what fonns the movement of dance and song, 
and thus leu it rest within itself. Rhythm ~tows rat. In the 
song we just heard, the structure shows itself if we pay heed to 
the one fugue which sings to us, in three forms, io the three 
stanzas: secure soul and sudden sight, stem and storm, sea 
and shell. 

But the strange thiog about this song is a mark which the 
poet sets down, the only mark besides the final period. Even 
stranger is the place where he has put the mark-the colon at 
the end of the Jut line of the middle nanza. This mark, in this 
place, is all the more astonishing because both stanzu, the 
middle and the last one, begin alike with an as that refers back 
to the first .stanza: 

and: 

A1 when on the heights 
The solid stem 

A1 when the ~ea 
With shrill scream 

Both stanzas appear to be arranged in the same way with 
regard to their &equence. But they are not. The colon at the 
end of the middle stanza makes the next and final stama refer 
back explicitly to the first stanza, by including the second 
stanza with the first in its reference. The first stanza speaks of 
the poet disturbed in his security. But )et the .. undreamed 
terror" does not destroy him. But it does bend him to the 
ground as the storm bends the tree, so that he may become 
open for that of which the third ~lama ~i11g~ afu•r thf' npening 
colon. Once again the sea thrusts its unfathomable voice into 
the poet's ears which are called the .. long-abandoned shell"; 
for until now the poet remained without the purely bestowed 
prevalence of the word. Instead, the names required by the 
norn nourished the &elf-assurance of his masterful proclamation. 
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The renunciation thus learned is no mere refusal of a claim, 
but rather the transformation of Saying into the echo of an 
inexpressible Saying whose sound is barely perceptible and 
songlike. Now we should be in a better position to ponder the 
lut stanza so that it may itself speak in such a way that the 
whole poem is gathered up in it. lf we were to suceffd in thi• 
tven to a small degree, we might, at favorable moments, hear 
more clearly the title of the poem Words, and undcntand how 
the final stanza not only concludes the poem, not only reveals 
it, but how it at the same time conceals the mystery of the 
word. 

So I renounced and .adly see: 
Where word hl'nlkl off no thing may be. 

The final stanza speaks of the word io the manner of re
nunciation. Renunciation is in itself a Saying: self-denial ... 
namely denying to oneself the claim to something. Undentood 
in this way, renunciation retains a negative character: "no 
thing," that is, not a thing; "the word breaks off," that is, it is 
Dot available. According to the rule, double negation produces 
an aflirmation. Renunciation says: a thing may ~only where 
the word is granted. Renunciation speaks affinnatively. The 
mere refusal not only does not exhaust the essence of renunci
ation, it does not even contain iL Renunciation does have a 
negative side, but it has a positive side as well. But to talk. 
about sides here is misleading. In so doing we equate what 
denies and what affirms and thus obscure what truly rules in 
Saying. This we must think about above all else. Still more. 
We need to consider what kind of renunciation the final stanza 
means. It is unique in its kind, btcause it isn't related to just 
any possession of just anything. As self-denial, that is, as Saying, 
renunciation concerns the word itself. Renunciation geu the 
relation to the word uuderway toward that which concerns 
every Saying as Saying. We suspect that in this self-denial the 
relation to the word gains a nearly "exttSSive intimacy." The 
enigmatic qualit}· of the final stanza grows beyond us. Nor 
would we want to solve it, that enigmatic quality, but only to 
read, to gather our thoughts about it. 
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At tint we thillk renunciation as denying-oneaelf-aomtthing. 

Grammatically, "011eself'' is in the dath•e caae and refen to the 
poet. What the poet denies himself is in the accwativc cue. It 
is the claim to the representational rule of the word. Mean
while, another characteristic of this renunciation has come to 
ligbL Renunciation commiu iueU to the higher rule of the 
word which fint leta a thing be aa thing. The word makes the 
thing into a thing-it ''betb.inp" lhc thing. We lhould like to 
call thil rule of the word "bethinging" (di~ Bedingnis). Thia 
old word has disappeared from linguistic usage. Goethe still 
knew it. In thil context. however, bcthinging says something 
different &om talking about a condition, which was still 
Goethe's undent&Ddiag of bcthinging. A condition il the 
existent ground for 10111ething that is. The condition gives 
reasone, and it grounds. It aati&&es the principle of suflicient 
reason. But the word does not give reasons for the thing. The 
word allows the thing to presence u thing. We shaH call this 
allowing bcthinpn,. The poet doet not explain what this 
bethinging is. But the poet commits himaelf, that is, his Saying 
to thiJ mystery of tbe word. In 1uch commitment, he who 
renounces denies himself to the claim which be formerly willed. 
The meaning of seU-denial has been trarufonned. The "self' 
is no longer in the dative but the accuaative case, and the claim 
is no longer in the accusative but the dative case. The poet's 
own transformation il concealed in the tranlformation of the 
grammatical meaning of the phraae "'to deny the claim to one
self' into "to deny oneself to the claim." He has allowed 
hinuel£-that is, such Saying u will still be possible for him in 
the future-to be brought face to face with the word's mystery, 
the be-thinging of the thing in the word. 

However, even in this transformed self-denial, the negative 
character of renunC"iation still maimains the upper hand. Yet it 
became clearer and dearer that the poet's renunciation is in no 
way a negation, but rather an affirmation. ~lf~enial-which 
appean to be only refusal and self-withdrawal-is in truth 
nondenial of self: to the mystery of the word. Tbil nondenial 
of self can speak in this way only, that it says: "may there be." 
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From now on may the word be: the bethinging of the thing. 
This "may there be" lets be the relation of word and thing, 
what and how it really i.J. Without the word, no thing is. In the 
"may there be," renunciation commits itself to the "is." Hence 
no retroactive transformation of the final verse into a state
ment is needed in order to make the "is" appear. "May there 
be" extends to us the "is" in a veiled and therefore purer 
fashion. 

Where word breaks off no thing may be. 

In this nondenial of self, renunciation says itself aa that kind 
of Saying whkh owe1o it.5elf wholly to the myuery of the word. 
In nondenial of sel£, renunciation is an owing of self. Here is 
the abode of renunciation. Renunciation owes thank.s-it is a 
thanking. It is not mere refusal, still less a loss. 

But why, then, is the poet sad? 

So I renounced and !oadly :.ee; 

Is it renunciation that makes him sad? Or did sadness come 
over him only when he learned renunciation? In the latter 
case, the sadness which recently burdened his spirit could have 
disappeared again as soon as he had embraced renunciation as 
a thanlt!: for owing oneself as thanking is attuned to joy. The 
tone of joy is heard in another song. That poem, too, is without 
a title. But it bears such a strangely unique mark that we are 
compelled to listen to it in virtue of its inner kinship to the 
song Words (Dtl.S N~u.e Reich, p. 125). It reads: 

What boJd.cas,· nep 
Walks through the innermost realm 
Of gr<~ndame's faif1tale garden? 

What rousing call does lhe bugler's 
Silver horn cast in the lllngle 
Of the Saying's deep slumber? 



What aettel breath 
Of melancholy just fl.ed 
Ntatlea into the .soul? 
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Stefan George is in the habit of writing all words with small 
initials• except those at the beginning of the lines. But in this 
poem there is a single capitalized word, almost at the center of 
the poem at the end of the middle stanza. The word is: Saying. 
The poet could have chc:J~en this word for the poem's title, with 
the hidden allusion that Saying, as the tale of the fairy tale 
garden, tells of the origin of the word. 

The first stanza sings of the step as the journey through the 
realm of Saying. The second stanza sings of the call that 
awakens Saying. The third stanza ~ings of the breGth that 
nestles into the soul. Step (that is, way) and call and breath 
hover around the rule of the word. Its mystery has not only 
disturbed the soul that formerly was secure. It has also taken 
away the soul's melancholy which threatened to drag it down. 
Thus, sadness has vanished from the poet's relation to the 
word. This sadnii!M concerned only his learning of renunci· 
ation. All this would be true if sadness were the mere opposite 
to joy, if melancholy and sadness were identical. 

But the more joyful the joy, the more pure the sadness 
slumbering within it. The deeper the sadness, the more sum
moning the joy resting within it. Sadness and joy play into 
each other, The play itself which attunes the two by letting 
the remote be near and the near be remote is pain. This is why 
both, highest joy and dee~st sadness, are painful each in its 
way. But pain so touches the spirit of mortals that the spirit 
receives its gravity from pain. That gra\'ity keeps mortals with 
all their wavering at rest in their being. The spirit which 
answers to pain. the spirit attuned by pain and to pain, is 
melancholy. It can depress the spirit, but it can also lose iu 
burdensomeness and let its "secret breath" nestle into the soul, 
bestow upon it the jewel which arrays it in the precious rela
tion to the word, and with this raiment shelters it. 

This, presumably, is what the third stama of our last poem 

•tn sumtard German. all nuun~ an• api~aliz~. (Tr.) 
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has in mind. With the secret breath of melancholy jwt Bed, 
sadness penneates renunciation itself; for sadness belongs to 
renunciation i£ we think renunciation in its innermost gravity. 
That gravity is the nondenial of sel£ to the mystery o£ the 
word, to the fact that the word is the bethinging o£ the thing. 
~ mystery, the word remains remote. & a mystery that is 

experienced, the remoteness is near. The perdurance of this 
remoteness o£ such nearness il the nondenial of self to the 
word's mystery. There is no word for this mystery, that is, no 
Saying which could bring the being of language to language. 

The trcasurt which never graced the poet's land is the 
word for the being of language. The word's rule and sojourn, 
abruptly caught sight of, its pretencing, would lik.e to enter its 
own word. But the word for the being of the word is not 
granted. 

What i£ this, the word for the prcsencing of language, were 
alone the treasure which, close to the poet since it lies in his 
hand, still vanishes and yet, having vanished, never having 
been captured, still remains what is most remote in the nearest 
nearness? In this nearness, the treasure is mysteriously familiar 
to the poet, otherwise he could not sing of it as "rich and 
frail." 

Rich means: capable of bestowing, capable of offering, of 
allowing to attain and reach. But this is the word's essential 
richness that in Saying, that is, in showing, it brings the thing 
as thing to radiance. 

Frail means according to the old verb zareon the same as: 
familiar, giving joy, saving. Saving is an offering and a releas
ing, but without will and force, without addiction and 
dominance. 

The treasure rich and frail is the word's hidden essence 
(verbal) which, invisibly in its Saying and even already in what 
is unsaid, extends to us the thing as thing. 

His renunciation having pledged itself to the word's mystery, 
the poet retains the treasure in remembrance by renundation. 
In this way, the treasure becomes that which the poet-he who 
says-pre£ers above all else and reveres above everything else. 
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The ueasure becomes what is truly worthy of the poet's 
thought. For what could be more worthy of thought (or the 
saying one than the word's being veiling itself, than the fading 
word for the word? 

If we listen to the poem as a song in harmony with kindred 
songs, we then let the poet tell us, and let ounelve~ be told 
together with him, what is wonhy of the thinking of poetic 
being. 

To let ounelve. be told what is worthy of thinking means
to think. 

While listening to lhe poem, we are pondering poetry. This 
is how malting poetry and thinking are. 

What at tint looks like the title of a thesis-malting poetry 
and thinking-turns out to be the inscription in which our 
destined human existence has ever betn inscribed. The inscrip
tion records that poetry and thinking belong together. Their 
coming together hal come about long ago. As we think back to 
that origin, we come face to face with what is primevally 
worthy of thought, and which we can never ponder tuRiciently. 
It is the same element worthy o( thought that glanced abruptly 
at the poet and to which he did not deny himself when he said: 

Where ~-ord breab oil no thins may be. 

The word's rule springs to light as that which makes the 
thing be a thing. 'lbe word begins to shine as the gathering 
which llrst brings what presences to its presence. 

1' The oldest word (or the rule of the word thus thought, for 
Saying, is logos: Saying which, in showing, lets beings appear 
in their "it is." 

The same J'ord, however, the word for Saying, is also the 
word for Being, that is, for the presencing of beings. Saying and 
Being, word and thing. belong to each other in a veiled way, 
a way which has hardly been thought and is not to be thought 
out to the end. ', 

All n.sential Saying hearkens bad. to this veiled mutual 
belonging of Saying and Being, word and thing. Both poetry 
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and thinking are distinctive Saying in that they remain deliv
ered over to the mystery of the word as that which is most 
worthy of their thinking, and thw ever structured in their 
kinship. 

In order that we may in our thinking fittingly foUow and 
lead this element worthy of thought as it gives itself to poetry, 
we abandon everything which we have now said to oblivion. 
We listen to the poem. We grow still more thoughtful now 
regarding the possibility that the more simply lbe poem sings 
in the mode of song, the more readily our hearing may en. 
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LANGUAGE IN THE POEM 
A Discussion on Georg Traltl'a Poetic Work 

We we the word "discus~" here to mean, lint, to 
point out the proper place or site of something, to situate it, 
and second, to heed that place or site. The placing and the 
heeding are both preliminaries of discussion. And yet it will 
require all our daring to tale no more than these preliminary 
Step!l in what follows. Our discussion, as befits a thinking way, 
ends in a question. That question asks for the location of the 
site. 

Our discussion speaks of Georg Traltl only in that it thinks 
about the site of his poetic work. To an age whose historical, 
biographical, paychoanalytical, and sociological imerest is 
focused on bare expression, such a procedure must seem 
patently one-sided, il not wayward. Discu~ion give;, thought 
to the aite. 

Originally the word "site" suggests a place in which every
thing comes together, is concentrated. The site gathen unto 
itself, supremely and in the extreme. Its gathering power pene
trates and pervadrs everything. The site, the gathering power, 
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gathers in and preserves all it has gathered, not like an encap
sulating shell but rather by penetrating with its light all it bas 
gathered, and only thus releasing it into its own nature. 

Our task now is to discuss the site that gathers Georg Trak.l's 
poetic Saying into his poetic work-to situate the site of 
Trakl's work. 

Every great poet creates his poetry out of one single poetic 
statement only. The measure of his greatness is the extent to 
which he becomes so committed to that singleness that he is 
able to keep his poetic Saying wholly within it. 

The poet's statement remains unspoken. None of his indi
vidual poems, nor their totality, says it all. Nonetheless, every 
poem speaks from the whole of the one single statement, and 
in each instance says that statement. From the site of the state
ment there rises the wave that in each instance moves his 
Saying as poetic saying. But that wave, far from leaving the 
site behind, in its rise causes all tbe movement of Saying to 
Row back to its ever more hidden source. The site of the poetic 
statement, source of the movement-giving wave, holds within 
it the hidden nature of what, from a metaphysical-aesthetic 
point of view, may at fi.rst appear to be rhythm. 

Since the poet's sole statement always remains in the realm 
of the unspoken, we can discuss its site only by trying to poi..at 
to it by means of what the individual poems speak.. But to do 
so, each poem will itself be in need of clarification. Clarifi.cation 
is what brings to its first appearance that purity which 
shimmers in everything said poetically. 

It is easy to see that any right clarification itself already 
presupposes discussion. The individual poems derive their 
light and sound only from the poetic site. Conversely, the 
discussion of the poetic statement must fi1st pass through the 
prccunory clarification o£ indi\·idual poems. 

All thinking dialogue with a poet's poetic statement stays 
within this reciprocity between discussion and darifi.cation. 

Only a poetic dialogue with a poet's poetic statement is a 
true dialogue-the poetic conversation between poets. But it 
is also possible, and at times indeed necessary, that there be a 
dialogue between thinlring and poetry, for this reason: because 
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a distinctive. though in each case different, relation to language 
is proper to them both. 

The dialogue of thinking with poetry aims to call forth the 
nature of langua~. so that mortals may learn again to live 
within langua~. 

The dialogue of thinking with poetry is long. It has barely 
begun. With respect to Trakl's poetic statement, the dialogue 
requires particular reserve. A thinking dialogue with poetry 
can sene the poetic statement only indirectly. Thus it is always 
in danger of interferin& with the saying of the statement. 
instead of allowing it to sing from within its own inner peace. 

The discussion of the poetic statement is a thinking dialogue 
with poetry. It neither expounds a poet's outlook on the world, 
nor does it take inventory of his workshop. Above all, the 
discussion of the poetic statement can never be a substitute for 
or even guide to our listening to the poem. Thinking discussion 
can at best make our listening thought-provoking and, under 
the most favorable circumstances, more reftective. 

With these reservations in mind, we shall try first to point 
to the site of the unspoken statement. To do so we must start 
with the spoken poenu. The question still is: with which 
poems? The fact that every one of Trak.l's poems poinu, with 
equal steadiness though not unifonnly, to the statement's one 
site, is evidence of the unique hannony of all his pot"ms in the 
single key of his statement. 

But the attempt we shall now make to point out the site of 
his statement must make do with just a few selected stanzas, 
lines, and phrases. Our selection will inevitably seem arbitrary. 
However, it is prompted by our purpose to bring our con
sideration at once to the site of the statement, almost as if by a 
sudden leap of insight. 

One of Trakl's poems says: 

Something stnnge is the soul on the earth. 

Before we know what we are doing, \\'e find ourselves 
through this sentence involved in a common notion. That 
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notion prcsenta the earth to us as earthly in the sense of 
transitory. The soul, by contrast, is regarded aa imperishable, 
supraternstcial. Beginning with Plato's doctrine, the soul is 
pan of the suprasensuous. If it appcan within the sensible 
world, it does so only as a castaway. Here on earth the aoul 
is miscast. It does not belong on earth. H~. the soul is some
thing strange. The body is the soul's prison, if nothing wane. 
The aoul, then, apparently has nothing else to look forward 
to ex~pt to leave as soon as pouible the sensuous rtalm which, 
~n in Platonic terms, has no true being and is merely decay. 

And yet-how remarkable: the sentence 

Somelhing 1trange is the soul on the eanh. 

speab from within a poem entitled "Springtime of the Soul" 
{Lf2).• And there is in that poem not one word about a supra· 
terrestrial home of the immortal soul. The matter givea w food 
for thought; we will do well to pay heed to the poet's langua~. 
The soul: "something strange." Trakl frequently uses the same 
construction in oth@r poems: ".omething mortal" (51), "some
thing dark" (71, 164, 170, 187), "something solitary" (71), 
"something spent" (9.5), "something sick" (ury, 165), "some
thing human" (1o8), "something pale" (1,!1), "something dead" 
(165), "something silent" (188). Apart from its varying content, 
this construction does not always carry the same sense. Some
thing "solitary," "something strange" could mean a singular 
something that in the given case U "solitary," or by chance is 
in a special and limited sense "strange." "Something strange" 
o£ that son can be daui6.ed as belonging to the order of the 
mange in general, and can thw be disposed of. So understood, 
the soul would be merely one instance of strangeness among 
many. 

But what does "strange" mean~ By str.mge we usually under
stand something that is not familiar, docs not appeal to us-

• The numbers In paiCTithnca arc the pap raumbcn lD tbe volume Georg 
Tnkl, Die Dithtungtt~, published by Ouo MOlin V«llf. Sal~burg, twelfth 
edition (no date). They diller from thOle dtcd in HcldCJFI"'• published 
teal, whkh rdftt to ara earlier edition. (Tr.) 
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10mething that is rather a burden and an unease. But the 
word we are using-the Gennan "fremd," the Old High Cer· 
man "/rt~m"-really means: forward to somewhere elae, under
way toward ... , onward to the encounter with what is kept in 
store for it. The straDF goes fonh, ahead. But it does not roam 
aimlessly, without any kind of determination. The strange 
element goes in its search toward the site when: it may stay in 
its wandering. Almost unknown to itself, the "strange" is 
already following the call that calls it on the way into iu own. 

The poet calla the IOUI "something strange on the earth." 
The earth is that very place which the soul's wandering could 
not reach so far. The soul only seds the earth; it does not 
Ree &om it. This fulfilb the soul'• Ming: in her wandering 
to seck. the earth 10 that lbe may p>eticaUy build and dwell 
upon it, and thus may be able to save the eanh as earth. The 
soul, then, is not by any means fint of all soul, and then, 
besides and for whatever reuon, aho a 1trangtt who docs not 
belong on earth. 

01\ the contrary, the tcntence: 

Something 1trAD£C it the 10ul on the earth 

gives a name to the essential being of what ia called soul. 
The sentence doe~ not predicate something about the soul 
whose nature i1 already known, as though the point were 
merely to make the 11Upplemcntary statement that the soul 
had suffered the unfitting and thus 1trange accident of finding 
neither refuge nor response on canh. The soul, on the con· 
trary, qtuJ soul is fundamentally, by its nature, "something 
strange on the earth." Thus it is alwa)s underway, and in its 
wandering folloW! where its nature draw~ it. We, meanwhile, 
arc pressed by this question: whither has thia "something 
strange," in the sense jwt made dear, been called to tum iu 
steps? A stanza from the third part o£ the poem "Sebastian 
in Drum" (99) gives the answer: 

0 how 1till iJ a walk down the blue river's bank 
To ponder forgotten things, when in leafy boup. 
The thru&h. called to a strange thing to go under. 
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The soul is called to go under. Then it is so after all: the 
soul is to end iu eanhly journey and leave the earth behind! 
Nothing of the sort is said in the vet~ just quoted. And 
yet they speak oE "going under." Certainly. But the going 
under of which these verses speak is neither a catastrophe, 
nor is it a men: withering away in decay. Whatever goes under, 
going down the blue river, 

Goet down in pta« and ailence. 
(TrtJnsfigured Autumn, ~0) 

Into what peace does it go? The peace of the dead? But of 
which dead? And into what silence? 

Something &trange i1 the 10ul on the earth. 

The stanza in which this sentence belongs continues: 

... Ghostly the twilight dwk 
Bluing above the mishewn forest ... 

Earlier, the sun is mentioned. The stranger's footfall goes 
away into the dusk. "Dusk" means, first, darkness falling. 
"Dusk bluing." Is the sunny day's blueness darkening? Does 
it fade in the evening to give way to night? But dusk is not 
a mere sinking of the day, the dissolution of its brightness 
in the gloom of night. Dusk, anyway, does not necessarily 
mean the twilight of the end. The morning. too, has it! 
twilight. The day ri~ in twilight. Twilight, then, is also 
a rising. Twilight dusk blues uver the "mishewn," tangled, 
withered forest. The night's blueness ri~. in the evening. 

The twilight dusk. blues "ghostly." This "ghostliness" is 
what marlu the dusk. We must give thought to what this 
oft-named "ghosdiness" means. The twilight dusk is the sun's 
descending coune. That implies: twilight dusk. is the decline 
both of the day and o£ the year. The last stanza of a poem 
called "Summer's End" (163) sing~: 

So quiet has the green summer grown 
And through the silvery night 1here rings 
The foodall of the stranger. 
Would that the blue wild game were to recall his paths, 



The music of hia ghostly yean! 

These words, "so quiet," recur in Tralc.l's poetry again and 
again. One might think. that "quiet" means at most a barely 
audible sound, So understood, what was said refers to our 
perception. However, "quiet" means slow, slowly fading 
away. Quif't is what slips away. Summer slips away into 
autumn, the evening of the year . 

. . . lhroup the tilvery night there rings 
the footfall of the ttranger. 

Who is this stranger? Whose paths are they that a "blue 
wild game" is to recall? To recall means to "ponder forgotten 
things," 

... when in leafy bougha 
The thllllh called to a strange thing to go under. 

In what sense is the "blue wild game" (d. 7!1• 139) to recall 
what is going under? Does the wild game receive its blue from 
the "blueness" of the "ghostly twilight dwk." which rises as 
night? The night is dark, to be sure. But darkness is not 
necessarily gloom. In another poem ( 1.5.5) night is apostro
phized with these words: 

0 gentle com flower shea( of night. 

Night is a cornHower shea£, a gentle sheaf. So, too, the 
blue g-dme is called "shy game" (g8), the "gentle animal" (91). 
The sheaf of blueness gathers the depth of the holy in the 
depths of its bond. The holy shines out of the blueness, even 
while veiling itself in the dark. of that blueness. The holy 
withholds in withdrawing. The holy bestows its arrival by 
resen-ing itself in its withholding withdrawal. Clarity sheltered 
in the dark is blueness. "Clear" ori~otinally means clear sound, 
the sound that calls out of the shelter of stillne!iS, and so 
becomes clear. Bluenos resounds in its clarity, ringing. In its 
resounding clarity shines the blue's darkness. 

The stranger's foolfalls sound through the silvery gleam 
and ringing of night. Another poem (g8) says: 
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And in holy blueness shining footfalls ring forth. 

Elsewhere it is said of blueness (104): 

... the holiness of blue Rowen .. moves the beholder. 

Another poem says (79): 

... AniiiUII face 
Frcnes with blueness, with its holineu. 

Blue is not an image to indicate the sense of the holy. Blue
ness itself is the holy, in virtue of iu gathering depth which 
shines forth only as it veils itself. Face to face with blueness, 
brought up short by sheer blueness, the animal face freezes and 
transfonns itself into the countenance o£ the wild game. 

The frozen rigor of the animal face is not the rigor of the 
dead. As it freezes, the startled animal face contracts. Ju 
gaze gathers so that, checking its course, it may look toward 
the holy, into the "mirror of truth" (79). To look. means 
here to enter into silence. 

Mighty the power of silence in the roc;k 

runs the next line. The rock is the mountain sheltering 
pain. The stones gather within their stony shelter the sooth
ing power, pain stilling us toward usential being. Pain is still 
""with blueness." Face to face with blueness, the wild game's 
face retracu into gentleness. Gentleness transmutes discord 
by absorbing the wounding and Karing wildneu into a~ 
peued pain. 

Who is this blue wild game to whom the poet calls out that 
it recall the stranger? Is it an animal? No doubt. b it just an 
animal? No. For it is called on to recall, to think. Its (ace is 
to look our (or ... , and to look on the stranger. The blue 
game is an animal whose animality presumably does not con· 
sist in its animal nature, but in that thoughtfully recalling 
look (or which the poet calls. This animality is still (ar away, 
and barely to be seen. The animality of the animal here 
intended thus vacillates in the indefinite. It has not yet been 
gathered up into its essential being. This animal-the thin ... 
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ing animal, animal rationale, man-is, as Nietz:sche said, not 
yet determined. 

This statement does not mean at all that man has not yet 
been "confirmed" as a factum. On the contrary, he U all too 
firmly confirmed as a factum. The word meam: this animal's 
animality has not yet been gathe~ up onto firm ground, 
that is to say, has not been gathered "home," into iu own, 
the home of iu veiled being. This definition is what Western
European metaphyaics baa been struggling to achieve ever 
since Plato. It may be struggling in vain. It may be that ill 
way into the "underway'' is still blocked. This animal not 
yet determined in ita nature is modem man. 

By the poetic name "blue wild game" Trakl evoket that 
human nature whoee countenance, whose countering glance, 
is sighted by the nigbt'a blueness, as it is thinking of the 
stran~r'• footfalls and thua ia illumined by the holy. The 
name ''blue game" names monals who would think of the 
stran~r and wander with him to the native home of human 
being. 

Who are they that bepn such a journey? Presumably they 
are few, and unknown, since what is of the essence comes to 
pau in quiet, and auddmly. and rarely. The poet speaks of 
such w.J.nderen in the second stanza of his poem 'Wintrr 
Evening" (uo) which begins: 

Many a man in hit wanderin~t~ 
Comes to the gate by darksome paths. 

The blue game, where and when it is in being, has left the 
previous form of man's nature behind. P~vious man decays 
in that he loses his being, which is to say, decays. 

Trakl calls one of his poems "Seven-Song of Death." Seven 
i11. the hnly number. The song sings of the holiness of death. 
Death is not understood here vaguely, broadly, as the conclu
sion of earthly life. "Death" here means poetically the "going 
down" to which "something strange" is being called. This is 
why the "something suange" that is being called is a1so ~fc:rnd 
to as "something dead'' (1!4). Iu death is not decay, but that 
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it l~aves behind the form of man which has decayed. Accord· 
ingly, the second stanza from the end of "Seven-Song of Death" 
(134) says: 

0 man's de{()mpoM:d fonn: joined of cold metals, 
Night and tt"rror of sunken forests, 
And the animal's searing wilo:ln.-u: 
WindleM lull of the soul. 

Man's decomposed form is abandoned to searing torture and 
pricking thorns. Blueness d~ not irradiate its wildness. The 
K»Ul of this human form is not fanned by the wind of the holy. 
And so, it has no course. The wind itself, God's wind, thw 
~main~ solitary. A poem speaking of blue wild game-which, 
however, can as yet barely extricate themselves from the 
"thicket of thorns''-closes with the lines (93): 

There always sings 
Upon black walls God's solitary wind. 

"Always" means: as long as the year and its solar course 
remain in the gloom of winter and no one thinks of the path 
on which the stranger with "ringing footfalls" walks through 
the night. The night is itself only the sheltering veiling of the 
sun's course. "\Valle.," i~nai, is the lndogermanic ier, the year. 

Would that the blue wild game were 10 recall his p~ths, 

The music of h1s ghostly years! 

The year's ghostliness is defined by the ghostly twilight of 
the night. 

0 how earnest till' h~·;t<imhim· face n( the twilight. 
(JVayfaring,96) 

The ghoslly twilight is of so essential a nature that the poet 
gave to one of his poems the specific title "Ghostly Twilight" 
(•!P)· In that poem, too, wild game is met, but this game is 
dark. Its wildness, moreover. is drawing toward total darkness, 
.and inclining toward the silent blue. Meanwhile, the poet him· 
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self, on "black. cloud," travels over "the nighting pond, the 
starry sky." 

The poem goes: 
Ghostly Twilight 

Still at the forest's edge mcet.s 
Dark wild game: 
On the hill, ~ning brec2e soh!} expires, 

Blackbird's plaint falls silent, 
And the gentle Rutc. of autumn 
Hush in the rushes. 

On black. cloud, you 
Drunk with poppy uavel 
The nighting pond, 

Thestarrylky. 
Always the sister's lunar voice 
Sounds through the ghostly night. 

The uarry sky is portrayed in the poetic image of the night· 
ing pond. Such would be our usual notion. But the night sky. 
in the truth of its nature, is this pond. By contrast, what we 
otherwise call night remains rather a mere image, the pale 
and empty counterfeit of night's nature. The pond and the 
pond's mirror recur often in the poet's work. The waters, 
which are sometimes black and sometimes blue, show to man 
his own countenance, his countering glance. But in the nighting 
pond of the starry sky there appears the twilight blue o{ the 
ghostly night. Its glance is cool. 

The cool light issues from the shining of Dame Moon 
(selanna). All around her radiance, as the ancient Greek 
venes tell us, the stan turn pale and e\·en cool. All things 
become "lunar." The stranger going 1hrough the night is called 
"the lunar one" (1 tR). The sister'<; lunar voice forever ringing 
through the night is heard by the brother who, in his boat that 
is still "black" and barely illumined by the stranger's golden 
radiancc-, tries to follow the stranger's nocturnal course upon 
the pond. 

When mortals follow aher the "something strange," that is 
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to say, after the stranger who is Cillled to go under, they them
selves enter strangeness, they themseiYes b«ome strangen and 
solitary. 

Only through its course on the night's starry pond-which is 
the sky above the earth-does the soul experience the earth in 
its "cool sap" (no). The soul slips away into the evening blue 
of the ghostly year. It b&omes the ''autumnal soul" and as such 
the "blue soul." 

The few stanzas and Jines noted here point into the ghostly 
twilight, lead onto the stranger's path, and indicate the kind 
and the course of those who, recalling him, follow him to go 
under. At the time of "Summer's Decline," the strangeness 
in his wandering becomes autumnal and dark. 

One of Trakl's poems which he entitled "Autumnal Soul" 
sings in the second stanza from the end ( 118) : 

Fi~h and game soon jtlide away. 
Soon blue soul and long dark journey 
Paned us (rom loved ones, othm. 
Evening chang~s ima~;c:, sc:mc:. 

The wanderen who follow the stranger soon 6nd themselves 
parted "from loved ones" who to them are "othen." The others 
-that is the cast of the decompcsed form of man. 

A human cast, cast in one mold and cast away into this cast, 
is called a kin, of a kind, a generation. The word refen to man
kind as a whole as well as to kinship in the sense of race, tribe, 
family-all of these in turn cast in the duality of the sexes. The 
cast of man's "decomposed fonn" i\ what the poet calls the 
"decomposing" kind (129). It is the generation that has been 
removed from its kind of essential being, and this is why it is 
the "unsettled" kind (156). 

What cur&e has struck this humankind~ The curse o£ thf' 
decomposing kind is that the old human kinship has been 
struck apart by discord among sexes, tribes and races. Each 
strives to escape from that discord into the unleashed turmoil 
of the always isolated and sheer wildness of the wild game. Not 
duality as such, the discord is the curse. Out of the turmoil of 
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blind wildness it carries each kind into an irreconcilable split, 
and so casu it into unbridled isolation. The "fragmented kind," 
so cleft in two, can on its own no long~r find its proper cast. 
Its proper cast is only with that kind whose duality leaves 
discord behind and leads the way, as "something strange," into 
the gentleness of simple twofoldness followinK in the stranger's 
foouteps. 

With respect to that stranger, all the progeny of the decom
posing kind remain the othen. Even so, love and reverence 
are attached to them. But the dark journey in the stranger's 
train brings them into the blue of his night. The wandering 
soul becomes the "blue soul." 

But at the same time the soul is also set apart. Where to? To 
where the stranger walks, who at times is poetically ca1led only 
"he yonder." "He yonder," the stranger, is the other one to the 
othen, to the decomposing kind. He is the one who has been 
called away from othen. The stranger is he who is apart. 

Whither is such a being directed which itself assumes the 
nature of the strange. that it must wander ahf'ad? In what 
direction is a strange thing called? It is called to go under-to 
lose itself in the ghostly twilight of the blue, to incline with the 
decline toward the ghostly year. While this decline must pass 
through the destructiveness of approaching winter, through 
November, to lose itself yet does not mean that it crumbles 
into a shambles and is annihilated. On the contrary, to lose 
oneself means literally to loosen one's bonds and slowly slip 
away. He who loses him&elf does of course disappear ia the 
November destruction, but he does not slip into it. He slips 
through it, away into the blue's ghostly twilight "at vespen," 
toward evening. 

At vcspcn the stranger lose~ him.!Clf in 
black. Nol·ember dcnruninn, 

Under rouing bran{hcs. along the leprous walls, 
Where 1he holy brother had gone belore. 
Lon in 1he soh lyre musk o( his madne!-5. 

(Hdian,81) 
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Evening is lhe decline o£ the days of the ghostly year. 
Evening consummates a change. Evening which inclines to the 
ghostly gives w other things to contemplate and to ponder. 

The luminous appearances of whose aspccu (images) the 
pocu have their say appear differently in the light o£ this 
evening. The essential reality that thinltcn tl')' to grasp in 
thought speaks other words with the onset of this evening. 
From another sense and another image, evening transmutes 
all saying of poetry and thinking. and their dialogue. But 
evening can do so only because it, too, changes. Day goes 
through evening into a decline that is not an end, but simply 
an inclination to make ready that descent by which the 
stranger goes under into the beginning of his wandering. 
Evening changes its own image and its own sense. This change 
conceals a departure from the traditional order of days and 

But whither does evening accompany the blue soul's dark 
wandering? To the place where everything bas come together 
in another way. where everything i1 1heltercd and preserved 
for an other ascent. 

The stanzas and lines quoted so far bring us to a gathering, 
that is to say, they bring us to a site. 0£ what kind is this 
site? \Vhat shall we name it? Surely the name must fit the 
poet's language. All that Georg Trakl's poetry says remains 
gathettd and focused on the wandering stranger. He is, and 
is called, "he who is apart" (ajo). Through him and around 
him Trakl's poetic saying is tuned to one unique song. And 
since this poet's poems are gathered into the song of him who 
is apart, we shall call the site of Trakl's poetic work apartness. 

And now, by a second step, our discussion must try to gain a 
clearer view of this site which so far has only been pointed out. 

II 

Is it possible to bring aparmess itself before our mind's 
eye, to contemplate it as the poem's site? If at all, it can be 
done only if we now follow the stranger's path with dearer 
eyes, and ask: Who is the departed one? What is the land· 
scape of his paths? 
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His paths run through the blue of night. The light that 

gives his steps their radiance is cool. The closing words of a 
poem devoted specificaUy to the "departed one" speak of "the 
lunar paths of the departed" (171). To us, depaned also means 
deceased. But into what kind of death has the strangft" died? 
In his poem "Psalm" (57), Trakl says: 

The madman h:u died 

The next stanza says: 

They bury lh~ stranger. 

In the ''Seven-Song of Death" he il called the "white stranger." 
The last stanza o( "Psalm" ends with this line: 

In hit gnve the white magician playt wilh his anakn. 

The dead one lives in his grave. He lives in his chamber, so 
quietly and lost in thought that he plays with his snakes. They 
cannot harm him. They have not been strangled, but their 
malice has been transformed. In the poem "The Accursed" 
( 1 llf), on the other hand, we find: 

A nest of scarlet-colored tnakee rcan up 
Lazily in her churned-up lap. 

(Compare 155 and 157) 
The dead one is the madman. Docs the word mean some

one who is mentally ill? Madness here does not mean a mind 
filled with een&eless delusions. The madman's mind tenses
senses in fact as no one else does. Even so, he does not have 
the sense of the others. He is of another mind. The departed 
one is a man apart, a madman, because he has taken his way in 
another direction. From that other direction, his madness 
may be called "gentle," for his mind pursues a greater still
ness. A poem that refers to the stranger simply as "he yonder," 
the other one, sings: 

But the other docended the stone ueps of the 
MBncluberg, 

A blue smile on his face and urangdy ensheathed 
In his quieter childhood and died. 

This poem is called "To One who Died Young" (129). The 
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departed died away early. That is why he is "the tender 
corpse" (gg, 139, etc.), shrouded in that childhood which pre
serves in greater stillness aU the burning and searing of the 
wilderness. He who died early thus appears as the "dark sha~ 
of coolness." This shape also appear: in the poem entitled 
"On the MOnch~bcrg" (107): 

The dark shape of coolnes.s e~·er follows the 
wanderer 

Over 1he footbridge of bone, and the boy's hyacinth 
voice, 

Softly red1ing the forest's forxouen les;end .•. 

The "dark shape of coolness" does not follow behind the 
wanderer. It walks before him, because the boy's blue voice 
retrieves something forgotten and fore-tells it. 

Who is this boy that died away early? Who is this boy to 
whom it is said 

.. sohly your forehead bleeds 
Ancient legends 
And dnlr. <\Ug\11")' of the Hight of binb? (91) 

Who is he who has crossed over the bridge ol bone? The poet 
calls to him with the words: 

0 Elis, how long you ha\·c been dead. 

Elis is the stranger called to go under. He is in no way a 
figure by which Trakl means to represent himself. Elis is as 
essentially diHerent from the poet Trakl as Zarathustra's figure 
is lrom the thinker Niet1.sche. But both figures are alike in 
that their nature and their journey begins with a descent. 
Elis goes down into the primel'al earliness that is older than 
the aged, decomposing kind of man, older because it is more 
mindful, more mindful h<'<au!.e it is more still, more still 
because it has itself a greater power to still. 

The boyishnes~ in the figure of the boy Elis does not consist 
in the opposite of girlishness. His boyishness is the appearance 
of his stiller childhood. That childhood shelters and stores 
within it the gentle two-fold of sex, the youth and the "golden 
figure ol the maiden" (172). 
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Elis is not a dead who decays and cecues to be in the late

ness of a spent life. Elis is the dead whose being moves away 
into earliness. This stranger unfolds human nature forward 
into the beginning of what is yet to be borne. This unborn 
element in the nature of mortals, which is quieter and hence 
more stilling, is what the poet calls the unborn. 

The stranger who has died away into earlineu is the unborn 
one. The terms "something unborn" and "something strange" 
say the same. In the poem ''Bright Spring" (21) there is this 
line: 

And the unborn tends to its own peace. 

It guards and watches over the stiller childhood for the co111ing 
awakening of mankind. Thus at rest, the early dead lives. The 
departed one is not dead in the sense of being spent. On the 
contrary. The departed looks forward into the blue of the 
ghostly night. The white eyelids that protect his vision gleam 
with the bridal adornment (133) that promises the gentler 
two-fold of humankind. 

Silent the myrtle blooms over his dead white eyelids. 

This line belongs in the same poem that says: 

Something str.mge is the soul on 1he earth. 

The two sentences stand close to each other. The "dead" is the 
departed, the stranger, the unborn. 

But still the "path of the unborn" leads "past gloomy towns, 
past lonely !Ummers" ("Song of the Houn," 95). His way lead! 
past those things that will not receive him as a guest, past but 
already no longer through them. The departed one's journey 
is lonely, too, o£ course-but that comes from the loneliness 
of "the nighting pond, the starry sky." The madman cro,sca 
the pond not on a "black cloud" but in a golden boat. What 
about the gold? The poem "Corner by the Forest" (29) replies 
with the line: 

Gentle madness aho ohen sees 1he golden, 1he true. 
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The stranger's path leads through the "ghostly yean" whose 
days are everywhere turned toward the beginning and are 
ruled, set right, from there. The year o( his soul is gathered 
into rightness. 

0 how rit.:hteou~ E.lis, are all your dals 

sings the poem "Eiis" (92). This call is merely the echo of 
the other call. heard before: 

0 E.lis, how long you ha\'e been dead. 

The earliness into which the stranger has ex:pired shelten 
the essential rightness of the unborn. This earliness is a time 
of its own kind, the time of the "ghostly years." To one of his 
poems, Trakl gave the plain title "Year" (164). It begins: 
"Dcuk stillness o( childhood." The counterpart to that dark 
stillness is the brighter earliness-brighter because it is an even 
stiller and therefore other childhood-into which the departed 
has gone under. The last line of the same poem calls this stiller 
childhood the beginning: 

Golden eve of the beginning, darlr. patience of the end. 

Here, the end is not the sequel and fading echo of the begin
ning. The end-being the end of the decaying kind-precedes 
the bqinning o£ the unborn kind. But the beginning, the 
earlier earliness, has already overtaken the end. 

That earliness presen·es the original nature-a nature so (ar 
still veiled-of time. This nature will go on being impenetrable 
to the dominant mode of thinking as long as the Aristotelian 
concept of time, still standard everywhere, retains its currency. 
According to this concept, time-whether conceived mechani
cally or dynan1ically or in tenm of atomic deu.y-is the dimen
sion of the quantitative or qualitative calculation of duration as 
a sequential progression. 

True time, however, is the arrival of that which has been. 
This is not what is past, but rather the gathering of essential 
being, which precedes all arrival in gathering itself into the 
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shelter of what it was earliu, before the given moment. The 
end and accomplishment has its analogue ln "dark patience." 
Patience bears hidden things toward their truth. Its forbear
ance bears everything toward its descent down into the blue 
of the ghostly night. The beginning, on the other hand, corre
sponds to a seeing and minding which gleams golden because it 
is illuminated by "the golden, the true." This gold and true 
is reflected in the starry pond of night when Elison his journey 
opens his heart to the night (91) : 

A golden boat 
Sways, Elis, your heart againK a lonely slr.y. 

The stranger's boat toases, playful rather than "timorously" 
(tgl), like the boat of those descendants of earliness who still 

merely follow the stranger. Their boat does not yet reach the 
level of the pond's surface. It sink.s. But where? Does it go under 
in dKay? No. And into what does it sink? Into empty nothing
ness? Far from it. One of Trak.l's last poems, ''Lament" (191), 
ends with the lines: 

Sister of stormy sadneu, 
Look. a timorous boat goes down 
Under stan, 
The silent face of the night. 

What does this nocturnal silence hold that looks down out of 
the starlight? Where does this silence itself with its night be
long? To apartness. This apartness is more than merely the 
state in which the boy Elis lives, the state of being dead. 

The earliness of stiller childhood, the blue night, the 
stranger's nighting paths, the soul's nocturnal wing-beat, even 
the twilight as the gateway to descent: all these belong to 
apartness. 

All the:.e are gathered up into apartncS~>, not afterward but 
such that apartness unfolds within their already established 
gathering. 

Twilight, night, the stranger's years, his paths, all are called 
"ghostly" by the poet. The apartness is "ghostly." This word
what does it mean? Its meaning and its use are very old. 
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"Ghostly" means what is by way of the spirit, stems from it 
and follows ita nature. "Ghostly" means spiritual, but not in 
the narrow sense that ties the word to "spirituality," the priestly 
ordcn or their church. To a superficial reader, even Trakl 
seems to use the word in thls narrow sense, at least in the poem 
"In Hellbnmn" (18~), where it says: 

, .. Thus the oaks tum apiritually green, 
Above the dead's (orgouen padu. 

Earlier, the poet mentions "the shades of princes of the church, 
of noble women," "the shadn of those long dead" which seem 
to hover above the "pond of spring." But the poet, who is here 
again singing "the blue lament of evening," does not think of 
the clergy when he says "the oaks turn spiritually green." He 
is thinking of that earliness of the long since dead wbich 
promises the "springtime of the soul." The poem "Song of the 
Spirit" (16), composed earlier, strikes the same theme, though 
in an even more veiled and searching manner. The spirit 
referred to in this strangely ambiguous "Song of the Spirit" 
finds clearer expression in the last stan:r.a: 

Btggar there by ancient none 
Seems expired in a prayer, 
Shf'phf'rd ~ntly lf'aVt'!. rhe hill, 
In the grove an angel sin~. 
Sings a song, 
Sings the children to their sleep. 

But, even though the word "spiritual" hou no ecclesiastical 
overtones for the poet himsel£, he surely could have resorted 
to the phrase "of the spirit"" to reler to what he has in mind, 
and speak of twilight of the spirit and night of the spirit, Why 
does he not do so? Becau~ "of the spirit" means the oppOsite 
of material. This opposition posits a differentiation of two 
separate realms and, in Platonic-Western tenns, states the guiJ 
between the suprasensuous noeton and the sensuous aistheton. 
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"Of the spirit" so understood-it meanwhile has come to 
mean rational, intellectual. ideological-together with its oppo
sites belongs to the world view of the decaying kind of man. 
But the "dark journey" of the "blue soul" parts company with 
this kind. The twilight leading toward the night in which the 
strangeness goes under deserves as little to be called "of the 
spirit, intellectual" as does the stranger's path. Apartness is 
spiritual, determined by the spirit, and ghostly, but it is not 
"of the spirit" in the sense of the language of metaphysics. 

What, then, is the spirit? In his last poem, "Grodek." (193), 
Trakl speaks of the "hot flame of the spirit." The spirit is flam· 
ing, and only in this sense perhaps is it something flickering in 
the air. Trak.l sees spirit not primarily as pneuma, something 
ethereal. but as a flame that inflames, startles, horrifi.es, and 
shatters us. Flame is glowing lumination. What flame is the 
eft-stasis which lightens and calls forth radiance, but which may 
also go on consuming and reduce all to white ashes. 

"Flame is the palest pallor's brother" runs a line in the poem 
"Transform.uion of Evil" (ug). Trak.l sees spirit in tenns of 
that being which is indicated in the original meaning of the 
word "ghost"-a being terrifi.ed, beside himself, t'k·Jtatic. 

Spirit or ghost understood in this way has its being in the 
possibility of both gentleness and destructiveness. Gentleness 
in no way dampens the ecstasy of 1he inftammatory, but holds 
it gathered in the peace of friendship. Destructiveness comes 
from unbridled license, which consumes itself in its own revolt 
and thus is acth·e e~·il. Evil is always the e\'il of a ghostly spirit. 
Evil and its malice is not of a sensuous, material nature. Nor 
is it purely "of 1he spirit." Evil is ghostly in that it is the revolt 
of a terror blazing away in blind delusion, which cam all 
things into unhol) fragmentation and threa1ens to turn the 
c<~.lm, collected blouoming o[ gcnlicncss 10 ashes. 

But where does the gathering power u( gentleness reside? 
How is it bridled? What spirit holds its reins! In whal way is 
human nature ghostly, and how does it become so? 

Inasmuch as the nature of spirit consists in a bursting into 
flame, it strikes a new course, ligh1s it, and sets man on the 
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way. Being llame, the spirit is the stonn that "storms the 
heavens" and "hunts down God" (18o). The spirit chases, 
drives the soul to get underway to where it leads the way. The 
spirit carrie~ it over into strangeness. "Something strange is the 
soul on the earth." The soul is the gift of the spirit-the 1pirit 
animates. But the soul in turn guards the spirit, so essentially 
that without the soul the spirit can presumably never be spirit. 
The soul "feeds" the spirit. How? How else than by investing 
the spirit with the flame that is in the soul's very nature? This 
ftame is the glow of melancholy, "the patience of the loraely 
soul" (51). 

Solitude does not ~parate in the kind of dispersion to which 
all mere fonak.enness is exposed. Solitude carries the soul 
toward the One and only, gathen it into the One, and so starts 
iu being out on its journey. Solitary, the soul is a wanderer. 
The ardor of its core is charged to carry on its journey the 
burden of {ate-and so to carry the soul toward the spirit. 

Lend your flame to the spirit, ardent and heavy heart; 

so begins the poem "To Lucifer,"' in other words, the poem to 
the light-bearer who casts the shadow of evil (posthumous 
volume, Salzburg edition, p. 14). 

The soul's heavy heart glows only when the wandering soul 
enten into the farthest reaches of its ~ntial being-its wander
ing nature. That happens when the soul looks toward the {ace 
of the blue and beholds its radiance. In that seeing it is "the 
great soul." 

0 pain. thou flaming \'ision 
Ofthegreatsoul! 

(Thundmtorm,l75) 

The soul"s gteatneu tala it~ un:<~.~un: from ita capacity to 
achieve the flaming vision by which the soul becomes at home 
in pain. The nature of pain is in itself converse. 

"Flaming"' pain tears away. Pain's rending, sweeping force 
consigns the wandering $0UI into that conjunction of storm 
and hunt which would stonn heaven and hunt down God. 
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ThU5 it seems as though the stormy sweep were to overwhelm 
its goal, instead of letting it prevail within iu veiling radiance. 

Yet this latter is within the power of the beholding "vision." 
That vision does not quench the Raming sweep, but rejoins it 
to the fitting submission of seeing acceptance. It is that back
ward sweep in pain by which pain achieves iu mildoess, its 
power to disclose and convey. 

Spirit is ftame. It glows and shines. Its shining takes place in 
the beholding look. To such a vision is given the advent of all 
that shines, where all that is, is present. This flaming ,·ision ill 
pain. Iu nature remains impenetrable to any mind that under
stands pain in terms of sensitivity. Flaming vision detennincs 
the soul's greatness. 

The spirit which bears the gift of the "great soul" is pain: 
pain is the animator. And the soul so gifted is the giver of life. 
This is why everything that is alive in the sense in which the 
soul is alive, is imbued with pain, the fundamental trait of 
the soul's nature. Everything that is alive, is painful. 

Only a being that lives soulfully can fulfill the destiny of 
its nature. By virtue of this power it is fit to join in that har
mony of mutual bearing by which all living things belong 
together. In keeping with this relation of fitness, everything 
that lives is fit, that is to say, good. But the good is good 
painfully. 

Corresponding to the great soul's fundamental trait, every· 
thing that has soul is not merely good painfully, but also It 
can be truthful only in that way; for, in virtue of the fact that 
pain is converse, the living can give sheltering conceabnent to 
their present fellowbeings and thus reveal them in their given 
nature, let them truly be what they are. 

The last stanza of one poem begins (n) : 

So painful good. so tru1hful is whal li\'es; 

One might think. that this line merely touches on what is pain· 
ful. In truth it introduces the saying of the entire stanza, 
which remains tuned to the silent conquest of pain. To hear 
it, we must not overlook. the carefully placed punctuation, 
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much leu alter it. The stanza goes on: 

And softly touchts you an ancient stone: 

Again this "softly" is sounded, which always leads us softly to 
the essential relations. Again the "stone'' appears which, if 
calculation were permitted here, could be counted in more 
than thirty places in Trakl's poetry. Pain conceals itself in the 
stone, the petrifying pain that delivers itself into the keeping 
of the impenetrable rock. in whose appearance there shines 
forth its ancient origin out of the silent glow of the tint dawn
the earliest dawn which, as the prior beginning, is coming 
toward everything that is becoming, and brings to it the ad
vent, never to be: ovenalen, of its essential being. 

The old stones are pain itself, for pain lookt earthily upon 
mortals. The colon after the word "stone" signifies that now 
the stone is speaking. Pain itself has the word. Silent since long 
ago, it now says to the wanderers who follow the stranger 
nothing less than its own power and endurance: 

Truly! I shall forever be with you. 

The wanderers who listen toward the leafy branches for the 
early dead, reply to these words of pain with the words of the 
next line: 

0 mouth! that trembles through the silvery willow. 

The whole stanza here corresponds to the close of another 
poem's second stanza, addresstd "To One Who Died Young" 
(ug)' 

And the sil\·er face of his biend stayed behind in the garden, 
Listening in the lenes or the ancient stones. 

The stanza which begins 

So painful good. w trulhful is what lh·es: 

also resolves the chord ~truck in the first line of the same 
perm's third section: 

How sick 5<'ems all that is becoming! 
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The troubled, hampered, dismal, and diseased, all the distress 
of disintegrating, is in truth nothing else than the single 
semblance in which truth-truly-conceals itself: the all-pervad
ing. everlasting pain. Pain is thus neither repugnant nor prof· 
itable. Pain is the benignity in the nature of all essential being. 
The onefold simplicity of its converse nature determines all 
becoming out of concealed primal earlineu, and auunes ir to 
the bright serenity of the great 50UI. 

So painful good, so truthful is whal li~·es, 

And sohly touches you an ancient $lone: 
Truly! I diaD forever be with you. 
0 momh1 that trembles througb the silvery willow. 

The stanza is the pure song of pain, sung to complete the 
three-part poem called "Bright Spring" (tt). The primal 
early brightness of all dawning being trembles out of the 
stillness of concealed pain. 

To our customary way of thinking, the convene nature of 
pain-that its sweep carries us truly onward only as it sweeps 
w back-may easily seem self-contradictory. But beneath this 
semblance is concealed the essential onefold simplicity of 
pain. Flaming, it carries fanhest when it holds to itseU most 
intimately in contemplating vision. 

Thus pain, the great soul's fundamental trait, remains pure 
hannony with the holiness of the blue. For the blue shines 
upon the soul's face by withdrawing into its own depth. 
Whenever it is present, the holy endures only by keeping 
within this withdrawal, and by turning vision toward the 
6tting. 

The nature of pain, its concealed relation to the blue, is 
put into words in the last stanza of a poem called "Trans· 
figuration" ('!i): 

Blue flower, 
That sohly wunds in wirhered srone. 

The "blue flower" is the "gentle cornflower sheaf" of the 
ghostly night. The words sing of the wellspring (rom which 
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Trakl'a poetry wells up. They conclude, and also carry, the 
"tranfiguration." The song is lyric, tragedy. and epic all in 
one. This poem is unique among them all, because in it the 
breadth of vision, the depth of thought, and the simplicity o£ 
saying shine intimate and everlasting, ineffably. 

Pain is truly pain only when it serves the flame of the spirit. 
Trald's last poem 1s called "Grodek." It has been much praised 
as a war poem. But it is infinitely more, because it is something 
other. Its final lines (195) are: 

Today a gnat pain £ecda the hot Harne o( the spirit, 
The grandsons yet unborn. 

These "grandsons" are not the unbcgotten aons of the aons 
killed in battle, the progeny of the decaying generation. If 
that were all, merely an end to the procreation of earlier 
generations, our poet would have to rejoice over such an end. 
But he grieves, though with a "prouder grief' that flamingly 
contemplates the peace of the unborn. 

The unborn are called grandsons because they cannot be 
sons, that is, they cannot be the immediate descendants of 
the generation that has gone to ruin. Another generation Jives 
between these two. It is other, for it is of another kind in keep
ing with its different essential origin in the earliness o£ what 
is stiU unborn. The "mighty pain" is the beholding vision 
whose flames envelop everything, and which looks ahead into 
the still-withdrawing earliness of yonder dead one toward 
whom the "ghosts" of early victims have died. 

But who guards this mighty pain, that it may feed the hot 
flame of the spirit( Whatever is akin to this spirit is of the 
kind that starts man on the way. Whatever is akin to this 
spirit is called "ghostly." And thus the poet must call "ghostly" 
the twilight, tht' night, and the years-these abo\·e all and 
these alone. The twilight makes the blue of night to rise, 
inHames it. Night flames as the shining mirror of the starry 
pond. The year inflames by starting the sun's course on its 
way, its risings and its settings. 

What spirit is it from which this "ghostliness" awakens and 
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which it follows? It is the spirit which in the poem "To One 
Who Died Young" (u~g) is specifically called "the spirit of an 
early dead." It is the spirit which abandons that "beggar" of 
the "Spiritual Song" (16) to his apartness, so that he, as the 
poem "In the Village" (75) says, remains "the poor one,"· "who 
died lonesome in spirit." 

Apartness is active as pure spirit. It is the radiance of the 
blue reposing in the spirit's depth and flaming in greater 
stillness, the blue that kindles a stiller childhood into the gold 
of the first beginning. This is the earliness toward which Elis' 
golden countenance is turned. In its countering glance, it keep 
alive the nocturnal ftame of the spirit of apartness. 

Apartneu, then, is neither merely the state of him who died 
young, nor the indeterminate realm of his abode. In the way 
in which it ftames, apartness itself is the spirit and thus the 
gathering power. That power carries mortal nature back to its 
stiller childhood, and shelters that childhood as the kind, not 
yet borne to term, whose stamp marks future generations. The 
gathering power of apartness holds the unborn generation 
beyond all that is spent, and saves it for a coming rebinh of 
mankind out of earliness. The gathering power, spirit of 
gendeness, stills also the spirit of evil. That spirit's revolt 
rises to its utmost malice when it breaks out even from the 
discord of the sexes, and invades the realm of brother and 
sister. 

But in the stiller onefold simplicity of childhood is hidden 
also the kindred twofoldness of mankind. In apartness, the 
spirit of evil is neither destroyed and denied, nor set fret and 
affirmed. Evil is transformed. To endure such a "transforma· 
tion," the soul must turn to the greatness of its nature. The 
spirit of apartness determines how great this greatness is. 
Apartness is the gatht>ring through which human naiUre is 
sheltered once again in its stiller childhood, and that child· 
hood in turn is sheltered in the earliness of another begin· 
ning. As a gathering, apartness is in the nature of a site. 

But in what way, no\\', is apartness the site of a poetic work, 
specifically that poetic statement to which Trakl's poetry gives 
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voice? Is apanneu at all and intrinsically related to poetry? 
Even if such a relation exists, how is apartness to gather 
poetic saying to itself, to become its site, and to detennine it 
from there? 

Is apanness not one single silence of stillness? How can it 
start a saying and a singing on its way? Yet apartness is not 
the desolation of the departed dead. In apartneu, the stranger 
measures oil the parting from mant.ind hitherto. He is under· 
way on a path. What sort of a path is it? The poet says it 
plainly enough, by pointedly setting apart the closing line of 
the poem "Summer's Decline"; 

Would that the blue game were to recall his paths, 

The music of his ghostly )tan! 

The stranger's path is the "music of his ghostly yean." 
Elis' footfall rings. The ringing footfall radiates through 
the night. Does its music die away into a void? He who died 
into earliness-is he departed in the ~nse of bang cut oft, or 
has he been set apart because be is one of the select-gathered 
up into an assembly· that gathen more gently and calls more 
quietly? 

The second and third stanzas of the poem 'Jo One Who 
Died Young" (ug) hint at an answer: 

But he yonder descended the stone steps of the MOnchsberg, 
A blue m~ile on hia face, and strangely emhealhed 
In hit stiller childhood, and died; 
And the silver face of his friend stay~ behind in the garden, 
Listening in the leaves or the ancient stones. 

Soul sang of death, the green decay of the flesh, 
.-\nd it was the munnur of the forest, 
The fervid lament ol the animals. 
Always from twilight tow11n rang the blue evenin1 bellt.. 

A friend listens after the stranger. In listening, he follows 
the departed and thus h«omes himself a wanderer, a stranger. 
The friend's soul listens after the dead. The friend's face has 
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"died away" (1~6). It listens by singing of death. This is why 
the singing voice is "the birdvoice of the deathlike" (The 
Wanderer, 1~6). It corresponds to the stranger's death, his 
going under to the blue of night. But as he lings the death 
of the departed, he also sings the "green decay" of that gen
eration from which his dark. journey has "parted" him. 

To sing means to praise and to guard the object of praise 
in song. The listening friend is one of the "praiaing shep
herds" (1~6). Yet the friend's soul, which "likes to listen 
to the white magician's fairy tales," can give echo to the 
song of the depaned only when that apanness rings out 
toward him who follows, when the music of aparmess re
sounds, "when," as it says in "Evensong" (77), "dark. muaic 
haunts the soul." 

If all this comes to pass, the spirit of the early dead appean 
in the glow of earliness. The ghostly yean of earliness are 
the true time o( the stranger and his friend. In their glow 
the fonnerly black. cloud turns golden, Now it is like that 
"golden boat" which, Elis' hean, r~h in the solitary sky. 

The last stanza of "To One Who Died Young" (t~o} sings; 

Golden cloud and time. In a lonely room 
You often a& the dead to visit you, 
And walk. in trusted convene under elmJ by the 

green stream. 

The £riend's invitation to conversation reflects the haundng 
music of the stranger's steps. The friend's saying is the singing 
journey down by the stream, following down into the blue of 
the night that is animated by the spirit of the early dead. In 
such conversation the singing friend gazes upon the departed. 
By his gaze, in the conve~ look., he becomes brother to the 
stranger. Journeying with the strangf'r. lhf' brother reaches 
the stiller abode in earliness. In the "Song of the Departed" 
(17o), he can call out: 

0 to dwell in the animaae blue of night. 

Listening a£ter the departed, the friend sings his song and 
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thus becomes his brother; only now, as the stranger's brother, 
does he also become the brother of the stranger's sister 
whose "lunar voice rings through the ghostly night," as the 
last lines of "Ghostly Twilight" (151) say it. 

Apartness is the poem's site because the music of the 
stranger's ringing-radiant footfall inflames his followers' dark 
wandering into listening song. The dark wandering, dark be· 
cause it merely follows after, nevertheless clean their souls 
toward the blue. Then the whole being of the singing soul 
is one single concentrated gaze ahead into the blue of night 
which holds that stiller earliness. 

Soul then is purdy a blue moment 

is what the poem "Childhood" (g8) says about it. 
Thus the nature of apartness is perfected. It is the perfect 

site of the poetic work only when, being both the gathering of 
the stiller childhood and the stranger's gra,·e, it gathen to 
itself also those who follow him who died early, by listening 
after him and carrying the music of his path over into the 
$0Unds of spoken language, $0 that they become men apart. 
Their song is poetry. How so? What is the poet's work? 

The poet's work means: to say a£ter-to say again the 
music of the spirit of apanneu that has bttn spoken to the 
poet. For the longest time-before it comes to be said, that is, 
spoken-the poet's work. is only a listening. Apartness fint 
gathers the listening into its music, so that this music may ring 
through the spoken saying in which it wilt resound. The lunar 
coolness of the ghostly night's holy blue rings and shines 
through all such gazing and saying. Its language becomes a 
saying-after, it becomes: poetry. Poetry's spoken words shelter 
the poetic statement as that which by its essential nature 
remains unspoken. In this manner, the saying-after, thus 
called upon to listen, becomes "more pious," that is to say, 
more pliable to the promptings of the path on which the 
stranger walks ahead, out ol the dark of childhood into the 
stiller, brighter earliness. The poet listening a£ter him can 
thus say to himself: 
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More pious now, you know the dark yean' meaniD(, 
Autumn and cool in 10litary roorm; 
And in holier blue n.diant (ootlalls ring. 

(Childhood, 98) 

The soul that sinp of autumn and the year's decline is 
not sinking in decay. Its piety is kindled by the ftame of the 
spirit of earliness, and therefore is fiery: 

0 the soul that 10ftly sang the song o£ the 
withtred reecb; Baming piety. 

says the poem "Dream and Shroud of Night" (151). This 
shroud of night is not a mere darkening of the mind, no more 
than madness is dementedness. The night that shrouds the 
stranger's singing brother remains the "ghostly night" of that 
death by which the dcpaned died into the "golden tremor" 
of earliness. Gazing after him, the listening friend looks out 
into the coolness of childhood's greater stillness. But such 
gazing remains a parting from that cast of man, long since 
born, which has forgot the •tiller childhood u the beginning 
that is still in store, and hat never carried the unborn to full 
tenn. The poem "Anif" (u8), named after a moatcd castle 
near Salzburg, says: 

Great is the suilt o£ the born. Woe, you golden tremor 
Of death, 
When the IOUI drrama cooler bl0510ms. 

But that "woe" of pain embraces not only the parting from 
the old kinship. This parting is in a hidden and fated way 
set apart, &et to take the departure called for by apartness. 
The wandering in the night o£ apartness is "infinite tor· 
ment." This does not mean unending agony. The infinite 
is devoid of all finite restriction and sluntedness. The "in· 
finite torment" is consummate, perfect pain, pain that comes 
to the fullness of its nature. The simple oneness of pain's 
converse character comes into pure play only during the 
journey through the ghostly night, a journey that always 
takes its parting from the unghoslly night. The spirit's gent!~ 
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nns is called to hunt down God, its shy reserve called to 
storm heaven. 

In the poem "The Night" (t8o), it says: 

Infinite tonnmt, 
That you hunted down God 
Gcntle1pirit. 
Sighing in the cataract, 
In the wa-ving fir trees. 

The flaming rapture of this storm and hunt does not tear 
"the steep-wallro fortress" down; it does not lay the quarry 
low, but lets it arise to behold the sights of heaven whose 
pure coolness veils the Divine. The singing reHection of such 
wandering belongs to the brow of a head marked by con
aummate pain. The poem "The Night" therefore closes with 
the lines: 

A petrified head 
Storms heaven. 

Coneapondingly, the end of the poem "The Heart" (171) runs: 

The steep-walled fonress. 
Oheart 
Shimmering away into snowy coolness. 

In fact, the triadic harmony of the three late poems "The 
Heart," ''The Storm," and "The Night" is so subtly tuned 
to One and the Same singing of apartness that the discussion 
of the poetic work here attempted is further prompted 
simply to leave those three poems to resound in their song 
without intruding an elucidation. 

Wandering in apartness, beholding the sights of the in· 
visible, and consummate p:ain-they belong together. The 
patient one submits to pain's sweep. He alone is able to 
follow the return into the primal earliness o( the generation 
whose fate is pr~rved in an old album in which the poet 
inscribes the following stanza called "In an Old Album" (51): 

Humbly the patient one bows to the pain 
Ringing with music and with §Oh madness. 
Look\ the twilight appears. 
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In such soft and sweet-sounding saying the poet brings to 
radiance the luminous sights in which God conceals hinuelf 
from the mad hunt. It is thw only "Whispered into the After. 
noon" when, in a poem (so) by that title, the poet sings: 

God's own colon dreams my brow, 
Feels the gentle wing5 of madneu. 

The poet becomes poet only as he follows that "madman" 
who died away into the early dawn and who now from his 
apanness, by the music of his footfall, calls to the brother who 
follows him. Thus lhe (riend's face looks into the face of 
the stranger. The radiance of the glancing moment moves the 
listener's saying. In the moving radiance that shines from the 
site of the poem surges the billow which starts the poetic 
vision on its way to language. 

Of what sort, then, is the languagt of Trak.l's poetic work~ 
It speaks by answering to that journey upon which the 
stranger is leading on ahead. The path he has taken ltads 
away from the old degenerate generation. It cscoru him to go 
under in the earlin5 of the unborn generation that is kept 
in store. The language of the poetry whose site is in apart
ness answers to the home-coming of unborn mankind into 
the quiet beginning of iu stiller nature. 

The language that this poetry speaks stems from this tran
sition Iu path leads from the downfall of all that decaya 
over to the descent into the twilit blue of the holy. The lan
gua~ that the work speaks stems from the passage across 
and through the ghostly night's nocturnal pond. This lan
guage sings the song of the home-coming in apartneu, the 
home-coming which from the lateness of decomposition comes 
to rest in the earliness of the stiller, and still impending, 
beginning. In this language there speaks the journey whose 
shining causes the radiant, ringing music of the departed 
stranger's ghostly years to come forth. According to the words 
of the poem "Revelation and Descent" ( 186), the "Song of the 
Departed" sings of "the beauty of a homecoming generation." 

Because the language of this poetry speaks from the journey 
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of apannm, it will always speak al50 of what it leaves behind 
in parting, and of that to which the departure submits. This 
language is essentially ambiguous, in its own fashion. We shall 
hear nothing of what the poem says so long as we bring to 
it only this or that dull sense of unambiguous meaning. 

Twilight and night, de1cent and death, madness and wild 
game, pond and stone, bird's Hight and boat, stranger and 
brother, ghost and God, and abo the words of color-blue and 
green, white and blade., red and silver, gold and dark-all say 
ever and again manifold things. 

''Green" is decay and bloom, "white" pale and pure, "black" 
is enclosing in gloom llnd darkly sheltering, "red" fleshy purple 
and gentle rose. "Silver" is the pallor of death and the sparkle 
of the stars. "Gold" is the glow of truth as well as "grisly 
laughter of gold" (127). These examples of multiple meanings 
are so far only twa.sided. But their ambiguousness, taken as a 
whole, becomes but one side of a greater issue, whose other 
side is determined by the poetry's innermost site. 

The poetic work ~peaks out of an ambiguou) ambiguousness. 
Yet this multiple ambiguousness of the poetic saying does not 
scatter in vague equivocations. The ambiguous tone of Trakl's 
poetry arises out of a gathering, that is, out of a unison which, 
meant for itself alone, always remains unsayable. The ambi· 
guity of this poetic: saying is not lax imprecision, but rather the 
rigor of him who leaves what is as it is, who has entered into 
the ''righteous vision" and now submits to it. 

It is often hard for us to draw a clear line between the 
ambiguous saying characteristic of Trakl's poems-which in 
his work shows complete assurance-and the language of other 
poets whose equivocations stem from the vagueness of groping 
poetic uncertainty, because their language lacks authentic 
poetry and its site. The peerless rigor of Trakfs essentially 
ambiguous lan~age is in a higher sense so unequivocal that 
it remains in6nitely superior even to all the technical precision 
of concepts that are merely scienti6cally univocal. 

This same ambiguity of language that is determined by the 
site of Trakl's poetic work also inspires his frequent use of 
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word! from the world of biblical and ecclesiastical ideas. The 
passage from the old to the unbom generation leads through 
this region and its language. Whether Trakl's poems speak in 
a Christian fashion, to what extent and in what sense, in what 
way Trakl was a "Christian," what is meant here, and indeed 
generally, by ''Christian," "Christianit\·," "Christendom" and 
"Christlike": all this involves essential cJ.uestions. But their dis
cussion hangs in a void so long as the site of his poetic work is 
not thoughtfully established. Btsides. their discussion calls for 
a kind of thorough thinking to which neither the concept of a 
metaphysical north~ of a church-based theology are adequate. 

To judge the Christianity of Trakl's poetic work, one would 
have to give thought above all to hi! la)t two poems, "Lament" 
and "Grodek." One would have to ask: I£ indeed this poet is 
so rewlme a Christian, why docs he not, here in the extreme 
agony of his last saying, call out to God and Christ? Why does 
he instead name the "sister's swaying shadow" and call her 
"the greeting one"? Why does the song end with the name of 
the "unborn grandsons" and not with the confident hope of 
Christian redemption? Why does the sister appear also in the 
other )ate poem, "Lament" (191)? Why is eternity called there 
"the icy wave"? h this Christian thinking? It is not even 
Christian despair. 

But what does this "Lament" sing of? In these words, "Sister 
... Look , , . ," docs not an intimate ardent simplicity ring 
out, the simplicity of those who rel1'.ain on the journey towau.l 
the "golden face of man," despite the danger of the utter with
drawal of all wholeness? 

The rigorous unison of the many-voiced language in which 
Trakl's poetry speaks-and this means also: is silent-corre
sponds to apartness as the site of his work. Merely to keep this 
)itc rightly in mind make\ df'mands on our thinking. We 
hardly dare in closing to ask for the location of this site. 

III 

Wilen we took the first step in our di~cussion of Trakl's poetic 
work, the poem "Autumn Soul" (118), in its second-t~last 
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stanza, gave us the 6nal indication that apartncss i.s the site of 
his poc!try. That stanza speaks of those wanderen who follow 
the stranger's path through the ghostly night in order that they 
may "dwell in its animate blue," 

Fish and game soon glide away. 
Soon blue :soul and long tbrk journey 
Parted us from loved on~. othen. 

An open region that holds the promise of a dwelling, and 
provides a dwelling, is what we call a "land." The passage into 
the stranger's land leads through ghostly twilight, in the eve
ning. This is why the last stanze runs: 

Evening changes image. sense. 

The land into which the early dead goes down is the land of 
this evening. The location of the site that gathers Trakl's work 
into itself is the concealed nature of apartness, and is called 
"Evening Land," the Occident, This land is older, which is to 
say, earlif't anil thf'rt'fore more promising than the Platonic
Christian land, or indeed than a land conceived in terms of 
the European West, For apartness is the "fint beginning" of a 
mounting world-year, not the abyss of decay. 

The evening land concealed in apartness is not going down: 
it stays aod, as the land of descent into the ghostly night, 
awaits those who will dwell in it. The land of descent is the 
transition into the beginning of the dawn concealed within it. 

If we keep these thoughts in mind, we surely cannot then 
dismiss as mere coincidence the fact that two of Trakl's poe1111 
speak explicitly of the land of evening. One bears the title 
"Evening Land" or "Occident" (165) the other is called "Occi· 
dental Song" (1!1~): it sings the same as does the "Song of the 
Departed," and begins with a call that inclines in wonder: 

0 the noc:turnal wing-beat of the 10ul: 

The line ends with a colon that includes everything that fol
lows, even to the transition from descent into ascent. At that 
point in the poem, just before the last two lines, there is a 
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second colon. Then follows the simple phrase "One genera
tion." The word "One" is stressed. As far as I can see it is the 
only word so stressed in Trakl's work. This emphatic "one 
~neration" contains the key note in which Trakl's poetic 
work silently sounds the mystery. The unity of the one kinship 
arises from the race which, along "the lunar palhs of the 
departed," gathers together and enfolds the di:scord of the 
generations into the gentler two-fold-which does so in virtue 
of its apartness, the stiller stil1neu reigning within it, in virtue 
of its "forest sagas," its "measure and law." 

The "one" in "one generation" does not mean one as opposed 
to two. Nor does it mean the monotony of dull equality. "One 
generation" here does not refer to a biological fact at all, to a 
"single" or "identical" gender. In the emphatic "one genera
tion" there is hidden that unifying force which unifies in virtue 
of the ghostly night's gathering blue. The word speaks from the 
song which sings of evening. Accordingly, the word "genera
tion" here retains the full manifold meaning mentioned earlier. 
For one thing, it names the historical generation of man, man· 
kind as distinct from all other living beangs {plants and 
animals). Next, the word ''generation" names the races, tribes, 
clans, and families of mankind. At the same time, the word 
always refers to the twofoldness of the sexes. 

The force which marks the tribes of mankind as the simple 
oneness of "one generation," and thus restores them and man
kind itself to the :stiller childhood, a<l6 by prompting the soul 
to set out toward the "blue spring." The soul sings of the blue 
spring by keeping it silent. The poem "In the Dark" (144) 
begins: 

The soul keeps the blue sprinK in silence. 

"Keep silent" is here used transitively. Trakl's poem sings of 
the lanrl of evening. It is one single nil that the right race may 
come to be, and to speak the Harne of the spirit into gentleness. 
In the "Kaspar Hauser Song" (109) we read how God ad
dressed Kaspar Hauser: 

God spoke a Rende Hame to his heart: 
Oman! 
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The "spoke," too, is used transitively here, just as "keeps" was 
above, or as "bleeds" in "To the Boy Elis'' (gt), or "munnun" 
in the last line of "On the MOnchsberg" (107). 

God's speaking is the speaking which assigns to man a stiller 
nature, and so calls on him to give that response by which man 
rises from what is authentic ruin up into earliness. The "eve
ning land" holds the rising of the dawn of the "one generation," 

How shallow is our thinking if we regard the singer of the 
"Occidental Song" as the poet of decay. How incomplete and 
crude is our understanding if we insist on approaching Traltl's 
other poml. "Evening Land" (165), always only in terms of 
iu final third section, while stubbornly ignoring the center 
piece of the triptych together with it.s preparation in the 6nt 
~tion, Io "Evening Land" the Elis figure appears once again, 
whereas "Helian" and "Sebastian in Dream" are no longer 
mentioned in the last poems. The stranger's footfalls resound. 
They resound in harmony with the "softly sounding spirit" of 
the ancient forest legend. The final section-where the "mighty 
citiesfstone on stone raised up/ in the plain!" are mentioned
is already overcome, absorbed into the middle section of this 
work. The cLties already have their destiny. h is a destiny other 
than that which is spoken "beside the greening hill" where the 
"spring storm sings," the hill which has iu "just measure" 
(u8) and is also called the "evening hill" (143). It has been 
said that Trakl's work is "profoundly unhistorical." In this 
judgment, whal h meant by history? If the word means no 
more than "chronicle," the rehearsal of past evenu, then Trakl 
is indeed unhistorical. His poetry has no need of historical 
"objects." Why not? Because his poetic work is historical in the 
highest sense. His poetry sings of the destiny which casts man· 
kind in its still withheld nature-that is to say, saves mankind. 

Trakl's work sings the song of rhe soul, "something strange 
on the eanh," which is only just about to gain the earth by iu 
wandering, the earth that is the stiller home of the homecom· 
ing generation. 

Is this dreamy romanticism, at the fringe of the technically· 
economically oriented world of modern mass existence? Or-is 
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it the clear knowl~ of the "madman" who sees and aenaa 
other things than the reporten of the latest news who spend 
themselvei chronicling the current happening, whose future i5 
never more than a prolongation of today's events, a future 
that iJ forever without the advent of a destiny which concerns 
man for once at the source of his being? 

The poet sees the soul, "something strange," destin~ to 
follow a path that leads not to decay, but on the contrary to a 
going under. This going under yields and submits to the mighty 
death in which he who died early leads the way. The brother, 
singing, follows him in death. Following the suanger, the 
dying friend passes through the ghostly night of the yean or 
apartnes.s. His ain!Png i1 the "Song of a Captured Blackbird," 
a poem dedicated to L v. Ficker. The blackbird is the bird 
that called Ells to go under. It is the birdvoice of the deathlike 
one. The bird is captured in the 10litude of the golden foot
falls that correspond to the ride of the golden boat on which 
Elil' heart crosses the blue night's starry pond, and thus shows 
to the 10ul the course of iu essential being. 

Something ltrangc U the soul on the eanh. 

The soul journeys toward the land of evening, which is per· 
vaded by the spirit of apartneu and is, in keeping with that 
spirit, "ghostly." 

All formulas are dangecow. They force whatever is said into 
the supc=rficiality o( instant opinion and are apt to corrupt our 
thinking. But they may also be of help, at least as a prompting 
and a starting point for swtained refleuion. With these reserva
tions, we may venture this formulation: 

A discussion of the site of Georg Trakl's poetic work shows 
him to be the poet of the yet concealed evening land. 

Something ~trange is the !Oul on the earth. 

The sentence occurs in the poem "Springtime of the Soul" 
(142 f.). The verse that leads over into that final stanza when~ 
the sentence belongs, runs: 

Might}" dying and the singing flame: in the hrart. 
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There' follows the rising of the song into the pure echo ol the 
mUiic of the ghostly yean, through which the stranger wanden, 
the yean which the brother follows who begins dwelling in 
the land of evening: 

Darker the waten Bow~ round the lovely garnet of 
the fishes. 

Hour or mourning and silent aiP,t of the run; 
Something 1trange i1 the soul on the earth. Ghotdy 

the twilight 
Bluing over the milhewn forcat, and a dad. bell 
I.Dng tolls in the village; they lead him to rat. 
Silent the mynle blooma over hit dead white eyelids. 

Softly munmar the wau:n in the declining afternoon, 
On the bank• the green wildemm darkt!ns, joy in the 

rosy wind; 
The gentle song of the brolhtt by lhe evening hill 
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A DIALOGUE ON LANGUAGE 

The heretofore unpublished text originated in 1958/54• on 
the occasion of a visit by Professor Tezuka of the Imperial 
Univenity, Tokyo. 

To counter widely circulated allegations, let it be atated 
here explicitly that lhe dedication of Being 11nd Time men
tioned on page 16 of the DitJlogue remained in Being tmd 
Time until itJ fourth edition of 1935· In 1941, when my 
publishen felt that the fifth edition might be endangered 
and that, indeed, the book might lM; suppressed, it was finally 
agreed, on the suggestion and at the dnire of Niemeyer, that 
the dedication ~ omitted from the edition, on the condition 
imp:!SCd by me that the note to pa~ !8 be retained-a note 
whkb in (act states the re:uon for that dedication, and which 
ruru: "If the following investigation has taken any steps 
forward in disclosing the 'things themselves', the author must 
lint of all thank E. Husser!, who, by providing his own 
incisive pertanal guidance and by frttly turning over his 
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